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rhapter 1 Beginning the Forest Plan Revision 
Introduction 
This chapter describes why and how the Wasatch-Cache National Forest (WCNF) is revising its 
Forest Plan. It also discusses the intent of the Analysis o f the Management Situation in the revi -
sion process. Other explanations in this chapter include what the Forest intends to analyze in the 
revision process. based on the need to change current Forest Plan management direction. Public 
involv=ent and collaborative planning strategies are also discussed . 
This document represents the beginning of our public participation process for the revision ef-
fon . Although not required at tills stage of the process, we feel public participation at this early 
phase is critical. We want to be sure our identified needs for change in the Forest Plan retlect 
public concerns as well as our own. We also want to reach an understanding about what we will 
and will not be able to address in this re" ision effon. 
Forest Plan Revision 
The National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of 1976 (NFMA P.L. 94-588) required each Na-
tional For!!'t to develop National Forest Land and Resource Management Plans (Forest Plans). 
and to update or "revise" them when conditions have significantly changed or at least every 15 
years. The I';asarch-Cache National Forest completed its current Forest Plan in 1985 (USDA 
Forest Ser,;ce 1983). To comply with NFMA a revision needs to be completed by the end of 
2000. In 1997, Congress prohibited expenditure of funds on formal Forest Plan revision. In 1998 
pro~.ibitions were lifte<l for 14 national forests nationwide. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest 
was one o f the 14 forests. These actions have combined to create an extremely shon timeframe 
(2 1 months) for our revision effon . All six National Forests in Utah will be revising their Forest 
Plans wi thin the next three to four years. as all existing plans will be running up against NFMA's 
15 year deadline. 
Over the last decade we have learned a great deal about where our plans were adequate. and 
where they were lacking. Nationally, the agency undeno<,k a comprehensive study on the ad-
equacy of Forest Pl ans and published its findings in A Critique of Land Management Planning 
(USDA Forest Service 1990). Locally, each National Forest produced Forest Plan monitoring 
repons (WCNF 1992) and engaged in other assessments to determine how well plans were work-
Ing a tools to help manage these public lands. Employees ' day tu day use of Forest Plans has 
pro' ;~ed val uable insight about the type of d;rection that is most useful in Plans. 
In light of this learning and with revisions pending, effon s were made in the I 990s to help soive 
pr<'Jlems wi th and improve forest plans. In 1995, a major push was made to change the existing 
forest planning regu lations [36 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 219] to implement some of 
the fi ndings C'fthe 1990 Critique. as well as to incorporate other new agency thinking (Federal 
Register 1995). Most recently, in December 1997. the Secretary of Agriculture convened an in-
terdisciplinary Committee of Scientists (COS) to review and evaluate the Forest Service's plan-
ntng process for I llld and resource management and to identify changes that might be needed to 
the planning regulations. Their recommendations were published March 1999 [Committee of 
Scientists (COS) 1999]. While this work has not yet resulted in finalizi ng new regulations. it can 
, . Ip us refine our th;nking about Yo hat makes a good Forest Plan. Comments about forest plans 
by individual citizens. environmental organizations. commercial interests. and communities have 
also been considered. In this "revision" round of forest planning, the Forest Service intends to 
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build on experience and incorporate new science to develop more useful and appropriate plans 
than those written in the 1980s. 
National and Regional Guidance 
Effon s continue at the national level to change the current NFMA planning regulations. Until a 
decision is made, this revision will be guided by NFMA regulations (36 CFR 219). Recom-
mendations of the Committee ofScienrists will be carefully considered and included as :nuch as 
possible. consistent with the NFMA regulations. 
Recommendations in their synopsis speci fically include the following: 
Ecological sustainability provides a foundation upon which the management for na-
tional forests and grasslands can contribute to economic and social sustainability (Syn-
opsis, pg xvi). 
Public lands rest in a mosaic of land ownerships, and so public land management must 
be integrated into a broader regional landscape. Consider the larger landscape in 
wlUch national forests and grassla.,ds are located in order to understand their role in 
ensuring ecological sustainabili ty and contributing to human uses and values (Synop-
sis. pg xxi). 
Establish collaburative relations that provide opponunities and incentives for people to 
work together to contribute to forest planning in meaningful and useful ways. Land 
and resource planning must provide mechanisms for broad-based, vigorous, and ongo-
ing opponunities for open dialogue (Synopsis. pg xxi;i). 
Make "desired future condit;ons" and the outcomes associated with them the central 
reference points for planning (Synopsis. pg xxx). 
Planning is dynamic and ongoing because the social values and scientific knowledge 
that guide decision making will cilange with time (Synopsis, pg AXV). 
Monitoring needs to be given very strong emphasis in the new approach to planning. 
Adaptive management and learning are not poSSIble without effective monitoring o f 
actual consequences from management activities (Synopsis. pg xxxv) 
In March of 1998 the Chief of the Forest Service outlined a broad-based natural resource agenda 
for the Forest Service. Although not specifically directed toward forest planning, it sets clear pri-
orities for scientists and managers holding them accountable to the American people for the 
heal th of the land. It requires that special attention be given to four key emphasis areas : water-
shed health and restoration, sustai nable forest management. national forest r!'ads. and recreation 
(USDA Forest Service 1998). 
A recent letter from the Regional Forester (2112/99) outlines his expectations for forest plan re-
visions in the Intermountain Region. These expectations include: 
Focus on most cri tical land use issucs. 
Keep analysis commensurate with issues and Forest Plan decisions. 
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Make every effort to ensure timely and effective cOhlffiunication and relationships in the 
revision. 
Analysis of the Management Situation 
In initiating Forest Planning or beginning revision our regulations require that an analysis of the 
management situation (AMS) be prepared. The intent of the AMS is to set a context within 
which the Forest Plan decisions will be made. That is, the AMS needs to develop a reference 
framework of information about the conditions of the land and r _ilples ' uses of it so that a range 
of options for the future can be constructed to address public needs and issues, management 
concems. and resource opportunities. 
Most orlen, AMS· produced during the first round of planning in the 1980s were lengthy docu-
ments that recount,'d a lot of pertinent information relevant to the decisions that had to be made. 
The Wasatch-Cache National Forest completed an AMS of this type in 1982 as part of the forest 
planning process. ConsideIing that Forest Plans were being newly developed. the wide breadth 
of the 1982 AMS was appropriate. 
New, to meet the needs of revising a Forest Plan rather than creating a new one, the AMS will be 
more focused on providing information on where and why we think there is a need to change or 
establish management direction. It paints a picture hi!;hlighting the current biological. physical 
and social setting and key parts of what w<! expect would happen if no change were made to the 
clL""ent Forest Plan. It helps define the decision space and provides the foundation for developing 
a range of aIternatives in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to be completed for the Plan 
Revision. 
Benchmark Analysis 
Benchmarks used in fore>! planning are parameters that define the maximum and minimum 
amount of resource production that can reasonably be expected unJer management alternatives. 
NFMA regulations require that bP.llchmarks used to develop alternatives be displayed in an 
AMS. Benchmarks developed and analyzed in the original AMS (USDA Forest Service 1982) 
were reviewed and found to still be valid. Therefore. the WCNF Revision Team will not be con-
ducting new benchmark analyses at this time. Table I-I displays benchmarks in the current For-
est Plan for average annual outputs. 
Scope of the Analysis 
An Updated View of Forest Planning 
During the fi rst era of forest planning, we developed plans that included both broad direction for 
large areas and detailed. site-specific management direction. Often the broad direction was too 
general to be very helpful for making future deci sions and provided no clear desired future con-
di tion. On the other hand. many objectives, standards and guidelines were too site-specific, such 
as directing a course of action which was more appropriately decided after site-specific analysis 
has been done and disclosed. 
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Table I-I Benchmarks in current Forest Plan for averalle annual out uts 
RESOURCE MINIMUM OUTPUT MAXIMUM OUTPUT 
Developed Recreation 
(Thousands of Recreation Visitor Days) 0 4.570 
Dispersed Recreation 
(Thousands of Recreation Visitor Days) 0 6.311 
Wilderness Use 
(Thousands of Recreation Visitor Davs) 0 490 
Permitted Grazing Use 
(Thousands of Animal Unit Months) 0 97.312 
Live Saw Timber Offered 
(Thousand Cubic Feet) 0 9,675 
Now we believe that a forest plan should be similar to establishing zoning requir"ments for a 
city. A city may create a plan deciding which sections are residential. industrial. or commercial 
and what rules are applicable; for example, no new homes in industrial areas, or no restaurants In 
residential areas. The city plan makes broad decisions for the whole city but does not decide the 
exact design for each home and when it will be built. These are site-specific decisions. 
Similar to city planning, once programmatic or broad decisions in Forest Plans are established. 
future site-specific project decisions are then made based on Forest Plan direction. Site-specific 
decisions determine exactly when, where, and how pr~jects--such as trail construction and limber 
sales--will occur. 
C""tinuous Assessment and Planning 
The planning of the early 1980s required that each Forest build a plan from scratch. This effort 
required big budgets, many empl<,yees. and took a long time. It literally became an all-
consuming task for the Forest Service. As the time has come to revise these first generation 
plans, a planning philosophy evolved tv fit the realities of the budget and work force available 
and to reflect the dynamic nature of planning. We refer to this as Continuous Assessment and 
Planning or CAP. 
It is important to remember that the Forests are proposing changes to plans that have already 
bee:. developed and implemented. Therefore, there are years of experience with what direction 
is working and what needs to be changed. Rather than start over and also bec"use we have a 
tight time schedule and limited budget. we intend to repair the most critical Items first. Less 
critical items will be repaired as time and fund 'ng allow and at scales that make sense for the par-
ticular issues involved . 
In revising the forest plan. we will focus on those areas that must be reviewed in accordance with 
federal regulations. and on critical issues identified through new information. monitoring, and 
public concern. The regulations allow for this: "The Forest Supervisor shall detennine the ma-
jor public issues. management concerns. and resource use and development opportunttles to be 
addressed in the olanning process" [36 CFR 219.12(b)] . Through the revision process. those 
portions of the Pian identified as needing change. and as important and appropriate at this ime. 
will be addressed. Budget considerations will also be used to validate that alternatives developed 
are appropriate for detailed consideration. Other issues that are better addressed at a later time or 
a different scale may be deferred. This will allow us to focus now <'~ ""' ;nost compelling needs 
for changc in Forest Plan direction. 
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Dptermining Needs for Change 
Five sources were used to identify the initial Ne ds For Change items: 
Results of the Forest Plan monitoring report (USDA Forest Sen ice 1992): 
Comparison of regulatory. manual. and handbook requirements with current PIa!' 
direction; 
National directiJn. policy and initiatives; 
New information from research; and 
Comments received from employees who have been implementing the Plans. 
Revision Team specialists compared the initial list of Need For Change topics against the six de-
cisions made in forest plans to identify which topics were planning-related versus which were 
project-level issues. The six types of decisions made in Forest Plans are listed and described 
briefly below (36 CFR 219.11 ancl '19.17). 
Six Decisions Made in Forest Plan. 
I. Forest Goals and Objectives. A goal is a concise statement that describes a desired condition 
to be achieved some time in the future. It is normally expressed in broad, general terms, ,vithout 
any specific date for attainment. An objective is a concise time-specific statement of planned 
results that move toward pre-established goals. An objective forms the basis for further planning 
to define the precise steps to be '1I<en and resources to be used in achieving identified goals. 
2. Forest-wide Standards and Guidelines. A standard is a required course of action or level of 
attainment designed to promote achievement of goals and objectives. A guideline is the pre-
ferred "r advisable course of action designed to promote the achievement of goals and objectives. 
.I Management Area Delineations and Management Area Direction. A management area is an 
identifiable unit ofland that provides focus and ernphasis for management direction. Manage-
ment area direction defines how the area will be I":Jlaged by incorporating goals and objectives 
with a desired future condition. Th~ desired future condition will explain the biological. physical 
and social conditions ~nvisioned for the area. 
4. Identification of Lands Not Suited For Timber Production. Lands identified as not suited for 
timber production are examined at least every 10 years to determine if they have become suited. 
5. Monitoring and Evaluation Requirements. Forest Plans must establish m'mitoring require-
ments through which im" lementation is evaluated. 
6. Recommendation For Official Designation of Wilderness. During Forest PlanninS. the Forest 
Servic~ must evahJ.lte and consider roadless areas for their potential as Wilderness Areas. The 
Forest Service may recommend a roadless area to Congress for Wilderness designation if the 
area meetS various wilderness criteria. Congress retains the final authority for designating Wil-
derness Areas. 
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Results of 1992 Monitoring and Evaluation Report 
National Forests m('nitor and evaluate land management activities to determine how well objec-
ti ves have been met and how well standards and guidelines have been applied . The Wasatch-
Cache completed a FClrest-Wide monitoring report in 1992 (USDA Forest Servicc 1992). The 
report highlighted changed conditions since the Forest Plan was approved and made recl'm-
mendations where appropriate. 
Provided below is a summary of the conclusions of the mOSI recent Forest-Wide 'vIonitoring and 
Evaluation Rel-urt. 
I. Resource inventories lacked quality inlo rmation or were outdated. 
2. There was a discrepancy between recreation goals and current conditions. Developed 
recreation site program needed to emphasize maintaining existing facilitie. prior to 
building new facilities. 
3. Riparian area direction was limited and very general. 
4. Timber Volume Objectives were inaccurate because of problems with timber volume 
conversions. timber availability assumptions and technical concerns with implementa-
tion. 
5. Water quality monitoring strategy needed strengthening. 
6. An accurate assessment of relationships between resources is iacking. A new emphasis 
on integrated resource management was needed. 
7. The Forest Plan was never fully funded and there was no indication of priority work to 
be accomplished with available budgets. Our program of work needed to be prioritized 
to allow for funding shortfalls. 
8. The Monitoring Plan was too general to ensure Forest Plan direction was being ac-
complished. An improved monitoring plan was needed. 
Management Direction that Needs to be Changed or Established 
Upon review of existing documentation. the Revision Team made a preliminary determination to 
change or establish new management direction in the following potential Forest Plan revision 
topics. These topics are described in detail in Chapter 4 of this document . 
Topic I - Wild and Scenic Rivers. This topic i required an~ includes updating and pro-
tecting those riVet; identified as eligible for inclusion into the Wild and Scenic Rivers sys-
tem. 
Topic 2 - Roadless AreaslWildemess Recommendations. This topic is required and in-
cludes identification of road less areas. evaluation of their suitability as wilderness and those 
recommended to Congress for wilderness designation. 
Topic 3 - Appropriate Timberlands. This topic is required and describes identification of 
lands appropriate for timber management. 
Topic 4 - Rangeland Capability and Suitability. This topic is required and includes 
rangeland capability and rangeland suitability. 
Topic 5 - Biodivenity and Viability. This topic includes rare and unique species and eco-
systems: threatened. endangered. and sensitive species: successional stages: snags and old 
growth: vegetation composition. functi on. and structure: fragmen tation. connectivity. land-
scape linkages. habitat edge. and horizontal and vertical diverSity. 
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Topic 6 - Watershed Health . This topic addresses rip""an area and aq uatic resource man-
agement. including rangeland and recreation influences. 
Topic 7 - Road Management/Access ~1anagement . This topic includes application of the 
national transportation policy (currently being developed) for deciding where and when to 
build new roads..nd management of the existing road system. 
Topic 8 - Recreation Niche, Capacity and Zoning. This topic include:; th~ unique role of 
the Forest in providing recreation opponunities and defining the desired future for recreation 
for areas 0:1 the Forest wi th consideration of appropriate social and biophysical use levels. 
Additional Topics. Two additional state-wide analyses are underway that propose amending the 
current forest plans for all six national forests in Utah. Although both analyses are scheduled to 
be completed in 1999 prior to our revision completion, we recognize them as two additional top-
ics that will need to be incorporated into our revision. 
The first proposes to amend plans to provide management direction that maintains and/or 
restores functioning habitats that are key to sustaining a persistent population of the nonhem 
goshawk o ~tj its prey on Utah's National Forests. Amended management direction is needed 
because . current Forest Plans allow actions that may degrade habitat components important to 
sustaining a persistent population. 
The second analysis proposes to amend plans to provide management direction that restores or 
maintains fire-adapted ecosystems through wildland fire use and prescribed fi re while continuing 
to suppress unwanted wildland fires. The Forests also propose to revise, replace or delete forest 
plan direction that hinders the use of fire to achieve these goals. This action is needed because 
forest plans do not contain direction on using fire to restore and sustain ecosystems. In the case 
ofthe WCNF, current forest plan direct ion limits the use of fire . 
Strengthening Current Management Direction 
Additional proposed changes are described in Chapter 4 under the section. " Strengthening Cur-
rent Management Direction". These are important changes to the Plan that involve relatively 
simple alterations or addi tions to current direction in order to address changed conditions or defi-
ciencies identified since the Plan were developed. It is not anticipated that most of these changes 
will require detailed analysis or alternative development in the Revised Forest Plan EIS . Some 
of these items may be fully addressed through the revision process and others through amend-
ment after the revision is complete. 
Coordination with Tribes 
The Ouray-Ute. Skull Valley Band of the Goshutes. and the Shoshone-Bannock tribes are recognized 
as sovereign nations. As a result. these tribes have unique relationships with federal government 
agencies. Forest Service poliCIes and management activities will be planned and implemented in 
ways that respect the tribes ' sovereignty, needs. and rights. Collaboration with these tribes will fo-
cus on developing meaningful relationshi ps to understand and incorporate tribal cultural resources, 
needs. interests and expectations. 
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Intergovernmental Coordination 
Coordination with our government partners (federal. state. and county) wi ll be more proactive than it 
was in the development of the original Forest Plan. The intent is to have earl y and acti ve involve-
ment in sharing ideas and shaping strategies. Because the Wasatch-Cache is also adjacent to many 
other land ownerships we recognize the need for national forest planning to take into consideration 
local land use plans (state, county. ci ty. other) either in place or currently being developed. 
Utah governor. Mike Leavitt. issued an executi ve order in May 1996 to help rapidly growin!; 
communities protect the many values (recreation opportunities. scenery, wi ldlife habitat. agricul-
ture. and watersheds) of Utah. Governor Leavitt (1996) stated: 
Part o f the heritage of Utah is th~ ?ctchworks of green that dot our landscapes. the 
ponds where our children fish and Ice skate. the fie lds where we grow crops and 
learn the value of hard work. the wide open pastures where wildlife roam. 
He went on to say that: 
As we plan for the future. we have the opportunity and the responsibility to pro-
tect thi s sacred heritage. There is only one chance to portect open space. When 
it's gone it's gone. Ifwe plan carefully now. we can build homes and save open 
lands. It is our duty to protect our land so that our children and grandchildren can 
enjoy the beauty and traditions we have known. 
These statements by the governor are truly congruent with our thoughts on pl anning for the for-
est. More continuous interaction and communication among federal. state. county and l o~al of-
fi cials will improve plunning direction for all lands. 
In December 1998. several Western governors came together to di scuss principles for environ-
mental management in the West. They focused on commmon principles underl yi ng the most 
promising approaches and successful solutions to a wide range of environmental problems. 
These principles form the basis of a new shared doctrine for environmenta l management the gov-
ernors call Enlibra. The word Enlibra was coi ned by the western governors to symboli ze balance 
and stewardship. 
The doctrine speaks to greater participation and collaboration in deci sion making. 
focuses on outcomes rather than just programs. and recogni zes the need for a vari-
ety of tools beyond regulation that will improve environmental and natural re-
source managemcnt (Western Governors' Association 1999). 
We plan to integrate the spirit of Enlibra as we work closely with state and local govcrnments on 
the plan revision . 
Public Participation and Collaborative Planning 
We know a successful forest plan revision depends on public understanding and coniribution to this 
effort . We wi ll encourage your parti cipation from the beginning as we pruvide ongoing 
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opportunities for discussion throughout our revision effon. Of course. our desi re for working to-
gether will have to be balanced with the need to move forward and meet tight time frames . 
There has been much discussion in recent time among Federal agencies about collaboration. We 
view collaborative planning not as consensual decision-making: but. rather a shared understanding 
and learning from one another. We recognize we cannot eliminate the controversy inherent in some 
public land issues but collaborative planning will allow to us to better understand each other and ap-
preciate the choices and trade-offs that must be made. It also allows us to learn from others new and 
ereative ideas that we may not have thought of previously. 
One area of potential confusion is how collaboration influences the decision-making process. The 
authority for making Forest Plan decision~ rests with the designated federal officials, in this case the 
Regional Forester and Forest Supervisors. These decision-makers are responsible for ensuring ap-
propriate public participation and making sure that no group has undue influence or unfair access to 
the decision process (the 1972 Federal Advisory Committee Act). In 1995 Congress updated the law 
to allow intergoverrunental partners (tribal. state. federal. local) to have access to decision makers in 
providing advice and seeking consensus in goverrunent decision-making. The law also controls how 
decision makers obtain advice from the public. but doe. not limit how LIe public chooses to give ad-
vice. The primary guidance is that if the decision maker solicits advice from the public. it must in-
volve all interested panies and not allow any group undue influence. 
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"\\7~ shall n~oU" ach~ hannolli -.JIth land, afli mor~ 
than ..,~ shall achI~~ absobJt~ jusHce or Ilberti for ~op~. 
In th~~ high~r aspiraHons th~ Important lhIng Is not to 
achi~~. but to s~~." Aldo Leopold, Round AAer 
chapter two 
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hapter 2 Ecosystem Management Framework and the 
Forest Plan Model 
Introduction 
In the 15 years since our current Plan was developed. we have learned much . Our experiences 
implementing the Plan along with significant advances in scientific thinking about land 
management have resulted in two types of need for change. First, actual management direction 
needs to change in some areas referred to as "topics" in Chapter I and described in more detail in 
Chapter 4. Second, the basic framework and organization of the Plan need to change. This 
chapter is designed to describe the framework, how it differs from how the existing Plan was 
framed, and why the new framework is necessary. This chapter is also designed to show how the 
new Forest Plan model is organized and how it differs from the existing Plan. 
Ecosystem Management and Need for Change 
One of the primary forces affecting forest plan revisions as "needs for change" is the focus on 
ecosystem management and sustainability as the over-arching objective of National Forest 
stewardship. We feel that the concept of ecosystem management, while complex, is important 
enough to not attempt to oversimplifY. 
In the early 199(I's the Forest ~ervice chartered a group of managers and researchers to develop a 
" white paper" on an ecological approach to management. As a result of this white paper, James 
Overbay, then Deputy Chief for National Forest System, identified the need to " embrace the 
concept of managing ecosystems to sustain both their diversity and productivity and to chart a 
course for making this concept the foundation for sound multiple-use, sustained-yield manage-
ment" (Overbay 1992). In striving for consistency across the Forest Service as well as with all 
federal and state agencies and with the private sector, Overbay selected the term ' 'ecosystem 
management" from several being used at the time to describe this ecological approach to 
management. In 1997, an interdisciplinary Committee of Scientists was convened "to review 
and evaluate the Forest Service's planning process for land and resource management and to 
identifY changes that might be needed to the planning regulations" (COS 1999). As a result of 
this committee's work, an emphasis was placed once again on sustainability. As noted in their 
report: 
... for the past I ()() years, we. as a nation. have been attempting to define 
what we mean by "sustainabil ity," in part through our grand experiment in 
pubic forest ownership. In the process, we have broadened our focus from 
that of sustaining commodity outputs to that of sustaining ecological 
processes and a wide variety of goods. services. conditions. and values. 
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What are the Principles of Ecosystem Management? 
Overbay (1992) noted that we must take an ecosystem approach to multiple-use. sustained-yield 
management'. So what is ecosystem management and how does it differ from how we have 
managed National Forest lands in the past? Ecosystem management has been variously defined. 
but it is simply using the best ecological, economic, social and managerial principles in 
managing ecosystems to restore or sustain ecosystem integrity. and to provide for the values. 
products. uses. and services for the long term. The Report oJthe Ecological Society oj America 
Committee on the Scientific BasisJor Ecosystem Management (Christensen and others 1996) 
defined the principles of ecosystem management as Sustain ability, Goals, Sound Ecological 
Models and Understanding, Complexity and Connectedness, Dynamic Characte .. of 
Ecosystems, Context and Scal~, Humans as Ecosystem Components. and Adaptability and 
Accountability. A brief summary of these principles follows. 
Sustain ability. Sustaining ecosystems for generations in the future is a precondition of 
ecosystem management . rather than an afterthought. Sustainability means that we must manage 
for options and opportunities of both commodities and non-commodities into the future . As 
noted above. the focus of sustainability has been broadened from that of sustaining commodity 
outputs to that of sustaining ecological processes and a wide variety of goods. services. 
conditions, and values. 
Coals. Desired future conditions should be explicitly defined in measurable terms that can be 
monitored. Goals should focus on sustaining ecosystem processes while, at the same time. 
identifY those goods, services. conditions, and values that can be provided within the bounds of 
sustainable ecosystems. 
Sound Ecological M .. dels and Understanding. Ecosystem management is based on sound 
ecological principles and focuses on ecological processes and functions. It is based on the best 
science at all scales, from the broad landscape to the level of the organism. 
Complexity and Connectedness. Ecosystems are complex with a vast array of interconnec-
tions. Biological diversity (the diversity of life and its processes) and the complexit) of 
ecosystems are critical to ecosystem processes and functions . Complexity and diversity also 
impart resistance to and resilience from disturbance. Wherever we simplifY ecosystems by 
J Section 4 of the Multiple·Use Sustained· Yield Act of 1960 defined those terms in the following way: 
Multiple-Use - " Multiple usc" means the management of all the various renewable surface rC)l(lurcc~ of the 
National Forests so that they arc utili zed in the combination that will best meet the needs oflhe American people: 
making the most judicious use of the land for some or all of these resources or related services over areas large 
enough to provide sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in use to confonn to changing needs and conditions: 
that som ..: land wi ll be used for less than all of the resources: and hannonious and coordinated management of the 
various resources. each with the other. without impajnnent of the productivity of the land. wi th considerat ion bemg 
given to the relative values of the various resources. and not necessarily the combinat ion of uses thai will give the 
grea test dollar return or the greatest unit output. 
SUltlint'd-Yield - "Sustained yield of the several products and services" means the achievement and maintenance 
in pc:rpetui ry of a high-level annual or regular output of the variou!' renewable resources of the National Forc'.~ t s 
without impainnent of the productivity o f the land. 
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planting or managing for a single species or only a few species, we reduce the abih 'Y of those 
ecosystems to resist disturbance or to bounce back fo llowing disturbance. 
Dynamic Character of F.cosystcms. Ecosyst. m are dynamic in nature. We need to acknowl-
edge natural disturbance "rocesses (e.g. fire, wind, avalanche, sllccession, etc.) and consider 
them as .. e develop desired future conditions and the management actions and strategies we usc 
to achieve those conditions. 
Contnt and Scale. Ecosystem processes occur over a variety of scales in space and time. 
There is no single spatial scale or time scale " appropriate" for management. For any issue we 
must "zoom in and zoom out" to give cop<ideration to the nested and interrelated resources, 
>jJe"ies, 'ommunities, or ecosystems we are attempting to manage. In addi t;{l~ " 'e should look 
at the many and complex relationshi!,s the Forest has with indivi' lUals, comw:.nities, businesses, 
ar.J governments (Federal, State, Cpunties, etc.) and how they use the lands within and around 
the Forest. 
Hu.nft'" as Ecosystem Components. Humans not only pose the greatest, most significant 
challenge tl' sustaining ecosystem processes and functions, but they are also an integral part of 
ecosystems. HUl':1an population growth is perhaps the single most critical impact on sustain-
ability of both resources and opportunities within ecosystems. We must all be involve I to both 
identify and achieve sustainable goals. 
Adaptability and Accountability, Adaptability and accJuntability are central principles of 
ecosystem management. Our knowledge is never complete and changes frequently. As our 
understanding changes we must be able to adapt our management practices to reflect the new 
knOWledge. As Christensen and others (1996) noted: 
"Our own impacts on this planet's ecosystems make such adaptive management 
all the more compelling. The earth '< ecosystems are being modified in new ways 
and at faster rates than at any other time in their nearly four billion year history. 
These new and rapid changes present sig!:ificant challenges to our ability to 
predict the inherently unc~in responses and behaviors of ecosystems." 
Forest Service Natural Resource Agenda for the 21 st Century 
As noted in Chapter I, in March of 1998 the Chief of the Forest Service outlined a broad-based 
natural resource agenda whose focus was to bring people together to "find ways to live within th~ 
limits of the land." This Agenda embraces the Principles of Ecosystem Management and as 
previously stated includes four key emphasis areas including: watershed restoration and 
maintenance; sustainable forest ecosystem management; forest roads; and recreation . The 
following dIscussions of those emphasis areas are derived from the USDA Forest Service (1998) 
report tit l 1 Chartlllg our Future ... A Nation 's Natural Resource Legacy. 
Watenhed Restoration and Maintenance - A watershed is simply the land ..rea drained by a 
single network "r streams. For example, the Big Cottonwood watershed co,ers the entire land 
area whose streams ultimately pour into Big Cottonwood Creek. A h ;althy watershed has a 
steady flow of pure, clean water !nat sustains all living things, including people. In order for a 
watershed to be healthy it must have healthy stream systems and soi ls that do not contribute 
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excessive amounts (above the natural levels) to those stream;. They must meet the needs for 
quality habitat for dependent anim&;s and fish . In addition, healthy watersheds supply values for 
people such as drinking water, recreation, and other uses while not compromising watershed 
health. 
Sus.ainable Forest Ecosystem Management - Sustainable forest management connects the 
health of the land to people and communities, transcending the boundaries of ownership and 
management to take advantage of what each forest owner can offer toward achieving sustain-
ability. Forest track sizes are becoming smaller and more fragmented leading to diminished 
wildlife habitat, reduced access, and degraded water quality. Sustainable forest management, 
therefore, provides goods and services without compromising the broad array of values for 
generations to come. 
Forest Roads - Few n~tur&l resource issues in recent years have attracted as much public 
scrutiny as the management of the forest road system. Though less costly to build and maintain 
than most public highways, forest roads can have adverse impacts on w. tersheds, especially if 
poorly maintained. Few marks that we leave on the land are more lasting than the roads we 
build. Yet roads are needed for the goods and services that Americans expect from the national 
forests. 
Recreation - America's national forests and grasslands offer the single largest source of outdoor 
recreation opportunities in the United States. From downhill skiing, to backcountry expeditions, 
to family outings, our national forests provirle an incredible range of outdoor opportunities. The 
Forest Service must meet the Nation's growing need for outdoor recreation in a manner that 
protects the health, diversity, and productivity of the land. 
How does Ecosystem Management Differ from Management in the Past? 
The Forest Service has managed ecosystems for dec: des, so how is ecosystem management 
dilferent? There are some sectors that fear that "ecosystem management" is just another buzz 
word to explain business as usual (Donnelly 1995) while :>thers fear that it will result in the 
Forest Service abandoning its " multiple use" management of National Forest lands. While 
those al ~ reasonable fears, neither is true. Ecosystem management is different than how we've 
conducted our business in the past in three important ways: 
I. Rather than fu.;using only on the small, localized scale, we look at the appropriate scale 
depen<!i;:g on each resource and/or issue and we look more at those interactions with and 
integration of associated rc.ources and/or issues; 
2. We focus more on properly functioning ecosystems for sustainability over the long term 
(composition, struc~re, patterns, and functions) and less on maximizing production from 
ecosystems over the short term; and 
3. Because ecosystem management requires that we look beyond administrative boundaries we 
must focus more on collaborating with other Federal. State and local governments in 
establishing goals and in creating a vision of desired future conditions. 
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\\'hile ecosystem management has important differences from how we have managed national 
forest lands in Ie past, as noted above we are still managing under the Multiple-Use. Sustained-
yield Act. We have, however, plauxl a much greater emphasis on sustaining ecological 
processes and a wide variety of goods, services, conditions. and values rather than focusing 
primarily on sustaining commodity outputs. 
Steps Required to Implement Ecosystem Management 
In a 1994 report titled Ecosystem Management: 4dditional Actions Needed to Adequately Test a 
Promising Approach (RCED 1994), four steps/pctions were identified as practical and required 
in order to implement ecosystem management. They include: I) delineating ecosystems; 2) 
understanding their ecologies; 3) making management choices; and 4) adapting management on 
the basis of new information. Figure 2-1 , adapted from this report, shows the relationships 
between ecosystem management concepts and these practical steps and actions. In Chapter 3 we 
more closely address the relationships between these practical steps and actions and those 
proposed by the Wasatch-C!che National Forest to implement ecosystem management. 
DeliDeatiDg Ecosystems. The first practical step of ecosystem management involves the 
delineation of ecosystems at scales that are consistent with the principle of 'context and scale'. 
[n looking at the Wasatch-Cache National Forest, we recognize both biophysical and human 
(social, economic, and political) characteristics and relationships. The biophysical characteristics 
of the Forest include the land, 'Nater, vegetation and wildlife, etc. while the human characteristics 
include the people and the communities, counties, and states in which they live and how they 
relate to and effect the Forest. Any delineation of biophysical ecosystems is artificial because 
there are connections, interactions, and movements of wildlife, water, air, and vegetation. etc. 
that do not correspond to lines drawn on a map. While it is somewhat difficult to delineate the 
biophysical ecosystems, the human ecosystem is even more difficult to draw lines around. We 
recognize that delineations of human population areas are even more artificial than biophysical 
boundaries, and can ultimately be redrawn depending on how one looks at those areas. These 
delineations, however. do serve a purpose. They provide a means to help us understand and 
communicate the many and varied relationships as well as historic responses of the land to 
management actions. and a means of predicting future impacts and responses. 
All living things. including humans, respond to their environment at each of these different 
scales. Many species of bird spend a portion of their life cycle in tropical environments. 
migrating north only as the seasons change from cold to warm. Other animals will move from 
low elevations off the forest to high elevations as winter turns to spring and summer. Still others 
spend their entire lives in a relatively small geographic area. Some species of plants occur on a 
wide variety of habitats from low elevation to the alpine. Others have more restricted require-
ments and may only occur on hot, dry sites or only in the alpine while others may be restricted to 
only one geologic formation with strict water or nutrient requirements in a restricted part of the 
Forest. 
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.......... -
-Establish C'OI'II isk'nt bowwIuiet (Of 
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""'n 
-Identify daimf furvrt ecoJoakaI 
conditions 
-Identify types. lewis, and mixes of 
ectivities to mett theIe conditions 
-Identify dwribution of activities among 
land unirs over lime 
Figure 2.1 - Relationship. between practical Implement.tion steps and utlon! and ecosystem management 
prlnclp .... 
Not only do people and different species live and respond to environments ~t different scales. but 
our management actions have different potential effects at different scales. Each "ecosystem" 
can be seen as "nested" within multiple lar~er ecosystems. For example if we decide to suppress 
fi re in a particular watershed (, esulting in conlinued older plant communities which favor certain 
wildlife and bird species) the net effect is dependent on the conditions in the adjacent watersheds 
across the entire landscape. [fthey all have older plant communities our decision may result in a 
"surplus" of this type of habitat and a "shortage" of younger plant communities and the habitat 
they provide. If the adjacent areas all have younger plant communities. maintenance of this 
watershed in an older condition may be critical to species depending on this area for the older 
habitat provided. So. to understand the implications of any action we plan. we must "zoom in" to 
look at the site involved and also "zoom out" to learn about the context of neighborillg 
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ecosystem conditions involved. Thi s multi-scaled consideration is a key part of ecosystem 
manlgem=nt. It is a function of the complexity and connectedness principle of Ecosystem 
Management mentioned above. 
Understanding to whatever degree possible how complex these ecosystems are. helps the land 
manager to maintain the diversity and resiliency of the biological world at all scales - from the 
genetic and species level to the commun:ty and ecosystem level. 
Undentandlng Ecosystems' Ecologies. Once the geographic and human ecosystems are 
delineated, we need to understand something about the ecology and human characteristics based 
on the best information available. This will help us understand more about the integrity of those 
ecosystems, how they are functioning, the human relationships to those ecosystems, and how 
they can be maintained or restored. For the biophysical world we need to learn about I) 
ecosystems' composition, structure, patterns, and functions (how they work), 2) current 
conditions and trends, 3) minimum level of integrity and functioning needed to 1ll1intain or 
restore ecosystems to a healthy condition, and 4) the effects of human activities on ecosystems. 
Making Management Choices. After we gain an understanding of an ecosystem ' s ecology. 
land managers must I) identify the desired future ecological conditions, 2) the types. levels and 
mixes of activities than can be sustained while still achieving these conditions, and 3) how these 
activities will be distributed over time and over the landscape. This requires that we coordinate 
among other federal agencies, state, local and tribal governments. the public, and the Congress. 
Adapting Management to New Information. Just as ecosY' .ems are continually cl.anging over 
time, our understanding of their ecology and. therefore, our management choices will change 
over time as well . Our scientific understanding of how different ecosystems work and how they 
are affected by human activities is incomplete and continues to increase with continued research. 
We must be able to modify our management on the basis on new information so we can better 
accommodate the needs of people while ensuring that desired ecological conditions are being 
achieved. 
Wby do we need an Ecosystem Management Framework for Plan Revision? 
The current forest plan was not created with this new scientific understanding and knowledge. It 
lacks the integrated. multi-scale focus on the principles of ecosystem management and lacks the 
critical focus on sustainability. The ecosystem managernent framework will help set the stage for 
the way we look at the forest and the decisions we will make. It establishes limits, to some 
degree, as to what we will and won't address in the Forest Plan revision. The framework will 
also have a big influence on how we define and describe Desired Future Conditions. In addition. 
it is a new way of looking at what we do, broadening our focus from that of sustaining 
commodity outputs to that of sustaining ecological processes and a wide variety of goods, 
servi ces, conditions, and values. 
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Forest Plan Model 
The Forest Plan We Envision 
Work has been ongoing in the Intermountain and Northern Regions of the Forest Service (Forest 
Planning Framework 1999 Draft) to refine the model for what a Forest Plan accompli~!~cs. The 
recent Committee of Scientists Recommendati(lns (COS 1999) also provide insights into needs 
for change in the model. Today, with the emphasis on ecological sustainability and collabora-
tive planning, we envision a WCNF Forest Plan which: 
• Provides clear desired future condition descriptions- a "visualization of the future landscape" . 
• Reflects the principles of ecosystem management and sustainability. 
• Builds proposed pathways from the current state to the desired future. 
Preserves options for the future. 
• Shows how relevant policies and deci.ions tie together and relate to affect the management 
of this National Forest. 
• Provides a framework within which future more site specific decisions can be made. 
• Considers the broader geographic, political, economic, and social landscape and the special 
role the Forest contributes to sustainability in that context. 
• Is built from collaborative relationships with others who have relevant information, knowl-
edge, expertise, and interest. 
• Is adaptable to new scientific understanding of natural and social systems as well as to chang-
ing societal conditions and values. 
• Includes meaningful monituring requirements for evaluation of outcomes including making 
changes as necessary. 
Integrates budget realities. 
• Recognizes that some issues, like developing conservation strategies for , .,ie-ranging spe-
cies, need to be addressed at a regional (more than a single National Forest) scale while oth-
ers such as developing travel management plans need to be addressed on smaller landscape 
scale (less than a single National Forest). 
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• Is the result of open public debate and clear disclosure of divergent interests and of difficult 
choices about what this National Forest will be and provide in the future. 
Forest Plan: Updating the Model and Needs for Change 
To build a Plan with the characteristics listed above will require some shifts from traditional 
thinking about the content and design of the Plan. Our original plans attempted to make deci-
sions for nearly every forest acre for a ten to fifteen year period. Every potential resource use 
was addre~sl'd- an ambitious undertaking to say the least. We spent a great deal of time and en-
ergy on modeling and analysis while falsely assuming there would be little need for future analy-
sis. Over time we have learned that conditions continually change and so does our knnwledge. 
We now recognize we must make scale specific decision~ with the latest information based on 
current need, and issues. These needS are impossible to predict ten years out in great detail for a 
large area such as an entire National Forest. Yet we also know that we cannot piecemeal long-
term decisions about land uses because of the potential cumulative effects of individual action~ 
and because of the need to address issues which are broader scale than a typical site-specific 
analysis. Examples are needs for habitat connectivity and desirability of particular vegetation 
patterns across large landscapes over time. We now know that conflicts about land use arise as 
social conditions and values change. To help solve this dilemma we need to working closely 
with interested parties continually rather than once every ten years or so. 
Originally included in the Plan were moni:oring requirements which were not directly linked to 
goals and which were beyond our capability to conduct. Monitoring requirements were "func-
tional" (i.e. focused on a single resource or discipline) rather than integrated and therefore ne-
glected the complexity and connectedness principle of ecosystem management. We werc unable 
to effectively use this monitoring for meaningful evaluation of outcomes related to Plan goals. 
All of this learning has provided a springboard for an updated planning model. 
We now see that it makes more sense to address issues and decisions at appropriate scales. The 
Forest Plan provides a broad framework of zoning decisions and can be amended through future 
analyses tied to particular issues and timing needs. This framework of zoning decisions must in-
clude more clear direction on what the desir-" future is for the land (a land vision with goals and 
objectives to move toward that vision). Much less detail about the "hows" of managing the land 
will be included in the revision. This kind of guidance needs to be flexible and easily changeable 
with new scientific knowledge and is better addressed in guidebooks and strategies referenced by 
the Forest Plan . This implies less emphasis on long lists of specific standards and guidelines and 
more emphasis on those standards and guides that are essential to moving toward specific goals. 
The Revision also must lay ou a monitoring plan for measuring progress toward meeting goals 
as well as identifying action, (0 make corrections when needed. Whatever we plan, it must be 
within the capability of the land to sustain uses over time. This updated way of thinking abcut 
Forest Plans implies thaI they will look different and will need to be much more "adaptable" than 
the Plans we prepared fifteen years ago. 
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Maps and Zoning: Needs for Change in Delineating Ecosystems 
As outlined in the Ecosystem Management Framework. implementation requires delincating 
ecosystems. Forest planning also requires delineations to show decisions about what uses are 
appropriate where. Different issues about land use are best addressed at different scales- there is 
no single scale which is appropriate for all issues. Scale considerations for human versus bio-
physical issues often overlap. however they are seldom identical (See Chapter 3. "Delineating 
Ecosystems"). 
The primary land delineation used in the current Forest Plan is the Management Area. We be-
lieve the Management Areas as delineated are less useful than they could be given today 's under-
standing of ecosystems from both a social and biological standpoint. Many of the Management 
Areas are extremely large and not easily recognized by people as distinct placcs. They have little 
relationship to ecological units such as watersheds and so are not effective for examining actions 
and their effects. For example the Wasatch Front Management Area stretches from Little Cot-
tonwood Canyon on the south all the way to Wellsville and Logan on the north. lt includes I I 
distinct watersheds and about thirteen distinct adjacent local communities. This large of an area 
does not lend itself to effective planning for watershed functions nor development of clear de-
sired future condition descriptions. When information is combined for such a large area it be-
comes so general it is not 3S helpful to land managers nor meaningful to forest users as it should 
be. 
Improved mapping at three scales reflective of ecosystems and specific issues is an identified 
need for change in the Forest Plan revision. At the broad scale the Wasatch-Cache National For-
est boundary will define the area of revision decisions. This area must be considered in the con-
text of decisions and guidance from other planning for Northern Utah, Southwest Wyoming, 
and Southeast Idaho. At the mid scale "Geographic Units" will be delineated as logical subdivi -
sions of the Forest. These will consist of mountain ranges and portions of mountain ranges with 
similar land capabilities. We may develop some level of desired future descriptions for these as 
well as goals, objectives. standards, guides. and monitoring requirements that are appropriate at 
this mid-scale. This will prevent the need to repeat management direction over and over and will 
allow us to address issues and needs that cross multiple management areas . At the fine scale 
Management Areas will be delineated for the purpose of defining distinct. easily recognizable 
places that we can all see and describe. We propose that Management Area delineations be 
drawn primarily along watershed boundaries. See Appendix A for a map of proposed Manage-
ment Areas. Integrated desired future condition descriptions will be developed for each manage-
ment area along with related goals, objectives, standards. guidelines. and monitoring require-
ments. Integration is necessary to bring together all of the considerations for the various re-
sources (such as soil , water. vegetation, wildlife, and human uses) so that they best fit the capa-
bilities of the land along with the needs of the people. 
Management Prescriptions: Needs for Change in Making Management 
Choices 
The third step rC'Iuired to implement ecosystem management is making management choices. 
Once we have areas defined on maps and have begun Iv IdentitY potential desired futures for 
those areas. we want to provide a general picture of what kinds of activities are allowed and not 
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allowed there- the "zoning" for specific pans of a management area. We expect that most man-
~gement areas will have multiple zones with prescriptions for types. levels. and mixcs of activi-
ties based on the capabi li ty and suitability of the land. In order to emciently describe these pre-
scnptlOns for what IS allowed/not allowed in a given area we will use Management Prescript ion 
Categones (R4 OeskgUlde Reference Southwest Idaho 2/99 draft document). Thc li st of Pre-
scription Categories is displayed below. For detail s about the themes and activities generally 
allowed/not allowed. see Appendix B. 
Numbt'r Man_Remen' Prescription CatHory 
1.0 Wlldrrness 
1.1 Existing Wilderness 
1.1.1 Desired Condition Class ' 
1.1.2 Desired Condition Class II 
I. J.3 Desired Condition Class III 
I 2 Recommended Wilderness from new Plan Revision 
2.0 SpHia. Management Arus 
2.1 Wild and Scenic Rivers 
2. J. I Wild classification 
2.1.2 Scenic c1a'isilicalion 
2.1.3 Recreational c1ass ifica l ; ~n 
2.2 Research Natural Areas 
2.3 Scenic Byways 
3.0 Prottction of Aquatic. Terrestrial. and Hydrologic Intf'griry is Emphasized 
3.1 Preservation EmphaSIS 
3.2 Restoration Emphasis 
4.0 Multiple RHOurce Uses Where Recreation Is [mphaslzed 
S.O Multiple Rnourcr Usn Wherr Fortsttd Vtgr.ativt Managrmrn' is [mphasizrd 
6.0 
7.0 
8.0 
5. 1 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring forested ecosystem integri ty wh ile 
meeting muhiple resou rce objectives. which may include timber 
management. 
5.2 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring forested ecosystem integrit y while 
managing ti mber for growth and yield. 
Multiplr Rnourcr Usn Whrrr Non·Forts.td (Rangrland) Vrgr.a.ivt Managrmrn' is 
[mphasiztd 
6. t Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring non· forested ecosystem 
integrity while meeting multip le resource objectives. whil: h may include 
livelltock forage production. 
6.2 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring non· fofCS ted ecosystem integrity 
while managing for li vestock forage production. 
Inlrrmlngltd PubllclPrlva. r lands 
(Primary empha~is ident ified under prescription 3. 4. 5. 6, or It) 
7.1 Inle"" ingl~ private or public lands in an urban or town interface. 
7.2 Intermingled private or public land .. in a rural interface. 
Concrntnttd Ihvtlopmrnl Anu htrong economic empha.lliis) 
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Funher development and refinement of these categories will be coordinated with neighboring 
National Forests so that management direction can be compared across boundaries in the future. 
We will be working to improve the usefulness of the categories this summer and will use them to 
map and compare current Forest Plan direction to proposed action for Plan revision. Figure 2-2 
is an example of the use of management prescription categories across two adjacent management 
areas. 
Management 
Area 1 
Management 
Area 2 
Figure 1-1 [Jlmp.e or mlnlgement prescription .otegor ... Ipplled to two Idjlcent mlnlgement or.i •. Note 
that management prrscriplions cross management boundarlH. 
Monitoring: Needs for Cbange in Adapting Management to New Information 
The final step in implementing ecosystem management is adapting management to new informa-
tion. This step is consistent with the NFMA requirement for monitoring and evaluation and the 
tie to research needs. (36 CFR 219.28) It provides for evaluation of progress toward 
goals/outcomes and information about possible needs for course corrections. The need for im-
proved design and implementation of monitoring has been identified repeatedly (5-Year Moni-
toring Report 1992) and is possibly the single most imponant need for change if we are to benefit 
from our eltperience in land management over time. " ... the only way in which learning is pos-
sible is to observe if the system responds as envisioned." (COS Recommendations 1999) 
Given the complexities and many unknowns involved in both biophysical and human ecosys-
tems. the ability to learn and adapt is a must. The revised Forest Pl an will include monitoring 
which is designed to establish simple indicators with broad public acceptance; establish indices 
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of measurement that are readily collected, appropriate for the purpose and objectives and vary 
appropriately by scale; and provides for meaningful evaluation of outcomes and action in the 
event of needed adjusbnents in resource management. 
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"",at~hed maint.rnan~ and ratoraHon ar~ th~ oldest and h~st 
caUings of the t'orat SeN~. ~ ag~~ Is, and ~aiS ..mt ~, bound 
to th~m try tradition, \a-.} and science. ~ national (orals trul-i ar~, 
th~ h~at~ of lh~ Nation." M"1ke Dombeck 
chapter ~"lree 
hapter 3 Wasatch-Cache National Forest Ecosystem 
Mana ement Framework 
Introduction 
In this chapter we describe how the ecosystem management framework will be applied at the forest 
scal~. FIgure 3.1 again displays those "practical steps/actions" from Chapter 2 for implementing 
ecosystem management including Delineating Ecosystems, Understanding Ecosystems' Ecologies, 
Making Management Choices, and Adapting Management to New Infonnation. To this we have 
Pnctlcal Stopsl Action. 
·ldmrify damd furIft ecok)pea.l 
""""""'" · kknriry typo. kvell.. and mixes of Ktivir.a 10 ~ lheK conditions 
· ldmriry distribution of IClivit;e. amona 
lMd unitJ over IUnc 
~ ... raardUnt. moniIorin .. and 
__ ina ecoao,teal conditions. 
'"Modify ~dIokaon the 
bMisof.- infonnafion. 
'"Revile ecotyIImtI' ~ at wananlCd. 
Wasatch..cache 
FPAction. 
ocus on componenu 0 walm~ 
health., rangeland hcallh. fir~ ecology, 
bioqicll diversity. etc:. 
FOCUI on the outcome: of the nonhem 
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added more specific steps that we will use through the revision process that will help us to better 
incorporate tne principles of ecosystem management in the forest plan. This chapter includes 
sections on delineating ecosystems and understanding their ecologies. 
Delineating Ecosystems 
Because the planning regulations tell us that decisions must be made at the Forest administrative 
boundary level, we must use the Forest Boundary as one broad scale. Of course we recognize 
the anificial nature of this scale so we will also be looking at broad, mid. and fine scales for both 
the biophysical and human dimensions. Both the biophysical scales and the human (social. 
economic, and political) scales vary with activity and/or issues. As shown in figure 3-2, there 
are similar and somewhat parallel scales for the biophysical and human dimension at the broad 
and mid scales. It is at the small scale, or management areas, where the biophysical and human 
dimensions meet. Note that at each scale the boundaries cross forest boundaries and ownership 
boundaries. This does not indicate that we will make decisions on lands other than those 
maIiaged by the Wasatch-Cache National Forest, but rather indicates that we will look at uses 
and activities both on and off the forest when making management choices. 
Delineating Ecosystems - Broad Scale. At the broad biophysical scale the Wasatch-Cache 
National Forest is a pan of three large geographic units (sections) - the Uinta Mountains, 
Overthrust Mountains, and Bonneville Basin Sections (Figure 3-2) as defined by McNab and 
Avers (1994). Each Section has its unique geology, climate, vegetation. wildlife and associated 
ecologies. We are focusing specifically on the Wasatch and Bear River Ranges of the Overthrust 
Mountains Section and on the Stansbury Mountains portion of the Bonneville Basin. 
For the human dimension at the broad scale, we have chosen to look at northern Utah, southwest-
ern Wyoming, and a portion of southeastern Idaho (Figure 3-2). This encompasses counties and 
communities in near proximity to the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. While the Utah ponion of 
the forest is much larger, govemment entities and forest users in each of these states are affected 
by our decisions. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest has a tremendous diversity in the size of 
adjacent communities, from the heavily populated areas from Provo to Ogden. to the small 
communities of Randolph, Utah and Mountain View, Wyoming. 
Delineating Ecosystems - Mid Scale. The Uinta Mountains, Overthrust Mountains, and 
Bonneville BlISin were further refined at the mid-scale based on elevation. plant communities, 
geological and ecological processes and natural disturbance patterns. Ecological "subsections" 
were delineated and described (maps and descriptions of all subsections are on file at the 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest). Figure 3-2 shows an example of those delineations for the 
Uinta Mountains. This mid-scale delineation allows for a means to address relationships across 
the landscape within appropriate, ecologically similar areas and to address cumulative effects for 
various issues at this scale. Each of the adjacent National Forests has been delineated at the 
Section and Subsection scale which are independent of political boundaries and which allows us 
to look cumulatively across borders as well as within the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. 
At the mid scale, some useful concepts have already been developed for organizing social and 
economic infonnation in delineating human ecosystems. For nonhem Utah. the Quality Growth 
Efficiency Tools Technical (QGET) Commi::: study (I (97) described the Greater Wasatch 
Area as including 10 countie< (Box Elder, Weber, Morgan. Davis. Summit. Salt Lake. Wasatch. 
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Utah, Tooele and Juab) along the front and back of the Wasatch Mountains. QGET further 
subdivided this area into Metro Counties, Wasatch Back. Tooele/Grantsvi lle. Northern Utah 
County dIld Southern Box Elder County. We are supplementing this delineation by adding other 
areas: the Cache-Franklin Area of northern Utah and Southern Idaho. Rich County of northern 
Utah and the Rural Area of southwestern Wyoming and northeastern Utah. Figure 3-2 shows a 
portion of southwestern Wyoming and northeastern Utah and how it relates to the broad and fi ne 
human scales. QGET ( 1998) has compiled data, developed models, and made projections of 
population, demography, and economy aimed at understanding growth and related problems for 
Utah and the Greater Wasatch Area. 
Delineating Ecosystems: Fine Scale. Management Areas as we are proposing them. are the 
union between the biophysical and human dimensions as the finest scale used in forest plan 
revision. As we focused on where biophysical and human scales come together we found that 
canyons (watersheds) provide that sense of place for the people that use the Forest as well as an 
area where we have the ability to focus on cumulative effects for various biological as well as 
social impacts on the ground. We are, therefore proposing watersheds (or in some cases, groups 
of watersheds) as our new management areas. Note that watersheds cross the subsection, or mid-
scale, delineations rather than being nested within them. That is because we expect the fine scale 
to address different issues (primarily watershed conditions and human use and acti viti es) than the 
mid-scale. Management areas are the scale at which detai led Desired Future Conditions (DFCs) 
for the biophysical and the human dimensions will be described. Appendix C includes maps and 
rationale for the proposed management areas on the Wasatch-Cache. 
Understanding Ecosystems' Ecologies 
Biophysical Conditions and Trends 
This section gives readers a general description of the biophysical context within which the 
Wasatch-Cache will be maki ng forest plan revision decisions. Infonnation was gathered from 
the Sub-Regional Assessment of Properly Functioning Conditions (o/, Areas Encompassing the 
National Forests (If Northern Utah (USDA Forest Service 1998). 
The Ecosystem Management principle of sustainability implies our abi lity to define and measure 
where ecosystems are now as compared to their historic range of va liabil ity. The concept of 
"historic range" recognizes that ecosystems are dynamic in nature and that disturbance and 
change is a common component. Areas that are within their historic range of variabil ity arc said 
to be in "properly functioning condition" (PFC). An assessment of PFC of vegetation cover 
types on National Forest lands in northern Utah (Ashley. Uinta and Wasatch-Cache National 
Forests) was completed in 1998 (USDA Forest Service 1998). Historic reference conditions for 
this area. including the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. were based on fire history studies. 
historical records, and documentation of historic uses of these lands both prior to and after the 
establishment of the National Forest System. Consistent with the ecosystem management 
principle of humans as ecosystem components, we include Native American ac tions (such as 
setting fires), prior to the sett;ement of Europeans. in the picture of historic reference conditions. 
These ecosystems did evolve sustainably with humans as integra l parts. Ecological conditions 
were assessed by looking at four distinct aspects or ecosystem features: I) Composi tion- the 
species list; 2) Structure- the layers and ages of species: 3) Patterns- the patchwork of species 
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and ages across the landscape; and 4) Functions- processes and how they occur and interact on 
the land. 
The PFC Assessment completed for the northern Utah national forests focused primaril y on 
changes in patterns over the landscape (e.g. aspen cover types being replaced by various conifer 
cover types or sagebruSh/grasslands being replaced by pinyon-juniper through the control of fires 
over the past 50 to 100 years) and on changes that have occurred in age class diversity (structUT . ) 
and species composition. From these changes we infer changes in the way these ecosystems 
function. 
The primary impacts to ecosystems in northern Utah National Forests that have caused 
ecosystems to no longer be within their range of historic variation are the exclusion of fire 
through suppression, historically high livestock grazing levels, and the daming and diversion of 
water. In addition, impacts to streamside, also known as riparian, ecosystems have resulted from 
livestock grazing as well as from the building of roads and from heavy recreation use. Fire 
exclusion has resulted in a reduction in age class diversity o f most shrub- and tree-dominated 
cover types. Probably most signi;;;;,"lt is the greater than 60 percent reduction in the number of 
acres of aspen communities on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. Heavy livestock grazing 
resulted in a loss of protective ground cover which had severe impacts to watershed conditions 
through soil erosion and impacts to the riparian ecosystems. In addition, livestock grazing 
resulted in a large change in plant composition allowing for the invasion of non-native species 
and/or an increase in less palatable native species. The darning and diversion of streams has had 
a large impact on the stream environment. Dams have created barricrs to the movement of fish 
while diversions have resulted in the complete loss of water from some streams and abnormally 
high sustained flows in others. 
A summary of the PFC assessment (Table 3- 1) shows some obvious areas where conditions 
across landscapes are no longer properly functioning based on current vegetation conditions. 
Those areas with a high deviation from historic range of variability are considered to be non-
functioning or poorly functi oning while those with a mnderate deviation from their historic 
variability may still be functioni ng, but at risk. Some of the most notable communities at ri sk are 
the sera! aspen (over 65 percent of the seral aspen communities on the Wasatch-Cache National 
Forest have been, or are rapidly being, replaced by conifer tr.e-dominated communities), seral 
aspen-lodgepole, Engelmann spruce, interior Douglas-fir, tall forb, riparian, and aquatic 
ecosystems. The oakbrush romm"~;t i . whi le noted as having a low to moderate deviation 
from historic conditions, have been protected, to the degree possible, from fire. Because this has 
resulted in a build up of fine fuels, and because more and more homes are being built up to the 
edge of the oakbrush communities, there is an ever-increasing threat to property and safety from 
even larger wildfires in the future. Appendix D has more detai led summary of the PFC 
assessment. 
Human Dimension Conditions and Trends 
This section gives readers a general description of the human context within which we will be 
making forest plan revision decisions. Information was selected from a tremendous body of 
historic. social, and economic data and is not intended to be comprehensive. It covers, in a 
generalized way, the followi ng topics: Baseline Social and Economic In formation: His:ory and 
Origins of Population and some Effects on Landscapes: Northern Utah and Southwest Wyoming 
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Today; State, County and Community Variability; Population Growth; Demography; Increasing 
Diversity; Local Economic Success and the National Forest. Each of these factors influenced 
how whe have managed the forest in the past, how we manage today, and will influence how we 
will manage into the future. 
Baseline Social and Economic Information. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest administers 
national forest systems lands in nine northern Utah counties (Box Elder, Cache, Rich, Weber, 
Morgan, Davis, Summit, Salt Lake, Tooele) and Uinta County Wyoming. Pertinent information 
related to a portion of this area has been developed in the last two years by the QGET Committee 
in coordination with the Utah Governor's Office 
Table]..1 Deviation (Low, Moderate, High) from Historic Range of Variation for the Bonneville Buin. 
Uinta Mountains and Wl5ltch Mountains of Northern Utah and for the Caribou Na tional Forest. 
Caribou 
SUbject Arel (Cover Type) Wasatch Bonneville Uinta Natlonat 
MouR,.ins Basin Mountains Fornt 
Aloine Low-Mod Low Low 
· Limber PinelBrlstlecone Pine Low Low 
· 
Low 
Engelmann Spruce-Subllpine Fir High 
-High Elevation Spruce 
· · 
Low 
.Spruce--Fir Mod-High 
· 
Low-Mod 
-Subalpine flr Moderate 
· · 
-MU:ed Conirer 
· · 
Low-Mod 
JUpen High 
-Seral Aspen High High High 
-Serat Aspen-Lodgepote 
· · 
Mod-High 
-Ctlm .. JUoen Low .. Low-Mod 
Loduootc ptne Low-Mod 
· 
Low Low 
~ Mod-High Low .. · Interior DoUiif .. -nr Mod-High Mod·High Mod-High Moderate 
Plnyon-Junlper Mod-High High Low-Mod High 
(Hi.h) 
Mountain Mahogany Moderate 
-CurUear Low-Mod Low-Mod Low-Mod 
-Btrchlear (Alderteal) Low-Mod Low-Mod Mod-High 
GambelOak Low-Mod Low-Mod Low-Mod 
· Mante Low-Mod 
· · 
Hi.h 
Mountain Brush Low Low Low Low 
Tall Forb High Mod-Hi.h Mod-Hi h Hi.h 
Sagebrush Grass lands Moderate 
-Mountain Big Sagebrush Low-Mod Low·Mod Low 
(High) 
-Spiked Big Sagebrush Low 
· · 
-Wvomin. BI. Sa.ebrush 
· 
.. .. 
RIparian High High HIgh 
-S tream Canyon Low 
-Subatnlne M .. dow Mod-High 
Aquatic Mod-High High Mod-High 
• Subject Area not present in assessmenl area . 
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•• Subject Area not evaluated in this assessment due to lack of substanlial distribution in the assessme nt area . 
of Planning and Budget. The State of Wyoming similarly provides economic and demographic 
infonnation which can be readily a~cessed on the Internet (\mi .state.wy.us) . In addition, historic, 
economic, and social infonnation was recently compi led by the northern Utah National Forests 
for the counties of northern Utah and southwest Wyoming in Social and Economic Assessment 
(1995). 
Because the Forest Supervisor's office is in Salt Lake City, Utah's capitol city, the Forest plays a 
key role for coordination with the State of Utah. The State of Utah has acted as a catalyst for 
other major planning efforts on the Wasatch Front, hopi ng for integration of local goals and 
interactions. There is, however, still competi tion among counties and cities to attract new 
business. [n addi tion to our relationships with various levels of government wi thin the State of 
Utah, we also have similar relationships with governments in the State of Wyoming. 
History and Origins of Population and some Effects on Landscapes, Native American 
prehistoric remains from an Archaic "Desert culture" period have been found in cave deposi ts (as 
old as 8000 B.C.) around the Great Salt Lake (Jennings 1978). Archaic people subsisted wholl y 
on hunting and gathering wild plant and animal foods. During the subsequent Fremont period 
(500-1250 A. D.) some small vi llages were establ ished with part ial depend~ncy on hort iculture 
of recently introduced cul tigens (corn, beans, etc.) domesticated hundreds of years earlier in 
Central America. 
A variety of Indians were present when the Europeans arrived including northern Ute, Paiute, 
and Shoshonean people. Thesc Indians depended on hunting, fishing, some fanni ng, and the 
domestic horse, which had recently been acquired from Spanish occupants to the south . Until the 
latter 19th century, human occupation of the region in and around the Wasatch-Cache had no 
discernible impact on the local biophysical setting. Whi[e Indian and early white sett lers may 
have occasionally lit fires to create forage and cleared some lands, these impacts were relatively 
minor with respect to natural disturbances and did not have a negative impact to wi ldlife or the 
native plant communities. The population of Utah as a whole was under 200,000 until about 
1890 (May 1987 p. 123). 
Permanent white settlement in Utah came when the Monnon pioneers arrived in the late I 840s. 
Prior to this time, the Spanish had sent the exploratory DOr.1inguez-Escalante expedition as far 
north as Utah Valley in 1776, and Anglo trapr er/traders were common in the region from the 
1820's. Early on these trappers began to decimate beaver populations and other fur bearing 
species. Most of the 19th cer.tury trappers and Monnon settlers were transplanted Americans 
from the eastern states or had European origins in the British [sles, Scandinavia, or elsewhere in 
northern Europe. Descendants of the early northern European sett lers make up the majority of 
Utah's current population. Southern and eastern Europeans tended to arrive somewhat later, near 
the turn of the twentieth century. 
Population growth and urban and rural development proceeded throughout the second half of the 
19th century ano the first hal f of the 20th, based on agricu ture (grain, fruit , livestock), mining 
(copper, silver, heavy metals), and commerce, especially rail transport by the I 870s. During the 
period from pioneer settlement through the early part of the 1900's, the effects of settlement on 
the forests, grass[aJlds. soils. and water quali ty became much more pronounced. Deforestation 
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(for development and for building the transcontinental railroad), overgrazing, boom and bust 
mining efforts, water development and manipulation, fire exclusion, etc. greatly impacted natural 
processes and at times resulted in catastrophic impacts (Peterson and Speth 1980. p. 5-6). For 
example: mud slides in Davis County caused by overgrazing; nearly complete clearcutting of 
forests in the canyons above Salt Lake City for use in building homes and industry such as the 
mining community of Alta; impacts to watershed and water quality from silver and copper 
mining; tie-hacking of[ogs on the north slope of the Uinta Mountains which not only resulted in 
large clearcuts, but also had tremendous impacts to the streams in which the logs were place and 
flushed for miles downstream. 
Most of the Forest Reserves which would become the current Wasatch-Cache were set aside in 
the early 1900s, and the Forest Service was established as an agency in 1905 under the leadership 
of Gifford Pinchot to administer these and other areas. The new agency would apply conserva-
tion techniques developed in the east and Europe to curtail the extreme exploitation of public 
lands (Alexander [987). 
Northern Utah and Southwest Wyoming Today. The Greater Wasatch Area and the 
remainder of more rural northem U:ah and southwest Wyoming is an area where traditional 
lifestyles and values are steadfastly stressed, while new influences, demands, technology, and 
trends offer increasing challenges to these constructs. The urbanized Wasatch Front and 
associated commuter communities are thriving and experiencing rapid growth, unprecedented 
prosperity, and many related growing pains. Rural areas just beyond the Greater Wasatch Area 
appear relatively unchanged by comparison. Within the primary influence area of Wasatch-
Cache National Forest, the key socio-economic factors we need to understand are: ~tate, county 
and community variability; population growth; demography; increasing diversity: economic 
success; and how these translate into demands on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. 
When we look at the roles the Wasatch-Cache National Forest plays from a human perspective 
we focus not only on activities and opportunities the Forest provides, but also those present on 
adjacent Federal, State aJld other local government lands, and on private lands as well . [n 
addition, we also view the roles other National Forests in Utah and adjacent Idaho, Wyoming, 
and Nevada play. 
State, County, and CommunIty Variability. There is considerable variabili ty in the counties 
associated with the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. Much state and U. S. census and economic 
data is organized with counties as a prime component. Rich County is probably the most rural 
setting related to th, Wasatch-Cache, and its population of 1,725 residents in 1990 was, and 
probably still is, the smallest. Cache and northern Box Elder Counties in northern Utah "nd 
Franklin County, Idaho are not considered par" r. the Greater Wasatch Area by QGET. These 
counties have a mix of rural/agricultural and n w small city/light industrial expansion lifestyles. 
The Forest Service and counties often interact tonnally when projects of mutual concern are 
proposed, but intergovernmental planning is no' .. ~arly so well developed as it might be. 
Wasatch, Morgan, and Summit Counties make I'P QGET's fast-growing Wasatch Back: 
including the destination tourism center of Park City and soon-to-be center of Snowbasm, .vhere 
there is a mix of more traditional residents as well as new rural upscale homes of year round and 
seasonal residents. Weber, Davis. Salt Lake and Utah Counties account for most of the urban 
Wasatch Front - currently about 1.6 million people. While Uinta County. Wyoming is in a 
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different state than the others, according to county planners in Evanston, it has close economic 
and socio/cultural ties to the Wasatch Front (Allen Fawcett pers. comm.) 
Dozens of city and town governments near the Wasatch-Cache National Forest represent the 
needs of their local citizens. Some of these communities are small (e.g. M<" mtain View, 
Wyoming) while others are large (e.g. Salt Lake City), but each has a relationship to the forest 
wi th a complex variety of uses, issues, and concerns. 
More continuous interaction and communication among federal, state, county, and local o ffi cials 
ought to improve planning direction for lands at each of these scales, and make it more cohesive 
and seamless. Goals, roles and assignments for each entity might be better understood, some cost 
sharing recognized, and overlap reduced. 
Population Growtb. Over the past several years, Utah has had one of the highest population 
growth rates in the country. In addition to the fact that Utah has consistently had one of the 
nation's highest birth rates, Utah has recently seen a higher number of people moving here 
because of prospering economic conditions. The population in Utah topped 2 million in 1996, 
wi th most of the increase occnrring along the Wasatch Front (QGET 1997). Utah ' s population 
has grown more than 30010 in the last 15 years, and has more than tripled since World War II. 
While the major urban centers of Salt Lake, Ogden, Orem, and Provo have been growing, the 
highest growth rates and numbers are and will be in suburban communities adjacent to and 
between these larger cities (e.g. Draper, Sandy, South Jordan, Bountiful, Farmington, Layton) 
connecting once separate towns into an urban complex over 100 miL'S long, and only about I () 
miles wide. 
Even more notable, however, is the population growth and changes for the Wasatch Back - the 
populous portions of Morgan, Summit, and Wasatch Counties. (To this we might add the Ogden 
Valley area around Huntsvi lle, and the southern end of the Cache Valley.) While these areas 
continue to be more rural in appearanc~ than the Wasatch Front, and some residential zoning has 
aimed at keeping lot sizes large, population growth rates are high through immigration and 
natural birth and changes in these areas have been significant. Summit and Wasatch Counties 
will double population between now and 2020, and projections for Morgan County and the 
Ogden Valley are about the same. Cache County is no exception, with the county population 
increasing from about 50,000 in the mid-1 970s to over 100,000 s"'l1etime later this year (Ogden 
Standard Examiner January 10, 1999.) 
There is no indication that this growth rate will decline substantially in the near future. QGET 
projections for Utah are for over 2.7 million people by 20 10 (a 35 percent increase over today's 
population), over 3.3 million by 2020 (a 65 percent increase in population), and more than 5.0 
million in 2050 (a 150 percent increase). Many of these urban Utahns will seek outdoor 
recreation on the nearby Wasatch-Cache National Forest, and the social settings and biophysical 
conditions of these lands will be tested by this use. 
Inevitable growth along the Wasatch Front will continue to place ever-increasing demands on the 
National Forests to provide clean water and recreation opportunities while maintaining 
. ustainable ecosystems. The challenge is to meet a variety of demands and opportunities wi thout 
negatively impacti ng the primary functions o f the lands administered by :he Forest Service. In 
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addition to the potential for environmental impacts is the increasingly difficult task of meeting a 
variety of demands based on diverse and oftPTl conflicting values and belief. about the national 
forest and how it should be used. 
The growing population in northern Utah will also have a direct impact to water use. QGET 
(1987) noted that in 1995 water demand for the Greater Wasatch Area was nearly 700,000 acre 
feet (an acre foot is the equivalent of one foot of water covering an acre of land) with a supply of 
just over 850,000 acre feet. By the year 20 I 0 the demand is expected to be equal to the current 
supply. In order to meet the growing demand for water, both development of new water sources 
and a reduction in the per capita use of water will be required. 
Over the next 20-25 years air quality is projected to continue to decline, populnllon density is 
expected to increase from 72 to 119 people per square mile, time spent commuting will increase 
3 to 4 times, and the amount of land converted to urban development will nearly double. The 
number of miles one will travel on an average weekday will increase from about 41 to nearly 77 . 
By the year 2050 water demand will nearly double what it is today, there will be more than 400 
percent increase in urban development, and population density will increase to over 220 people 
per square mile. And those people will travel an average of 100 miles every weekday. 
Demograpby. Much of northern Utah is sagebrush, oak brush, salt desert, and forested 
mountains, most of which are federal lands (BLM, USFS, or DOD) or Indian Reservations. 
Utah ' s population is squeezed into urban areas, which are rapidly becoming more densely 
populated. A QGET published statistic ranks Utah' s population as the 6th most urban in the U.S. 
(QGET 1998 p.19). Salt Lake City and its neighboring communities along the Wasatch Front are 
the largest urban complex in th~ Intermountain West - from Denver to San Francisco. and from 
Phoenix to Canada. 
As indicated in the previous section, while growth in northern Utah is constant, the rate of 
increase and location of the growth varies somewhat. The relatively fi at. private lands along the 
Wasatch Front are filling up; agricultural lands between existing towns are being replaced wi th 
homes and commercial development. In the Wasatch Back, new employment, desires for small 
town atmosphere with some added amenities, better roads, and a willingness to commute to jobs 
along the Wasatch Front ensure continued expansion. In parts o f the most rural counties directly 
related to the Wasatch-Cache (Rich County, and some rural parts of Summit County and Uinta 
County, Wyoming) little if any discernible growth is expected, and some locali zed population 
loss is possible, as dependency on agricultural lifeways is abandoned by younger people seeking 
urban jobs. 
However, a trend toward fi lling up the Wasatch Back has clearly revealed itself over the years in 
which the current Wasatch-Cache forest plan has been in place. QGET mapping projections for 
future loss of agriculturallandlurbanization show major expansions in the areas around Park 
City, Heber Valley, Kamas/Oakley, Coalvi ll ~ . Morgan. Ogden Valley, Brigham City, and 
Tooele/Grantsvi lle. As populations grow and people continue to build higher up on the margins 
of valleys, more homes are either in or adjacent to the oakbrush communities. As noted above. 
because o f the proximity of homes to the oakbrush, and because the fi ne fuels associated with 
oakbrush have increased through the exclusion of fi re from these ecosystems. there is a greater 
risk to property and safety from an increasing likelihood o f unnaturally intense wildfire. 
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Increasing Dlvenlly. While Utah's population is often considered monocultural, this is a 
misperception. It is true that a majority of the population is Mormon and of northern European 
origin, however, significant ethnic minorities have always added complexity to the community 
fabric. The various histories and contributions of Native Americans, as well as other cultures are 
well documented (e.g. Kelen and Fuller 1988). 
Adding to this mix is the recent immigration into Utah which has been steady during the 1990's 
because of healthy economic conditions. Many people have relocated ITom elsewhere in the 
U.S. during the past several years seeking jobs. There has also been a surge in the Hispanic 
population, which is the largest minority segment of the population and has been for a number of 
years. Utah 's population is currently 6.2% Hispanic; by 2015,7.8% ofUtahns will be of 
Hispanic origin, and over 14% will be minorities. AsianlPacific Islander, American Indian, and 
African American segments of the population are each expected to double their current 
populations by the year 20 10. Non-traditional demands on National Forest resources by subsets 
of this increasingly diverse population (e.g. mushroom and bracken fern harvesting, extended 
family gatherings, and subsistence fishing) are likely to change the expectations for uses of the 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest. 
Local Economic Success and National Forest, During the 1990's the areas surrounding the 
Wasatch-Cache have enjoyed the benefits of a booming economy. Business expansion in Utah 
has been made easy by hospitable state and local governments, relatively low wage scales, and a 
generally dependable workforce. The Greater Wasatch Area is essentially at full employment; 
unemployment rates are currently as low as they have been in the last 4 decades. Employment 
growth rates (new jobs) have been added at a rate of 4 to 5 percent per year over the past 5 years, 
although many of these jobs are lower paying, service-oriented jobs. Wage growth rates of about 
3 to 4 % have been good, although average wages still lag behind national averages, part of what 
attracts new employers. Commercial and housing construction development are very high, and 
interest rates have remained low. Real estate prices continue to rise steeply, and rental properti es 
are full (QGET 1998; Gillam 1998). 
As the population has increased ITom high local natural birth rates and immigration, the 
economic sector has proceeded similarly over the last several years. At the moment there seem 
to be no indicators that this trend will change. 
The Greater Wasatch Area, nominally Salt Lake City. will host the 2002 Olympics. While the 
Olympics may only cause a minor increase in the overall development, in general the economic 
spirit of the area has been lifted in its anticipation. Salt Lake City and adjacent areas are busily 
preparing to be on the international stage. InITastructure improvements are being made (1- 15 
reconstruction, light rail development, plans for a new international airport, downtown city(s) 
beautifications, etc.), more to accommodate the general growth, but also with an eye to 2002. 
The Wasatch-Cache National Forest plays a minor, but direct role in the overall economic and 
employment picture, employing only about 130 full -time employees in its seven offices; almost 
as many seasonal, part-time, and senior citizen employees are also on the payroll. It does, 
however. provide a considerable part for the long-term benefits and stability of the adjacent 
communities. 
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National Forest employees are not the only economic benefit the Forest provides to the 
communities in which they live. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest is a tourist attraction. Five 
renown winter sport (and year round recreation) reside within forest boundaries. Lift tickets 
sales alone cannot capture the tourism dollars spent here. Most tourists also purchase meals, 
lodging, transportation, and often souvenirs providing local communities with numerous 
economic benefits. 
Much more important is the role the Wasatch-Cache plays in safeguarding critical municipal 
watersheds, and providing winter and summer recreation, while secondarily allowing areas for 
livestock grazing, timber extraction, and oil and gas development. Healthy forest uplands 
adjacent to our cities are fundamental environmental infTastructure upon which the local quality 
of life is dependent. The majority of the population tends to take this for granted, and is 
generally much more concerned with transportation, air quality, water demand, and development 
issues that affect their daily urban lives (Envision Utah 1999). More examination of the social 
and economic aspects of Forest Service stewardship activities is provided in the topic discussions 
in the chapter 4. 
Another economic benefit of the Wasatch-Cache to local counties, although rather insignificant, 
is the 25% payment to states of receipts ITom National Forest income authorized by the Twenty-
Five Percent Fund Act of 1908. The states (Utah and Wyoming) subsequently allocate these 
funds to the counties based on the relative amount of national forest land area within each county 
for the benefit of schools and roads. County distributions of funds are not presented here, but are 
available. The dollars provided to Utah and Wyoming ITom Wasatch-Cache receipts for the past 
5 years are provided below. 
Year Funds to Utah Funds to Wyoming 
1998 $2 13,75 1 $10,129 
1997 $3 12,040 $ 13,982 
1996 $397,598 $17,702 
1995 $3 15,547 $14,439 
1994 $328,999 $ 14,648 
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"Th~ basic poinl of our suslainabl~ for~sl manag~m~nl 
slraleg-t is this: nol on~ do ~conomic slabili~ and 
enW-onmmlai prol~clion go hand in hand, ~conomic 
prosperi~ cannol occur ..:1ilhoul h~lI~ , d~~rs~ and 
producli-,)~ ..:1a1~h~ds and ~cos-ysl~." Mike Domb~k 
chapter four 
!Chapter 4 - Making Management Choices 
Introduction 
The eight proposed topics to be addressed in the Revision are discussed in this chapter. Each 
topic, with a few exceptions I, is organized usi ng the headings: Background, Current Conditions. 
Current Direction and Implementation of Forest Plan Direction, Continuing Under Current Man-
agement Direction (No Action Alternative). and Needs for Change. The Background gives in-
formation on the topic such as Forest Service policy or laws that require it to be a<.ldressed during 
revision, or a statement of why we felt that the topic needed to be addressed at this time. The 
Current Condition describes the condition of the resource at the present time and what is on the 
ground. Current Direction and Implementation of Forest Plan Direction discusses imple-
mentation of the present Forest Plan. It has been through this direction and implementation that 
the Current Condition has been reached. The Continuing Under Current Management Direc-
tion (Nc ~ction Alternative) tells what wi ll happen if there is no change in Current Direction 
and Implementation of Forest Plan Direction. And last, the Needs for Change identify areas 
where change is needed to bener protect and work with the topic area being discussed. 
Needs For Change Topics 
Topic 1. Wild and Scenic Rivers 
Background 
The Wild and Scenic Rivers (WS R) Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-542) e tablishes objectives. goals, and 
procedures for Wild. Scenic, and Recreational River designation. 
Agency policy related to the WSR Act in land management planning requires that rivers identi-
fied as potential WSRs be evaluated as to their eligibility. with the findings documented in the 
Forest Plan. An eligible ri ver must be free-flowing and possess at least one feature that is judged 
to be outstandingly remarkahle. Additionally, it is recommended, but not required. to complete 
the WSR suitability studi es dJring the Forest Plan revision process. To be fo und suitable. the 
benefits of designating the river should outweigh the disadvantages. If a recommendation is de-
ferred on those rivers identified as eligible where the Forest Service has primary responsibility. 
the Forest Plan must also provide interim management direction for protection of the outstanding 
features. The third step. after the suitahility study. is a recommendation to Congress for designa-
tion of suitable streams or stream segments as Wild. Scenic or Recreational. 
Recognition of the distinction between eligibility and suitabi lity is very important. .. .. . e1igibility 
is to be determined solely by hydrologic integrity and resource significance. Management is not 
a consideration in determining eligibili ty . but rathcr is to be considered t:uring suitability analy-
sis." If the two are mixed. "many rivers and streams may be found ineligible. not because they 
did not possess the requisite resource values. but out of concern over the potential reaction by 
1 This ronnat IS nOI used on ~ome tOPICS reqUired under forest plan regulauon.:ol. nnd In "C'lOlC I l1plC" those 
headings are not necessanly pertment or they do nol fil the IOP IC area cleanly 
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interest groups or concern that the determination may present the Forest Service wi ti l potent;dl 
management issues" (Parkin 1999). 
Classification of a stream or stream segment as Wild. Scenic, or Recreational is important. but in 
the early stages. " is not nearly as important as eligibility or sui tabil ity. This is because all desig-
nated streams regardless of classification. are to be managed in a way that conserves hydrologic 
processes and the Outstandingly Remarkable Values for which they are found eligible" (Parkin. 
1999). 
Current Conditions 
In 1993. the Inventory of Rivers on the "-'asatch-Cache National Forest Eligible fo r Inclusion in 
the National Wild and Scenic river System found a 5.6 mile segment of the lower Still water Fork 
of the Bear River (the portion below the High Uintas Wilderness Boundary) eligible for the Na-
tional Wild and ScaUc Rivers system. The Forest Plan was ame:lded at that time to provide in-
terim protection for 'he stream. 
Since the 1993 inventory, criteria have changed and the Forest has conducted a new inventory. 
The new draft Inventory of Rivers on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest Eligible for Inclusion 
in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System was issued for public comment in January 1999. 
The inventory includes 82 rivers segmented into 96 sections (or segments) for analysis. All seg-
ments were subjected to a preliminary screening of values. and 54 segments were found that 
might potentially have at least one outstandingly remarkable value. The identified values of 
these 54 were then further scrutinized, as was their free- flowing status. Of the 54 sel;ments in 
the detailed study, 50 were found to be free-flowing. Of the 50 free-flowing segments. 31 (Ap-
pendi x D) were found to possess at least one outstandingly remarkable value and were consid-
ered eligible for the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 
From letters submitted by appr. ximately 30 reviewers of the draft inventory, it has been sug-
gested that 5 additional streams be added as eligible. 2 be removed from eligibility. and some 
where the classification should be changed . These wi ll be considered by the interdi sciplinary 
team as the inventory is finalized. 
Suitabili ty should be addressed as soon as practical after the eligibility phase is completed. The 
Forest Wl II determine when this is appropriate when considered in relation to all planning sched-
ules and budgets. 
Topic 2. Roadless AreasIWilderness Recommendations 
Background 
"Roadless Areas" refer to areas that are wi thout develoved and maintained roads, and that are 
ub<tan" l ll y natural. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest has about 34 inventoried roadless ar-
eas. Kladless areas have varying degrees of wilde mess characteristics. Wilderness is specifi-
cally defi ned In the Wilderness Act of 1964 (PL 88-577); one req uirement is a roadless. undevel-
oped condll1on. 
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NFMA regulations direct that. "Unless otherwise provided by law, road less areas wi thin the Na-
tional Forest System shall be evaluated and considered for recommendatiun as potential wi lder-
ness areas during the forest planning process ... ". The Forest Service does not have the authority 
to designate wilderness areas, but rather evaluates and considers roadie .. areas for recommenda-
tion as potential wilderness areas. Formal designation of wilderness areas occurs through Con-
gressional action. The 1984 Utah Wildemess Act also requires that a road less inventory be com-
pleted during Forest Plan Revision. 
During development of the current Forest Plan. the focus was on the legislative process for des-
ignating wilderness in Utah, therefore limited emphasis was placed on roadless values other than 
wi lderness. Once the wi lderness issue was resolved with the Utah Wilderness Act, limited focus 
was placed on roadless areas. It is now recognized that roadless areas have significant ecological 
as well as social values. The values of road less areas are of both local and national significance. 
"A growing body of scientific information demonstrates that road construction in sensi ti ve areas, 
such as roadless areas, may cause the introduction of exotic plant species. disrupt wildlife habi-
tat, and otherwise compromise attributes that make road less areas ecologically important and of-
ten unique." (Federal Register Vol. 63 , No. 18, 36 CFR 2 12). Roadless areas are often aquatic 
strongholds for fish. They also often provide cri tical habitat and mIgration routes for many wild-
life species, and they are particularly important for those species requiring large home ranges. 
The recognition of the values of roadless areas is increasing as population continues to grow and 
as the demand for outdoor recreation and o:her uses of the forests increases. 
Current Condition 
Inventory Update Phase. The Wasatch-Cache National Forest currently has approximately 
583,555 acres in roadless areas. The la, lnventory for the current Forest Plan was done in 1983. 
Twenty-two roadless areas were identified in that inventory. The current 1999 road less inventory 
has been guided by the Intermountain Region Draft Roadless Area Inventory and Evaluation 
Planning Protocol (USDA Forest Service 1998). The road less planning process consists of three 
major steps which are I) inventory, 2) evaluation and 3) recommendation. It should be noted 
that the inventory (step I) can include some types of roads and minor developments. These will 
be looked at in greater detail during the evaluation (step 2). We are now updating our inventory 
of roadless areas for the forest plan revision. During the inventory update process. changes are 
being made to the 1983 road less area boundaries based on current development and impacts. 
Thirty-four roadless areas have been identified in the 1999 inventory. Any acreage within the 
1983 road less areas that have since been developed have been removed in the updated inventory. 
The entire West Fork Blacks Fork road less area was dropped becausc of insuffic ient acreage. 
Francis Roadless area was split into two polygons and because of private land and a utility trans-
mission line, the southern polygon had insuffi cient acreage to qualify as roadless. A new area. 
Lamb Canyon on the Ogden Ranger District was judged to have insufficient acreage to qualify as 
road less. The Mount Logan Roadless Area has been split into 3 separate new roadl ess areas. be-
cause of roads and development that occurred since the 1983 inventory. Areas that werc missed 
or that did not qualify in 1983 , but now quali fy have been added to the 1999 road less inventory. 
Completely new roadless areas identified in the updated in ventory include Templ e Peak. Ma-
hogany Range. Boulder Mountain, and Right Hand Fork Of Logan on the Logan Ranger Distri ct; 
Sugar Pine, Public Grove Hollow and Rock Creek-Green Fork roadl ess areas on the Ogden 
Ranger District; and the Hogsback and Lone Peak Addi tion road less areas on the Sal t Lake 
Ranger District. We are currently checking to sec if any existing inventoried roadless areas need 
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further updates in this (step I) phase of the process. Current roadless areas and acreages are 
shown on maps and tables in Appendix E. 
Most roadless acreage in the WCNF is within the State of Utah, except for 652 acres in the State 
Wyoming in the High Uinlas roadless area. The following roadless areas are shared with adja-
cent Forests: 
Roadless Area 
High Uinlas 
Widdop Mountain 
Moun/ Naomi 
Swan Creek Mountain 
Gibson 
Nobletts 
White Pine 
Stansbury Mountains 
Adlacent Forest/Agency 
Ashley 
Ashley 
Caribou (Idaho) 
Caribou (Idaho) 
Caribou (Idaho) 
Uinta 
Uinta 
BLM (North Stansbury and Big Hollow WSA) 
Evaluation Pbase. After the inventory update is complete, we will evaluate the roadless areas 
for potential wilderness designation. Direction for evaluation is in Forest Service Handbook 
1909.12 Chapter 7.2 . Roadless areas are evaluated on tests of capability, availability and need. 
This evaluation involves reviewing roadless areas for their potential as Wilderness Areas includ-
ing the following criteria: 
Natural Integrity 
Apparent Naturalness 
Remoteness 
SolitudelPrimitive Recreation Opportunities 
Special Features 
ManageabilityfBoundaries. 
Value and Need for Wilderness 
Value and Need for Other Resources 
Constraints and Encumbrances 
Surface and Subsurface Control 
Incompatible Wilderness Uses 
Local and National Distribution and Use of Wilderness 
Opportunities Outside of Wilderness Alternatives 
Initial recommendations for wilderness designation will be included in the proposed action in-
cluded in our Notice of Intent for the Plan revision EIS. This information wi ll help in determin-
ing alternative desired future conditions, goals, objectives and potenti al standards and guides for 
the areas. 
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Current Direction and Implementation of Forest Plan Direction 
Parts of seven of the original 1983 Roadless Inventory areas were designated as Wilderness un-
der the Utah Wilderness Act of 1984. These are delineated as separate Management Areas in the 
current Forest Plan, each with direction to manage as wilderness in accordance with the Wilder-
ness Act. 
The current Plan does not include any specific recognition of the values of roadlessness nor does 
it provide direction, goals, objectives, etc. to ensure the protection of those values. Portions of 
several of the inventoried roadless areas are allocated to the "semi·primitive non-motorized" cat-
egory of the recreation opportunity spectrum which implies no new road construction. The rest 
are managed for multiple u.ses identified in management direction for the management areas in 
which they occur. 
Continuing Under Current Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
Roadless area management under current management direction has a wide range of potenhdl 
outcomes. For example, areas with a semi-primitive non-motorized recreation emphasis w0uld 
likely retain their cunent undeveloped characteristics and roadless boundaries. However, areas 
with other emphasis and direction could possibly receive new or additional development that 
would affect both roadless characteristics and tile overall size of the roadless area. 
Need to Establish or Cbange Management Direction 
An identified need for change is specific recognition of roadless area values. The revised Forest 
Plan needs to include a clear description of the desired future conditiuns and assign management 
prescriptions to all areas including those inventoried as roadless. The prescriptions could range 
from "recommended wilderness", where activities are consistent wi th preserving wilderness at-
tributes to "forested ecosystems-multiple resource goals", where activities may include road con-
struction, timber harvest, range improvement, recreation development, and habitat improvement 
projects. Areas recommended for wilderness will be assigned management prescriptions to en-
sure protection of wilderness characteristics until Congress decides whether to officially desig-
nate them as Wilderness. For roadless areas where undeveloped characteri stics are important to 
maintain, management direction which emphasizes protection of these values will need to be de-
veloped. 
Need to make wilderness recommendation for roadless areas thought to be 
appropriate additions. 
Need to develop management direction to protect roadless values where 
appropriate. 
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Topic 3. Appropriate Timberlands 
Background and Current Condition 
The National Forest Management Act and its implementing regulations require identifying those 
lands that are appropriate for timber management. Appropriate lands include forested lands out-
side of withdrawn areas (such as designated Wilderness) where reforestation can be assured and 
timber management activities can take place without causing irreversible resource damage to 
soils productivity or watershed conditions. Regulations require that lands identified as not suited 
for timber production be examined at least every 10 years to determine if they have become 
suited (36 CFR 219.12(kX4)(ii». 
The Forest Plan revision process provides an opportunity to reassess th~ lands deemed appropri-
ate for timber management to account for changes in land status and uses that have occurred in 
the past decade. Changes may result from land exchanges and acquisitions, as well as laws, 
regulations and agreements that affect the uses of forested lands. The current revision will use 
technology, such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data, that was not available during 
the original Forest an development. 
The assessment of "appropriate" timberlands will identify "tentatively suited" lands (available 
fore<! lands that are pilysically suited for timber management) and "appropriate" timberlands 
(that ponion of the tentatively suited lands considered appropriate for timber management under 
a given alternative). Appropriate lands may be thought of as those lands where timber harvest 
wi ll be a primary tool to achieve the desired future conditions. The acreage of appropriate lands 
will vary between alternatives in the environmental impact statement (EIS), depending upon the 
management prescriptions applied within the alternative. The appropriate ,ands for each al terna-
tive are evaluated to determine the range of timber harvest levels for that alternative. Two terms 
are used to describe timber harvest levels: the Allowable Sale Quantity (ASQ) and The Long 
Term Sustained Yield Capacity (L TSYC). Allowable Sale Quantity is a term which is frequentl y 
misunderstood. It does not necessarily define an output level in itself; rather it is a calculated 
harvest level which tnsures that the harvest is sustainable in the long term . The ASQ represents 
the maximum volume a Forest may sell from appropriate lands during each decade without ex-
ceeding the growth on those lands. Timber harvest may occur on lands other than appropriate, 
but in that case, the volume produced will be incidental to the management objectives and not in-
cluded in the ASQ. The Long Term Sustained Yield Capacity represents the maximum level of 
sustainable timber production that appropriate lands are capable of producing. 
Since the Forest Plan was released, land exchanges have resul ted in both the loss and addit ion of 
forested land. Exchanges involving the '>tate of Utah as well as pri vate landowners have oc-
curred on both the Ogden and Logan Districts. These lands need to be evaluated for their ap-
propriateness for timber management. Also, site specific project analyses have resulted in deci-
sions which may require changes to the appropriate lands and ASQ. An example of the latter i 
the ),000 acre wildlife corridor in the East Fork Smiths drainage on the Nonh Slope resulting 
from the 1992 Record of Decision for the Westside EIS. Table 4-1 displays the limber volume 
o ffered and sold since inception of the Forest Plan . 
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Table 4-1. Timber volume offered and sold since the inception of the forest 
Plan in 1985. 
Fiscal Year Offered (MMBF) Sold (MMBF) 
1987 13.9 12.9 
1988 11.8 11 .5 
1988 12.4 12.4 
1989 14.2 14.0 
1990 8.6 8.6 
199 1 10.0 10.0 
1992 10.0 10.0 
1993 10.0 10.0 
1994 5.5 4.6 
1995 2.4 1.8 
1996 6.6 1.7 
1997 5 4 7.5" 
1998 5.7 7.6" 
There are several reasons sales may receive no bids at the initial offering, including market con-
dition" and sale characteristics such as species, minimum bid price, timing restrictions. etc. All 
sales which received no bids have been reoffered and subsequently sold. Demand for timber is 
not a limiting factor in the timber program on the Wasatch-Cache. 
A significant change in the market situation has occurred since the initial Forest Plan was devel-
oped. Traditionally, all the volume sold on the forest was proce~ cd at mill s in local communi -
ties. In the past 3 or 4 years, bidders from outside the local arca have begun to look to the 
Wasatch-Cache as a source for timber, wi th the result that we are now selling timber to proces-
sors in adjacent states as well as local mills. Currently. logs from the Wasatch-Cache are being 
transponed to mills as distant as Belgrade, Montana and Saratoga. Wyoming. This reflects the 
need for mills to expand their source areas to meet demand . 
Current Direction and Implementahon of forest Plan Direction 
The Five Year Monitoring Repon ( 1992 Reference) identified several areas that need to be a~ 
dressed during the plan revision. includi ng timber avai lability assumptions, technical feasibility 
and implementation assumptions, and integrated resource analysis procedures. Currently, thc 
Forest Plan identifies 166,000 acres of suitable (now termed appropriate) lands. much of it lo-
cated .. "thin inventoried road less areas. 
The current forest plan prescribes harvesting in the lodgepole pinc type, emphasizing stands that 
were susceptible tn mountain pine beetle attack. Due to the epidemic that occ urred about the 
time the plan was being developed, many of the trees included in growth and yicld projections 
were killed, resulting in an overestimate of the live volume uscd in growth projeclions and ASQ 
calculalions. 
Technical concerns cenlered on harvest method aS5wnpiions and implemenlalion of Foresl Plan 
standards and guidelines. The moniloring report found Ihal during implementalion o f Ihe plan, 
2Volume sold in fiscal years 1997 and 19Q8 exceeds Ihe volume o ITcrcd Thl'i rc flcct~ thl' n."t1nc-nng and !Oak of 
vo lume which was not sold at the ongmal o ITcrmg. 
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land management prescriptions appl ied on the ground differed from what was proposed in the 
plan. For example, harvest in high elevotion spruce stands was modeled to occur in two or three 
entries. In reality, the prescriptions currently being applied involve selection harvest, which re-
sults in lower yields per entry than the current plan. The current plan also projects growth re-
sponse from thinning in dense, small diameter stands of lodgepole pine on the Nonh Slope. Sub-
sequent analysis has indicated that many of these stands wi ll not respond to thinning. The moni-
toring repon indicated .hat these stands should be removed from the suitable base or identified as 
a separate component until markets develop. In addItion to the problems meeting expected out-
puts forecast in the Forest Plan, implementation of standards and guidelines has resulted in defer-
ral of some expected treatments. The monitoring repon identified hiding cover and leave strips 
adjacent to harvest units as examples of standards and guidelines which are affecting timber pro-
duction on the forest. 
in the process of Plan implementation, site specific analyses have revealed areas of high water 
tables and wet "pothole" complexes. primarily on the Nonh Slope, that were not identified during 
the Forest Plan development. These areas where regeneration is difficult, or irreversible soil 
damage may occur by use of ground based equipment and road construction have re<ulted ;n ar-
eas not tentatively suited for timber management. The use of GIS will make more accurate map-
ping of these areas possible. 
Standards and guidelines have been modified since the Plan was developed to provide habitat for 
sensitive species that were not addressed in the original plan. An example is the nonhern gos-
hawk: guidelines are currently being developed for a forest-wide a ".Iendment that wi ll be incor-
porated into the revised Plan. 
The Fo~est Plan projected harvest on approximately 5,300 acres in road less areas on the Nonh 
Slope. hI reality, harvest activity has occurred on approximately 1.200 acres of these lands. 
Treatments have been deferred due to the sensitive nature of road less lands, and the need to re-
evaluate management objectives for these areas. 
Finally, a major change has occurred in the way we look at timber management in the years since 
the Plan was developed. Much of the Forest Plan refl ects a less than fully integrated approach to 
management, with much of the focus on outputs, such as board feet. During Plan revision, we 
will be thinking of timber management with more emphasis on management of vegetation de-
signed to achieve desired hture conditions for speci fic areas. 
Continuin g Under C urrent Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
Volume outcomes for the No Action Alternative are likely to decrease from current Forest Plan 
projections. The current Plan projects an ASQ in the second decade of 15.6 MMBF. This level 
appears to be unattainable and must be adjusted because of the following: more accurate map-
ping of the appropriate lands: implementation of standards and guidelines for sensitive species 
habitat (e.g. Nonhern Goshawk): and correction of growth and yield errors identified in the 5 
year monitoring repon. 
Nnds For Change 
There is a need to reasses and more accurately m,p the appropriate lands as requi red by 
NFMA. Reassessment is necessary to determine the Long Term Sustained Yield Capacity and 
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the Allowable Sale Quantity. The revised plan will project timber outcomes in terms of both 
regulated harvest (that occurring on lands deemed appropriate for timber management) and non-
regulated harvest (that occurring as a consequence of achieving desired future condition on lands 
other than appropriate). Demand for small diameter material has increased recently and yield 
tables need to be developed to reflect the lower growth rates associated with the stagnated ~tands 
on the Nonh Slope and to correct the growth and yield errors identified in the 5-Yeer Monitoring 
Repon. There is a need to incorporate new standards and guidelines for sensitive species habitat 
(e.g. Nonhern Goshawk). 
Timber outcomes will be bas.:d on the integration of goals which addr~ss the multiple values and 
uses of a given management area. Prescriptions applied will vary by alternative in the EIS to re-
flect a range of approaches to timber management. 
Need to reassess tentativeiy suited/unsuited lands for timber production. 
• Need to incorporate new standards and guidelines added for sensitive species habitat 
(e.g. nonhern goshawk) 
Need to address correction of growth and yield errors identi fied in the 5 year 
monitoring repon. 
Topic 4. Rangeland Capability and Suitability 
Background and Current Condition 
Rangelands are those areas typically dominated by shrub lands, herbaceous vegetation (grasslands 
and forb communities), and those forest lands that continually or periodically, suppon an under-
story of herbaceous or shrubby vegetation that provides forage for grazing or browsing animals 
(e.g. aspen or some pinyon-juniper communities). In addition to providing forage. rangelands 
provide habitat for a large variety of wildlife. 
The existing Forest Plan identified 125 grazing allotments encompassing 934,767 acres. There 
are currently 100 active allotments (approximately 162 permits) on the Forest covering ap-
proximately 8 16,852 acres, or 67 percent. of the National Forest Lands. The number of permit-
ted animal unit months (AUMs) grazed on the Forest have declined from nearly 300.000 at the 
tum of the last century to less than 87,000 today. Table 4-2 prrlvides a ' ummary of rangeland 
conditions as adapted from the Rangeland Health £ IS (US DA Forest Service 1996). 
Under the definitions used for the existi ng forest plan, 454,297 acres. or 37 percent of the Forest 
was considered suitable for livestock grazing. "Suitable range" was defined as recentlY as 1993 
(FSH 2209.2 1 - Rangeland Ecosystem Analysis and Management Handbook) as "Rangeland that 
is accessible and used by grazing animals, that produces forage or has inherent forage producing 
capabilities, and that can be grazed on a sustained yield basis under reasonable management 
goals." In the existing forest plan it was calculated only for areas within a llotment boundaries 
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and was not applied to all rangelands across the Forest. This definition has been changed as 
noted in the Needs for Cbange s..:tion below. 
Table 4-2 - Summary of range conditions for riparian acres and total suitable acres as 
percentages of tbe totals 
Acreage Category Percent of Setting Type Total Acres 
Undetermined condition 20.2 
Estimated not moving toward FPlan objectives 6.5 
Riparian Verified not moving toward FPlan objectives 0.4 
Portion of Estimated moving toward FPlan objectives 5.0 
Suitable Range Verified moving toward FPlan objectives 0.4 
Estimated meeting FPlan objectives 65.7 
Verified meeting FPlan objectives 1.8 
Total Riparian Acres (26,909) 100·'0 
Undetermined condition 27.5 
Estimated not moving toward FPlan objectives 2.5 Verified not moving toward FPlan objectives 0.1 Suitable Range Estimated moving toward FPlan objectives 8.4 Verified moving toward FPlan objectives 6.1 Estimated meeting FPlan objectives 55.2 Verified meeting FPlan objectives 0.2 
Total Suitable Range Acr,·s (454,297) 100% 
Current Direction and Implementation or Forest Plcn Direction 
In March 1996 the Forest Supervisor signed the Rangeland Health EIS Record of Decision 
(ROD) which resulted in an amendment to the existing forest plan. The ROD established desired 
future conditions for riparian areas, rangelands, aspen and alpine areas and established maximum 
utilization levels for upland Jnd aspen vegetation types (50%) and crested wheatgrass vegetation 
types (60"10) in sat isfactory condi tion. It identified the criteria to classify riparian areas (Class I , 
2. and 3) and established maximum percent utilization in riparian areas (50% for Class I and 
60"/. for Classes 2 and 3) and minimum stubble heights along the greenline (immediately adja-
cent to the streams' edge) by riparian class (5-6 in. for Class 1, 4-5 in . for Class 2, and 3-4 in . for 
Class 3). It established maximum utilization levels at 50% for browse species in big game 
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winter range and included groun.j cover standards for all cover types of at least 85% of potential. 
In addition, the Record of Dr Clsion included both annual and long term trend monitoring plans. 
Continuing Under Current Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
Continuing under current direction will conl;nue to see improvements in rangeland conditions as 
the Rangeland Health EIS ROD is implemented. Monitoring requires that all areas in unsatisfac-
tory condition see a relative improvement in ground cover conditions of 10 !'CJ'cent every 10 
years as a minimum (c.g. an area that currently has 60 percent ground cover must have at least 66 
percent ground cover 10 years after identification of unsatisfactory conditions). Riparian areas in 
unsatisfactory condition must see an ~ improvement in ecological status of 5 percent ev: 
ery 10 years as a minimum (e.g. a riparian area with a rating of 40 percent late seral commumt.es 
must have a rating of at least 45 percent late seral communities 10 years after identification of 
unsatisfactory conditions) and an absolute improvement in greenline status of 10 percent every 
10 years as a minimum (e.g. a riparian area with a rating of 40 percent late seral communities on 
the greenline must have a rating or at least 50 percent late seral communities on the !,>reenline 10 
years after identification of unsatisfactory conditions). 
Under current Plan direction the permitted number of Animal Unit Months (AUMs) grazed 
would remain somewhat constant at approximately 87,600 per year. In addition. consumption of 
forage by big game would stay steady or increase slightly as populations of elk continue to in-
crease and deer decline. In the absence of Plan revision, rangeland suitabi lity would not be ad-
dressed on a forest-wide basis. Changes in allotment boundaries or areas of the Forest being 
grazed would be addressed only on a site-specific basis through allotment management plan-
ning. 
Needs for Cbange 
• Need to reassess rangeland capability 
• Need to reassess rangeland suitability 
1 he historical use of the term range "suitability" was a mixture of the meanings now assigned to 
the terms "capability" and "suitability". While capabili ty addresse. the ability of the land to sup-
pnrt livestock grazing, suitability addresses whether or not livestock grazing should occur and 
whether other uses should take precedence. Definit ions and analysis guidance from the Inter-
mountain Region Protocol (USDA Forest Service 1998) for determination of rangeland capabil-
ity and suitability are included in Appendi x F. 
The needs for change include the requirement (36CFR 219) for assessing rangeland capability 
and suitability. These determinations will provide an opp'lrtunity to examine livestock grazing 
as one among numerous uses that may be appropriate fo r a given land area. Livestock grazi ng 
needs to be addressed as part of describing desired future conditions. and goals and objectives 
which ensure ecosystem sustainability. Altemath es will provide disclosure of the eITects 01 
various applications of criteria for suitability in relat.on to other goals and values for a given 
management area and across the landscape as a whole The range of alternat ives wi ll include a 
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scenario in which suitability criteria continues to emphasize livestock grazing across large areas 
of the Forest as well as a scenario in which suitability criteria places emphasis on other uses and 
values while balancing livestock grazing use. 
Topic S. Biodiversity and Viability 
B.ckgrouDd 
Biological diversity is the variety and abundance of life and its processes. It includes all living 
organisms. the genetic differences among them, and the communities and ecosystems in which 
they occur. Biological diversity also refers to the compositions. structures, and functions of spe· 
cies and habitats and their interactions. The interactions of biological and physical components 
operate at multiple scales, from micro-sites to regional landscapes. The goal of conserving bio-
logical diversity is to support sustainable development by protecting and using biological re-
sources. The variety of habitats and species on federal and adjacent lands puts land management 
agencies in a key role for managing and protecting biological diversity. This is especially true 
for rare and unique ecosystems, and species that are highly valued or are considered to be on the 
brink of extinction (Hal Salwasser 1989). Consequently, current management direction (ESA, 
CFR 219.26 and 219.27, FSM 2070 and Forest Plans) for biological diversity concentrates on 
numbers of species and diversity of habitats. 
In general, prior to human-caused disturbances, major changes in native biodiversity were a re-
sult of substantial shifts in climate, geology, or natural occurrences such as volcanos, or earth-
quakes etc. However, human influences have substantially affected ecological processes and 
biodiversity, and will likely continue to do so. As the human population continues to grow, there 
wi ll be an ever increasing pressure on the remaining open space and the quality and diversity of 
habitat. 
CornDt CODdltioD 
Although the current Forest Plan addresses many of the key indicators of biologic diversity, these 
indicators are largely described and analyzed as separate functional entities. There is little infor-
mation as to how these indicators interact with one another and with natural processes. particu-
larly at the broad, Forest-level scale. 
The Forest Plan does not fully cover all biol~~cal diversity elements (course filter, fine filter, 
historic range of variability (HRV), etc.) define..: in the Ecosystem Management Framework. 
The Plan tends to focus on a species-by-species approach (fine filter) rather than looking at the 
interactions of entire ecosystems (course filter) . It is our intent to use a broader approach in revi-
sion. based in part on new information (research, new best science. etc.). This approach will ad-
dress and analyze fine filter indicators (threatened, endangered. and sensitive [TES] species, 
management indicator species [MIS], rare and unique species and habitats). coarse filter indica-
tors (ecosystems, vegetative communities, watersheds. etc.) and natural processes (fire. erosion. 
hydrology. etc.) within the integrated ecosystem management framework. 
In order to maintain healthy ecosystems and the multiple values they hold. we must firs t address 
the following questions: 
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• What is out there? (composition. structure, diversity, relative abundance) 
Where is it? (distribution, pattems, connectivity) 
Where did it come from? (processes and disturbances, geoclimatic capability. HRV) 
ComposltloniStructureIP.tternlFuDctlon. Maintenance of compositional, structural, and func-
tional diversity and the patterns in which they exist is essential to the continued provision of eco-
logical processes, such as regulation of hydrologic cycles, carbon and nutrient cycling, and soil 
processes. As noted in Chapter 3 and Appendix C, current conditions and trends in plant com-
munities indicate that some of these communities have substantially changed from what they 
were historically. The current Forest Plan lacks adequate definitions and direction for desired 
structural stages, from openings to mature and old growth forests . An understanding of where 
these stages are on the landscape and how they are connected is critical for species habitat man-
agement. 
Current management does not address the potential effects that revegetation with non-native spe-
cies may have on overall biodiversity. 
Disturb.Dce Processes. Disturbance processes (fires, droughts, floods, insects, disease) are 
common in nature, and the character of ecosystems is heavily influenced by these agents of 
change and their interactions. The current Forest Plan has little recognition of the importance of 
the desirability of disturbance processes. The Plan does not consider or recognize the frequency. 
size, intensity, and severity of disturbance processes in determining vegetative conditions and 
how management practices have altered them. For example, with the exclusion of fire, stand and 
shrub densities are often much greater than they were historically. and species composition has 
changed. increasing the susceptibility of some vegetative communities to large-scale infestations 
of insects, disease, and highly damaging fires . 
The six National Forests of Utah are presently developing a state-wide fire amendment to Forest 
Plans in which the role of prescribed fire and managed wildland fire (naturally ignited fi res 
which are allowed to burn under specific management prescriptions to achieve a desired condI-
tion) use wi ll be described in attaining DFC's on the Forests. Forest Plan guidelines do not con-
sider the positive effects of wildfire and prescribed buming on these ecosystems 
Stand components for all forest and non forest cover types and structural stages need to be de-
signed to meet management goals and objccti ves that also take into account expected dis turbance 
regimes. Conifer plantations and the stands that surround them need to be managed to minimize 
the risk of loss due to wildfi re. insects and disease. 
Soils FunctioDs Ind Processes. The physical. chemical. and biological propert ies of soils regu-
late biological productivity, hydrologic response. site stability. and ecosystem resiliency. Man-
agement direction for soils in the current Forest Pl an is based only on a prevention and mitiga-
tion strategy. Scientific information on soi ls processes and functions and how they relate to veg-
etation patterns. and ul timately. to biological diversity is not reflected in the current Forest Plans. 
The current Forest Plan does not consider or recognize that the sustainability of soi l ecosystem 
function and process (erosion. long-term soil productivity) is at risk in areas where redistribution 
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of nutrients has resulted from changes in ground cover (combination of organic material plus 
plants), composition, pauem, removal of the larger size component of wood, and uncharacteristic 
fire. 
Snags aod Coane Woody Debris. Snags (dead standing trees) and coarse woody debris 
(downed trees) are critical elements of ecosystems. They help maintain soil productivity, pro-
vide terrestrial and aquatic habitat, and promote forest regeneration by providing micro climates 
conducive to tree spouting and early growth. Snag management is covered in the present Forest 
Plan under Forest-wide standards and guidelines (p IV 34-35). Presently there is no guidance in 
the Forest Plan penaining to coarse woody debris. The Forest Plan states that "snags should be 
distributed through all forested communities and age classes, aspects, slopes, and elevations". 
Standards and guijelines identify smg management levels in different vegetative types, the need 
for replacement snags, and areas where snag management will be emphasized. Guidance needs 
to be developed and refined to ensure an adequate diversity of size and decay class of snags. 
Old Growth. Old Growth is included in the present Forest Plan ur,der Forest-wide standards 
and guidelines (p IV 33-34). Old Growth is defined as a foresteJ stand which is past maturity 
and is in the last stage of forest succession. There is a standard to have 10% of forested acreage 
designated as Old Growth distributed proportionally by elevation and vegetative types within 
each Road Management Unit on the forest. The Guideline is to have 2/3 of designated Old 
Growth possessing Old Growth characteristics, with the remaining 1/3 being managed to develop 
these characteristics. 
Some stands currently designated as old growth are not necessari ly capable of becoming old 
growth or they are not desirable as old growth stands. A reevaluation of old growth needs to be 
done. 
Rare and Unique Species or Ecosystems. There are currently some rare and unique species or 
ecosystems on the Forest that require some level of management emphasis to maintain viable 
populations. Many of these are identified on the U.S. Fi sh and Wildlife Services list of candidate 
species and the State sensitive specit:S list. Currently, there is liule or no management direction 
in the Forest Plan concerning rare and unique species or ecosystems. 
There is no direction on monitoring or following these rare and unique species. Region 4 of the 
Forest Service is working on identifying species at ri sk. Guidance on this will be evolving over 
the next few months. When completed it will be included in the Forest Plan. 
Threatened and Endangered Species. Federally listed threatened and endangered wildlife spe-
cies on Forest include the black-footed ferret (E) bald eagle (T), peregrine falcon (E), and 
whooping crane (E). Listed fish species include the June Sucker (E), and listed pl ant species in-
clude Maguires primrose (T) (Appendix G). The US Fish and Wildlife Service is presently com-
pleting a detailed study on the lynx and Hooker's shooting star wi th the possibility of its being 
Federally listed in the near future. Current Forest Plan management direction for these species is 
essentially to follow recovery plans developed by the appropri ate regulatory agencies, wi th the 
ultimate objective of removing the species from Federal listi ng once stable viable populations are 
established and maintained. 
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Sensitive Species. Species are designated " sensiti ve" by the Regional Forester because their 
populations or habitats are trending downward, or because little information is available on thei r 
population or habitat trends. The primary purpose of the sensiti ve species program is to conserve 
or improve habitat conditions for these species to prevent them from becoming federally listed. 
Currently, there are 4 mammals, 6 birds. I amphibian, 2 fish, and 15 plants designated sensitive 
which have some probability of occurring on the Forest (Appendix G). Current management di-
rection is to follow conservation assessments and plans developed at the Regional or Forest level. 
Biological Evaluations are wriuen for all proposed projects on the Forest to disclose the effects 
of the project on sensitive species and that information is used in the decision making process. 
However. because the Forest Plan was developed before the sensitive species program was initi -
ated, there is almost no direction on sensitive species in the Plan. 
The six National Forests of Utah in conjunction with other land management and wildlife re-
source managers have recently published a goshawk habitat assessment and recommendations 
ror Utah (Graham et al. 1999). and an accompanying goshawk strategy and agreement (Utah Na-
tional Forests. 1998). A Forest Service team is presently working on a state-wide Forest Plan 
amendment to show how the assessment and strategy will be implemented on National Forest 
system lands. This will ~ e incorporated into the Forest Plan following the decision notice. 
Management Indicator Species (M IS) . NFMA regul ations direct National Forests to identi fy 
MIS . which are. " ... selected because their population changes are believed to indicate the effects 
of management activities" (CFR 219. 19 (a) ( I» . By monitoring and assessing habitat conditions 
of indicator species, managers can estimate effects on other species wi th similar habitat needs. 
MIS in the current Forest Plan were selected because their habitat requirements encompass a di-
verse range of conditions. However, monitoring and management experience with MIS since the 
Plan was developed have indicated that some species may not be the best indicators for the habi -
tats they are supposed to represent. or that the chosen techniques were so complex that monitor-
ing was not done adequatel y with present Forest budgets. Groups of spec ies that usc similar 
habitats may also be more useful as management indicators than individual species. AppenJix H 
describes monitoring requirements from the existing Forest PlaH. "ft"e Ash ley. inta and 
Wasatch-Cache National Forests. and proposes new MIS that better represent present manage-
ment strategies and needs. If adopted by all three Forests. MIS will be consistent with the excep-
tion of a few species that a Forest might identi fy for a specific need . 
Continuing U"der C urrent tanagement Direction (No Action Alternative) 
Implementation of the current Forest Plan over the next ten years would result in a contIDued fo-
cus on a species-by-species approach. using short time trames rather than dealing with issues at 
larger spat ial and temporal scales. Thi s neglects ecosystem management principles "I' context 
and scalc. 
Ecosystem health would continue to change. Some forest species (like Engelmann spruce) 
would become more susceptible to insect and disease infestations. Sagehrush communities could 
continue to age as a result of fire exclusion. resulting in o lder more decadent slands and low di -
versity of age classes within this cover Iypc. More diversity in age c1asscs o f all cover types re-
su lts in a greater diversity of habitats to support more species. Ripanan health would likel y IIn-
prove slowly over time because of Implementat ion of guidelines Identified ID the Forest Plan 
Amendment for Rangeland Health . 
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Snags and coarse woody debris guidelines in the current Plan would continue to be inadequate or 
non existent for maintaining functional and structural diversity. and patterns. Current direction 
would have an unknown effect on maintaining the diversity of plants. wi ldli fe . and fish habitats. 
Because current harvest standards and guidelines do not address natural panems, current man-
agement would slowly address fragmentation through individual. site specific projects (e.g. tim-
ber sales). 
Because the current Plan has Iinle or no direction for sensitive species, there is a possibility that 
sensitive wildlife, fish, and plant species would decline because of the piece-meal approach to 
viability of rare species and their habitat. 
Under current Plan direction, old growth has been treated as a static ent:'Y. There is a need to fo-
cus on all age classes including valuable old growth stands. 
Needs for Change 
There is a need to develop vegetation management di rection that provides for short and long-
term biological, physical, economic and social sustainability. The current Forest Plan lacks ad-
equate directlon for potentially needed restoration, management, and maintenance of plant com-
munities, including community structure, species composition, distribution, and patterns, and 
how they are influenced by soi l and disturbance processes in relationship to historic and current 
conditions. There is a greater need to integrate management direction for all resources that re-
sults in maintaining viable species populations within the context of overall multiple use objec-
tives. There is a need to incorporate decisions made in the statewide goshawk amendment and 
the statewide fire amendment into the revised Forest Plan and ensure compatibility with all other 
parts o f the Plan. 
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Need to use the broader approach as identified in the ecosystem management framework 
based on research and new best science. 
Need to develop direction for habitat connectivity, links between landscapes. corridors, 
habitat edge, and horizontal and vertical diversity (structural stages). 
Need to develop forest management direction that address appropriate stocking level s, 
stand structure, and species composition that incorporates the extent and frequency of all 
types of disturbances. 
Need for guidance on the use of native plant species (including the collection of seed) in 
revegetation and/or rehabilildtion activities on the forest. 
Need to consider and recognize the frequency, size, intensity and severity of disturbance 
processes in determining vegetative conditions and how management practices have 
altered them.The positive effects of prescribed fire and wildland fire use also needs to be 
recognized. 
Need for management direction that addresses important soil processes (erosion rates. 
mass stability, infiltration, nutrient cycling, etc.) as they relate to biological diversity. 
Need for snag and coarse woody debris guidance that help maintain ecosystem structure 
and function . Guidance needs to develop and refine information to ensure an adequate 
diversity of size and decay class of snags and coarse woody debris. 
Need to develop management direction that describes desired structure and density for 
each structural stage. from openings to mature and old growth. 
Need to provide integrated management guidance and direction for species and 
communities in which they occur (the whole instead of pieces). This includes TES. Fish 
and Wildlife Service candidate species, species (and habitats) at risk. MIS. and other rare 
and unique plant. fish and animal species. 
Topic 6. Watershed Health 
"Water is the most critic.1 r~sou ce issue of our lifetime and our children 's lifetime. The health 
of our waters is the pril.cipal me;" Ire of how we live on the land - Luna Leopold 
Background 
A watershed is a land area that is drained by a single network of streams. Watersheds can refer 
to various scales depending upon the amount o f detail nc~ded . For example. the Logan Canyon 
watershed is also pan of the much larger Bear Ri ver watershed. A healthy watershed has a 
steady flow of water that sustains all of its water-related or water-dependent species without de-
grading the quality of its soil despite periodic disturbances such as fires and fl oods. Watershed 
health has three requirements: 
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Maintaining the integrity of water systems and soil quality, 
Meeting the needs of thriving terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and 
Supplying values for people, such as drinking water. recreation, and commodity uses that 
do not compromise watershed health. 
The WCNF is located within 27 major watersheds. The quantity and quality of water in these 
drainages are of major importance to people in the area. Water from the Forest is used for dri nk-
ing water, irrigation, stock-watering, hydroelectric power, recreation, and aesthetics. 
The WCNF contains over I 161 miles of perennial streams and numerous natural springs and 
seeps. Small natural lakes and reservoirs are scattered along the higher elevations which supply 
water for wildlife, grazing animals, recreation sports fi sheries, and irrigation. Many of the natu-
ral lakes in the system have been dammed and converted to reservoirs. 
There are several key municipal watersheds whose source is partially or J 'most entirely draining 
from ational Forest System lands. Almost 60 percent of the watersheds draining the WCNF 
provide water for public drinking water needs. These watersheds are located in important popu-
lation areas such as Salt Lake City, Ogden, and Logan which are currently experiencing a steady 
increase in population growth. Currently within the Jordan River Basin (primarily Salt Lake 
County), only 26 percent of presently developed water supply for municipal, industrial, irriga-
tion, domestic and stock-watering purposes is from ground water sources (Utah, State of 1997). 
The remaining 74 percent is from surface water sources of which most originate from the moun-
tai ns draining into the Jordan River Basin. 
Current Condition 
Effects on Watershed Health. Various factors have effects on the health of watersheds includ-
ing: drought and floods; fi re, insects, and disease; roads; livestock grazing; mining; and water 
diversions and da:ns. Each of these is discussed in more detai l below. 
Drought & fiuOd - Periods of drought and flooding are a part of the natural disturbance regimes 
of the WCNF. The ruggedness of the Wasatch Range combined with severe weather conditions 
produces steep mountain streams which are prone to fl ash floods and naturally high erosion rates. 
In sensitive areas, soil stabi lity is dependent to a large degree on vegetation to slow runoff and 
hold the soil in place while in other areas. hydrology and landform play the dominant role. 
Drought is a regular part of the climatic cycle on the WCNF. Periods of drought effect the quan-
tity and length of time of surface water discharge and quantity of forage. Water and forage uses 
such as livestock grazi ng are effected by droughts. 
Flash floods periodically cause mudflows to discharge from canyon bottoms into the valleys. 
These have occurred in the past as normal disturbances along the Wasatch Front as indicated by 
the large alluvial fans located at the mouths of the canyons. Rai n on snow events and prolonged 
spring snowmelt have caused major fl ooding as seen during the 1983-85 penod. 
fi re. Insects and Disease - Fire has been a major influence on the structure. patterns. and func-
lion of ecosystems of the WCNF. Fire regimes prior to European sett lement were characterized 
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by short interval, low to moderate severity fires. Fire maintains energy, water, and nutrient 
cycles, forest and rangeland vegetation structure, composition, and landscape scale habItat pat-
terns. 
Exclusion of fire has caused forest and shrub densities greater than they were historically. Sev-
eral years of drought has had a compounding effect on the WCNF in which fire had been sup-
pressed for years. Increased density and weakened resiliency of the forest stands has allowed for 
insect infestation to occur. 
Fire suppression, insect and disease, and drought conditions have resulted in less frequent. but 
substantially more severe and damaging fires and varies tremendously by ecosystem. The effects 
of severe fires are higher erosion and sedimentation rates and higher potential for landslide 
events. These effects have a high risk along the Wasatch Front which are municipal watersheds 
with high density urban communities located along the foothills of the WCNF. 
Roads - Roads on the watershed take land out of production for other uses and cause erosion and 
sedimentation, primarily on poorly -maintain or designed roads. Many roads of varying condi-
tions are located on the WCN F. It is estimated that only 30% of Forest Development Roads are 
maintained to standard at anyone time. The larger, higher standard roads have erosion control 
features in their design. Most of the unclassified roads (smaller, back-country roads that are 
user-created) are not maintained by the Forest Service. The Forest Service Natural Resource 
Agenda has identified road management as a high priority (U.S. Forest Service 1998). A new 
transportation policy is currently being developed by the Forest Service and will address the re-
construction, relocation, and decommissioning of roads to help restore degraded watersheds. 
During the past 15 years, some roads have been closed on the WCNF and this has reduced sedi-
mentation to streams. Most of the problems associated with roads are due to location such as 
close proximity to streams or wet areas and due to soils that are highly erodible or conducive to 
rutting when wet. Use of all terrain vehicles (A TV) has increased tremendously on the forest 
and many user-created trail s are located along the foothills and mountain ridges of the Wasatch 
Front. 
Livestock Grazing - Livestock grazing has had a profound effect on the condition of the land 
particularly when overgrazing occurs. The main effect of grazing is loss of vegetative cover due 
to consumption or trampling and stream bank erosion. From the 1880 s to the 1920 s, overgrazmg 
of rangeland occurred over the WCNF which resulted in decreased soil productivity. From the 
1920 s to the present, grazing numbers have been reduced and management of grazmg has been 
improved. The effect of this has becn the maintenance of condition of the soil and improvements 
in ground cover conditions. However. improvement of soils productivity is slow and there arc 
many areas where weeds dominate the plant communities because of reduced capablhty and poor 
soi l conditions. 
Mining - Mining activity has occurred in several areas on the Forest. The mai n areas affected by 
mining are at the headwaters of Big and Little Cottonwood Canyon near Salt Lake Cny. and at, 
the head of South Willow Canyon on the East side of the Stansbury mountams. For example. m 
the Big Cottonwood Mining District. mining activities were flouri shing between the 1860 sand 
1920 s and affected the watersheds by clearing vegetat ion. disturbing soi ls. and exposing ore de-
posits to water and air resulting in release of toxic metals. Mini ng decl ined after the 1920 sand 
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essentially stopped by the 1960 s when recreation and watershed values became the principal fo-
cus (James 1979). Little Cottonwood Creek is currently being studied for the effects of metals 
from mining activities and natural sources. 
Water Divenions, Dams - Diversion of water and the building of reservoirs to store water has 
been an integral part of Utah's agricultural development. The effects of these structures are pro-
found and the extent and impact largely depend on the size and purpose of the dam or diversion. 
These structures can change the timing and amount of discharge, alter stream corridor morphol-
ogy, plant and animal communities and habitat, and alter water quality. The WCNF has many 
irrigation diversions, several hydropower facilities, dams and reservoirs. Each of these facilities 
have caused effects on the stream corridor downstream from either depleted flows or aagmented 
flows during part of the year. 
Recreation Facilities - The WCNF has many picnic and campground facilities on the forest that 
are located Jlong stream corridors and riparian areas. The primary effects of these facilities are 
decreased water quality and loss of vegetation through increased erosion, sedimentation from 
recreation trails and bank trampling. The large urban population near the forest exerts a heavy 
stress on forest recreation facilities. 
Ret'Ent Actions to Improve Watershed Health. The healthy condition of our watersheds is one 
of four major emphasis areas of the Forest Service Natural Resource Agenda which states that 
maintenance and restoration of watershed health shall be high priorities in Forest Plans (U.S. 
Forest Service 1998). Restoration of the structure, composition, and function of our forests and 
riparian areas on the WCNF has been one focus of management for the last several years. 
Since the current WCNF Forest Plan was developed, many activities have occurred on the 
WCNF that have improved watershed conditions on the Furest. Several high lakes dams have 
been stabilized and rehabilitation efforts have been completed in High Lakes area of the Uinta 
Mountains as part of CU P mitigation. Planning efforts, such as the Rangeland Health EIS . Little 
Cottonwood Abandoned Mine Lands Initiative planning effort, Wasatch Front Canyons planning 
efforts, travel planning on several Ranger Districts, Mill Creek Canyon restoration project. South 
Fork Ogden River campground improvements, and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rel i-
censing projects review and mitigation, and instream flow requirements for ski area snowmaking 
water withdrawals have all included direction that will result in improved watershed conditions. 
Starting in the spring of 1998, the in!and west regions of the Forest Service cegan watershed and 
aquatic assessments to aid in developing management programs, priorities, and restoration strate-
gies as part of the Inland West Water Initiative (IWWI). The assessment was a quick, coarse re-
view of watersheds at a broad level with the purpose of identi fying which watersheds are in need 
of protection or improvement and then setting priorities for funding watershed assessment plan-
ning and implementation. 
Attributes considered during the assessment incl uded geomorphology. water quality, watershed 
functions. and naturally destabilizing characteristics such as steep slopes, erodible soils, land-
slides. Also considered were human effects on the forest such as roads, livestock grazing, facil i-
ties. and recreation. The highest priority watersheds on the WCNF are listed in Appendi x I. 
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Current Direction and Implementation oftbe Forest Plan 
Management direction c0mes from several sources such as national direction, Forest Plan direc-
tion established during the 1980 s planning process, and other Federal, State, and local regula-
tions. When the origi;1al WCNF plan was developed, national focus emphasized commodity out-
puts as a primary need f~~ planning. As noted in Chapter 2, we are broadening our focus from 
sustaining commodity outputs to sustaining a variety of goods, services, conditions and values 
over time. Current national direction related to watershed health has been an emphasis on pre-
scribed fire management, insect and disease management, and watershed restoration and en-
hancement through the Clean Water Action Plan (U.S. EPA 1998), Natural Resources Agenda 
(US Forest Service 1998), and draft Unified Federal Policy for Watershed Assessment. 
Soil and Water goals, objectives, and directions in the existing plan focuses on protection of wa-
ter quality, inventory of soil and water resources, the protection of riparian areas, assertion of 
federal water rights, increasing water yields through the timber harvest program, and coordina-
tion with government agencies during flood and landslide emergencies. 
Watershed protection from disturbance is very important along the Wasatch Front. The Forest 
Plan directs that existing water quality will be maintained on all surface waters of the National 
Forest to comply with State water quality standards and anti-degradation policy. The current For-
est Plan addresses degradation of water quality through emphasis on restoration and protection of 
riparian areas (stream management zones), soil disturbance standards on both upland and ripar-
ian areas, and that all vegetative management projects consider the impacts on the soil resource. 
The WCNF has three stream segments listed on the State impaired waters list (303(d) list). 
These are Mill Creek near Salt Lake City, Little Cottonwood Creek, and in the Wyoming part of 
the Smiths Fork drainage on the north slope of the Uinta Mountains. Mill Creek is listed because 
of stream sedimentation and has received funding through the Clean Water Act Section 319 
funds. Little Cottonwood Creek is listed because zinc concentrations are exceeding State water 
quality standards. A multi-agency study is currently underway to evaluate the sources of metals 
in Little Cottonwood Creek. Smiths Fork was listed for stream sedimentation and an evaluation 
of stream conditions is planned. 
Several lakes on the Forest are listed as impaired due to lack of dissolved oxygen or pH exceed-
ances. The determination of the causes of these impairments have not been initiated yet. 
The WCN F has completed RI 1R41evel II riparian surveys on 54 streams. stream stabili ty sur-
veys on 14 streams, chemical water quality monitoring on 34 streams. and macroinvertebrate 
sampling on 7 streams since 1985. This data indicates that several areas of the forest are in need 
of improvement in channel stabili ty, vegetative density and structure. and riparian condi tions. 
The primary areas are listed in Appendix I and correspond to priori ty watersheds as compiled 
through the IWWl. 
The WCNF has been involved with Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County master planni ng and 
cooperated in the development of the Wasatch Canyons Master Plan. The Forest is currently in-
volved with a revision of the master plan and is working on capacity studies fo r the Salt Lake 
City canyons for the purpose of determining how much use the canyons should receive without 
degrading resource conditions. 
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Erosion and sediment control plans hav~ l,een developed and implemented on all the ski areas 
along the Wasatch Front. Timber sale design has been developed and implemented to protect 
wetlands and riparian areas and stream courses. Oi l and Gas developments have been designed 
with pollutant and drainage control measures, and reclamation plans. Kern River pipeline had 
intensive BMPs applied. Grazing permits have been mndified through the Rangeland Health EIS 
to include soil and water resources protection. 
Th~ WC F Forest Plan directs us to inventory the soil and water resources of the Forest to de-
velop interpretations for management. Soil surveys have been completed on most forest land on 
the WCNF. The Forest is redirecting thi s program to integrate vegetation and land forms fea-
tures with soi l mapping to prnduce an inventory of forest and range ecosystems that address 
management needs, concerns, and issues. 
The Clean Water Action Plan (CWAP) reflects current national direction for the protection and 
enhancement of watersheds across the country and was developed by federa l land management 
and resource protection agencies . Some important concepts discussed in ~"e CW AP are pre-
sented below. 
The CWAP recommends the use of a watershed approach for planning management activities on 
federal lands and for setting priorities for watershed rehabilitation. The scale of the watershed 
varies dependent upon issues and types of management activity. The CW AP states that "Histori-
cally, much of the management of rivers and watersheds has seen simple solutions applied to 
complex problems. Success in protecting water quali ty and restoring watershed conditions re-
quires an adequate understanding of the ecological processes goveming watershed functions, and 
ultimatdy water quality. in a given waterbndy . 
Current national direct ion in CWAP and Natural Resource Agenda uses a watershed approach as 
the fi rst step toward identification of project priorities. 
Continuing Under Current Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
In the pas\, watershed improvements have focused on identification of specific projects, then set-
ting priorities for the whole list of improvements based on costlbenefit. Except for a few water-
sheds. a comprehensive watershed basin assessment to identi fy causes of resource impairment 
has not been used to set priori ties for projects. Much o f the current WCNF Forest Plan reflects a 
less than fully integrated approach to management that we now know is achievable in tnday 's en-
vironment. 
The current plan does not contain watershed health goal s but has riparian and water quality stan-
dards and guidelines for management. This approach would continue and result in setting limits 
to management instead of a proactive approach whi ch identifies the goals of watershed health 
and condition for a management area. 
The WCNF plan contains a list of watershed improvement projects and a schedule for implemen-
tation. By continuing this approach. projects will be implemented using only costlbenefit analy-
sis for individual projects. ImproveMent projects would be implemented without consideri ng 
other needs in the watershed or if higher needs are in other watersheds o f the Forest. 
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The current forest plan does not set direction for wetland protection, except indirectly through 
riparian management goals, standards and guidelines. Without direction on wetland protection, 
wetlands would be considered only when projects would require a 404 permit. 
Need. for Cbange 
• Need to set objectives and direction for using a watershed approach to land management 
planning and watershed restoration. 
• Need to develop watershed health goals for management areas. 
• Need to set direction for establishing priority watersheds for restoration and for setting 
individual project priorities' within watersheds. 
Need to set direction for protection of forest wetiand 
Topic 7. Road Management! Access Management 
8ackgJ'ound 
Road Management is an ongoing, often controversial aspect of Forest management on the 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest, in the Intermountain Region. and around the nation. The Forest 
Service Natural Resource Agenda highlights National Forest road management as one of the 
most complicated issues facing the agency today. Truly, few marks we leave on the land are as 
lasting as the roads that are built, yet roads are needed for access to the goods and services that 
Americans expect from their National Forests (USDA, 1998). 
The "Transportation Network" on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest is composed of private. 
municipal, county, state, federal, and Forest Service roads that either cross or provide access to 
National Forest System lands. Only those roads that are under the j urisdiction of the Forest Ser· 
vice and are needed to access National Forest System lands and adjoining private lands. andlor 
are needed to provide mobility for management are part of the Wasatch-Cache "Forest Develop-
ment Transportation System Facilities." 
Forest Development Roads are not public roads in the same sense as roads that p'e under the ju-
risdiction o f public road agencies, such as Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) or the 
counties. Forest Development Roads are not intended to meet the transportation needs of the 
public at large. Instead, they are authorized only for the administration and utilization o f Na-
tional Forest System lands. Although generally open and avai lable for use. that use is at the dis-
cretion of the Secretary of Agriculture. Through authorities delegated by the Secretary. the For-
est Service may restrict or control use to meet specific management d irection. Permittees. com-
mercial users, or contractors also may be required to share in the cost o f developing. improving. 
and maintaining Forest Development Roads. 
The Forest Development Transportation System Facilities inventory contains "classified" Forest 
Development Roads, and "unclassified" roads. Unclassified roads arc roads that have come into 
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existence as they were developed through use or in some cases through construction, but were 
never authorized to be part of nor are ·they a necessary component of the transportation system. 
In the past, these unclassified roads were tenned "temporary," "pioneer," "ghost: and/or "two-
track" roads. In 1993 we added these roads to our inventory primarily to assist in road manage-
ment and so that their future decommissioning (eliminating) could be carried out in a planned 
manner. 
Current Condition 
Currently, the inventory contains I ,579 miles of road, including both Forest Development Roads 
and unclassified roads. Road maintenance funding has been inadequate, and it is estimated that 
only about 30% of the Forest Dp.velopment Roads are maintained to standard at anyone time. 
This means that a large number of miles of road are in a deteriorating condition and are causing 
resource damage, mainly because of erosion control problems. They are all but unusable by the 
public because of rough, rutted surfaces, and we are losing our investment in past construction 
activities. Road maintenance activities are mainly focused on stabilizing and removing public 
safety hazards on Forest Development Roads. 
There has not been adequate funding to decommission unclassified roads at more than a few 
miles per year. While actual decommission of roads may not have taken place, we have through 
project travel management planning identified as "closed" nearly 100 miles of unclassified roads 
on Ogden and Logan ranger districts alone. This has contributed to resource protection in some 
ci rcumstances. 
Current Direction and Implementation ofthe Forest Plan 
Goal 46 promotes establishment of a road management program to develop and maintain a safe 
economical, functi onal, and environmentally sound transportation system that serves resource el-
ements. 
A forest-wide standard states density levels will be established for each road management unit 
with the management areas. The following closure criteria should be considered: I) public 
safety. 2) excessive soil loss or water quality degradation, 3) conflict with wildlife habitat use, 
and 4) others, including, roads not needed for resource management, protection of visual qual-
ity, returning an area to forest production, reducing user conflicts. reducing maintenance costs, 
and providing diverse opportunities for non-motorized recreat ion. 
As a result of establishing density levels, roads were to be closed, further evaluated or left open. 
A road density range is displayed for each road management unit The high end of that range 
was intended to represent the current road density. This implies any new roads constructed 
within the unit were to be obliterated or gated, or an equal amount of existing road would be 
obliterated or gated . The low end of the range is the amount in the road management unit needed 
to manage resources and uses. Road density levels were to be validated to confinn the correct 
density. In some cases on the forest, actual densities inventoried during project planning were 
found to be much higher than previously thought (i.e. above the high end of the range). 
With road density standards in place. the overall miles of open. classified roads on the forest 
have not increased si nce the Forest Plan was approved in 1985. However. there are areas on the 
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Forest where existing road density (considering classified and unclassified roads) was too high 
prior to 1985 and is still undesira"le today. 
The current Forest Plan directs the development of travel "Ians to manage off-road vehicle use, 
to protect wildlife, soil, vegetation, and to resolve recreation conflicts. It also included guide-
lines outlining specific areas or roads that were to be managed as open or closed to motorized 
use. As travel management plans have been developed by the ranger districts, this site-specific 
direction has needed to be amended in some areas. 
Early in 1998 the Chief of the Forest Service proposed a major overhaul of the forest road policy 
and promised to develop a science-based forest transportation system that meets the needs of the 
public yet minimizes or reverses the environmental impacts often caused by roads (Federal Reg-
ister, January 28, 1998). Building roads create a long-tenn financial commitment because they 
must be maintained year after year. A new policy is aimed at providing managers tools to make 
better more infonned decisions about where, when and if new roads should be constructed; to 
close or "decommission" old, unneeded roads as well as unauthorized ghost roads; to upgrade 
forest roads, as appropriate, to meet changing uses, local communities' access needs and grow-
ing recreation demands and to identifY sustainable funding sources for maintaining the for<'St 
roads system. This message and its importance is underscored as one of the four key emphasis 
areas of the Forest Service Natural Resource Agenda (March 1998). 
Continuing Under Current Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
The current Forest Plan does not provide for the transportation system to be integrated but in-
stead to be managed to serve single resource needs. The transportation system would continue un-
der the guidance provided by the ruad density standards which may result in less than desirable 
density levels in certain areas on the Forest Project level travel management planning could re-
du~e undesirable levels through road closures. Project level travel management planning will 
continue that may require future Forest Plan amendments given the si te-specific nature of current 
Forest Plan travel management guidelines. 
Needs for Change 
Need to inc.orporate goals and direction of the new transportation policy as appropriate. 
Need for the appropriate forest road system to be a primary component of the desired 
future for a management area. 
Need goals to achieve an integrated transportation system with multiple functions not 
serving a single resource need. 
• Need adaptive standards for road construction rather than a static. outdated li st 
Need to delete road density standards as a stand-alone requirement. rather usc them as a 
component of desired future. 
Need to delete speci fic travel management guidelines and establish criteria (standards) 10 
making future si te-specific travel management decisions. 
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Topic 8. Recreation Niche, Capacity, and Zoning 
Ibc doctrine of the greatest good to the greatest number does not mean that this laudable rela-
tionship has to take place on every acre: ... "If it did. we ~ould be forced to change our metro-
politan art galleries into metropolitan bowling alleys ... JIJt IS pre.posterous to hold that the obJ~c­
tive of outdoor recreation planning should be to enable the maxImum number of people to enJoy 
every beautiful bit of the outdoors : Bob Marshall. 1937 
Recreation use on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest (WCNF) has increased significantly over 
the past decade. According to the Recreation Information Management report (RIM) on the Salt 
Lake Ranger District alone. recreation use was es~mated to have Increased by approXlm~tely a 
million recreation visitor days (RED's) from 1985 to 1997. (RIM 1985. 1997) An RED IS equal 
to one person participating in a recreational activity for 12 hours. While forest recreation us~ 
numbers have been difficult to calculate with accuracy they do indIcate trends. Demogra~hlc 
and population studies indicate that visitation to the Forest and surrounding pubhc lands WIll 
continue to grow. The population of Utah is expected to grow by an addItIonal 65 % WIthin the 
next 20 years. most of which is projected to occur in urban areas. 
As the population continues to grow. we anticipate the demand for outdoor recreation opportuni-
ties will increase at a similar or greater rate (USDA. Forest ServIce. 1995). As demand Increases 
on th is piece of public property we call the Wasa~h-Ca~he Nationa.1 Forest. -:e eXJ'<."t the value 
placed on the type of recreation opportunities (skIIng. hIking. camping) and quahty expenences 
(enjoying nature. short lines on the ski lift. feeling safe. able to accommodate a large famIly PIC-
nic) wi ll become ever more important. While "quality" is difficult to define and measure illS 
very important to address because it is a key e lement in the difference ~tween" a sallsfactory or 
unsatisfactory outdoor recreation experience. We acknowledge that a quahty recreallon e x~­
rience may be diffe rent to di fferent people. Prov iding a diverse range of recreallon opportunitIes 
is one means to maximize the abil ity for many different people to obtain a quahty expenence. 
The WCNF may provide a portion of this range of opportunities. 
Since all projection .• indicate the population growth will spill over into the Forest. the soc ia l sc:t-
ting (number of people. noise levels. etc.). demand. and patterns of use for outdoor ~creatlon In 
our future will change. We need to re-examine the Wasatch-Cac he National Forest s ro le as a 
provider of outdoor recreation opportunities and de te rmine how to plan for future growth. How 
c.n thi. for«t be . t ..,rve public need .• for outdoor recrea tion for the long-term ? 
Curnnt Condid on 
The: W .... tch-Cache National Forest is an urban pro.imate forest located adjacent to the Wa..a tc h 
Front The: W .... tch Front .tretche< approxi mately from Draper to Brigham Ci ty and includes 
the c,pltol CIty of S.1t Lake. The WCNF is one of <ix nat ional foren< in Utah. Additionall y. 
there .re over thIrty national park •. monuments. recrea tion area.'. Bureau of Land Manageme nt 
areas . • nd hi.toric .ite< within the .tate that provide opportunities for outdoor recreallo~ . The 
state of Utah man.ge< another 25 park .• a.< well a., numerous historic si tes. Fourteen skI resorts . 
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located primarily along the Wasatch Front, provide numerous opportunities for winter recreation. 
County and city parks provide opportunities for outdoor recreation as well. Salt Lake County 
alone is responsible for managing 40 parks, two outdoor sports complexes, 13 recreation centers, 
ten swimming pools, and five golf courses. 
The recreation program and resource is an inherent emphasis of the Wasatch-Cache National 
Forest. Although multiple use activities (grazing, timber harvest, oil and gas leasing, etc.) occur 
on the Forest, recreation is a primary focus and use of this forest. 
The Wasatch-Cache National Forest is unique in several aspects related to recreation . First, a 
portion of the Forest is literally the back yard for the Wasatch Front. People can drive 15 to 30 
minutes and be at a trailhead, ski area, or developed recreation facility. This portion of the forest 
is heavily used, year round. It is most often used for short durations of time by residents of the 
urban centers (Salt Lake City and neighboring cities). The road and trail access is developed to 
provide relatively easy access to most portions of the forest along the Wasatch Front. Opportuni-
ties for outdoor recreation and scenery enjoyment are an important part of the quality of life here. 
Secondly. the Forest provides the setting for a wide spectrum of recreation opportunities (from 
urban to primitive on the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum - ROS) within a hour or so drive of 
most population centers. Four of the ski resorts on the WCNF are a 20 minute drive up either Big 
or Little Cottonwood Canyon offering opportunities for skiing and winter sports where you can 
expect te see a lot of other people participating in the same activity. On the other end of the 
spectrum one can drive up the Mirror Lake Scenic Byway and in about 90 minutes !Tom Salt 
Lake City arrive at a trailhead that leads into the backcountry. Solitude is just footsteps away. 
Finally, the Forest has some of the best snow and terrain available to offer world class winter 
sports opportunities (downhill and backcountry skiing, snowboarding, snowmobiling, etc.). Not 
only is the skiing great. but there are numerous places along the Wasatch Mountains that provide 
skiing opportunities within a short distance of the urban areas. An international airport provides 
quick and easy access to Forest recreation opportunities. 
A portion o f the recreation direction within the current forest plan has been implemented to date. 
The 5-Year Monitoring Report (USDA, Forest Service. 1992) reviewed how well the plan obj ec-
tives were being met and how closely standards and guide lines had been applied in plan imple-
mentation. This report found "substantial discrepancy" in plan direction and the current condi-
tion at that time. 
One of the primary discrepanc ies found in the report is that maintenance and operations stan-
dards at developed sites were not be ing met at plan direction of Condi tion Class I. Condition 
Class I . means a satisfactory rating. It is the highest rating avai lable and is defined as safe and 
sanitary facility wi th annual maintenance not exceeding 10% o f the replacement cost (Forest Ser-
vice Handbook. 2309. 11 . Additionally. plan objecti ves of increasing capacity levels by 30% (ei-
ther by developing new faci li ties or renovating existing fac ilit ies to add additional si tes or areas 
that accommodate more people) at developed s ites by the year 2020 were not on track. The main 
reason for not reaching these objectives is that priority setting. through budget allocations. have 
not been adequate to meet fores t plan direction. Since the time of the monitoring report many 
thi ngs have changed. One of the biggest changes is the use of concessionaires. Concessionaires 
are pri vate business that operate and maintain developed recreation faci lities under special usc 
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pennit for the Forest Service. Approximately 98% of the developed sites on the rorest are now 
operated through concessionaires which have improved meeting of operation and maintenance 
objectives. 
Additional trends that have been observed since the plan was written include: 
Increased visitation (with peak use periods of which the forest is not always able to meet the 
demand of providing recreation opportunities--i.e. campgrounds are full and we have to tum 
people away. 
Increases in undeveloped areas of the forest where "dispersed" recreation has concentrated 
human use (evidenced through vegetation loss, litter. human waste. etc.) without adequate re-
source protection. 
Emphasis on developing sites that better serve a variety of users such as accessible recre3tion 
opportunities that meet the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
Different trends and technology in recreation act ivi ties (mountain bikes, OHV·s. RV 's. wave 
runners). 
These have brought about different resource and social impacts and challenges that were not 
predictable when the existing Plan was written. 
Additional direction and policy have also co~e into etTect since the forest plan was published. 
The Endangered Species Act has already made a di fference in how we manage recreation in the 
Forest. In recent years, we have seen conflicts between people and threatened or endangered 
species. Special management of rock climbers in Logan Cany,m has been taken so that climbers 
do not impact the Maguires Primrose. a threatened plant species. The lynx is now being studied 
for possible addition to the Threatened and Endangered species li st. In anticipatiop of this we 
will need to rethink how to manage some recreation to minimize potential impacts to the lynx 
from activities such as snowmobiling. snowshoei ng, and cross country skiing. We also have 
gained a better understanding from neW scienti fic research about the sensitivity of the r.J!ural en-
vironment. The ecosystem munagement principle of humans as ecosystem components entails 
tailoring recreation uses to be compatible with other values and sustainable over time. 
The land has a certain capability to prOVIde recreation opportunities. within a <lesired experience 
and social setting. for a give:! number of people. Since population trends are going up, the abil-
ity to provide particular opportunities may decrease. certai nly the ability to provide opportunities 
within the .>arne desired experience will change. As we plan we will be asking "What experi-
ences should we manage for in the future?" . 
Current Dinction and Implementation of tbe Forest Plan 
In regards to recreation, the existing forest plan provides a mixture of site-specific and overly 
general direction. Site speci fic directton is too detailed for the intended purposes of a Forest Plan. 
Many concerns are addressed in the plan including improving and constructing more developed 
facilities and maintaining existing facilities and trails at a high level of quality. Additionally, the 
current plan supports the availability of a vast array of recreation settings (from roaded-natural to 
primitive categories using the Recreation Opportunity Spectrum) which provides recreation op-
po"tlmities for many different types of uses. Basically there is something for everyone. 
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Each Management Area (MA) described in the plan addresses the various resources and their fo-
cus within the MA. However, the plan generally does not state which resource uses take prece-
dence when conflIcts anse. Where thIS is the case, it leaves the field manager in the difficult po_ 
sition of trying to "provide everything for everyone". 
The Forest Service Natural Resource Agenda (USDA Forest Service, 1998) recognizes the recre-
atIOn resource as one of four special emphasis areas nationally. The agenda states "the primary 
goal of the Forest Semce IS to protect and restore the settings for outdoor recreation experiences 
that mllhons of Amencans have come to expect and enjoy". Recognizi ng the growing demand 
for outdoor recreation the agenda concentrates or. five areas: 
Improving the setting for outdoor recreation and enhancing visitor experiences. 
• Guaranteeing visitor satisfaction with services and faci lities. 
Reaching out to rural and urban communities to capitalize on the ,ocial and ec<>nomic op-
portuntttes assocIated WIth recreation on national forests. 
Strengthening r~lationships with those who cooperate with us to improve outdoor recreation 
for all Americans. 
Ensuring that recreation use does not impair the land's health. 
Continuing Under Current Management Direction (No Action Alternative) 
If we continue to manage the recreation resource as currently directed in the ex isting plan then 
we Ignore a number of trends that will effect us in the future. The current plan does not addr~ss : 
The surge in population that is predicted for the near future 
Current direction focuses on developed recreation and faci lities addit ions while much of cur-
rent demand is for undeveloped or "dispersed" recreation 
Goals for various resource areas (recreatIon, range. timber. etc.) arc not integrated . There. 
fore there are sometimes inherent conflicts as we try to implement the plan. The CUTTent plan 
does less than It could to help decISIOn makers determine which resource uses are most ap-
propnate In certam areas of the forest. 
Needs For Change 
We need to lookat outdoor recreation from a broad regional scale (~uch as from state perspec-
ttve) and determIne where the W.<atch-Cache National Forest best tits in providing outdoor rec-
reatIOn opportunttles. A pertinent planning question is "Docs the WCNF have characteristics 
which make it uniquely able to provide certain types of recreation that are not or canllot be pro-
VIded elsewhere?" .. The niche of this Forest in the overall scheme of outdoor recreation provid-
ers needs to be clan tied . On a ~maller scale we need to look at the Forest from a local perspec. 
tlve and see where It best fits WIth state. county. and private providers of outdoor recreat ion such 
as within orthem Utah 
We need to provide guidance for .which resource uses take prionty wtthtn a given management 
area (or prescnptlOn) when conflIcts amr. We can accomplish some of thIS by lIslng an 
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overlay or zoning process similar to that used in city and county planning. Some areas are com-
mercially zoned for business, while some areas are zoned for residential living. Similarly, we 
could designate some areas as having high dispersed recreation value and zoning, whereas other 
areas could be zoned for municipal watershed protection or other priority values. Management 
Prescription Category 4 (Appendix B) is intended to identify those ar<'IS where recreation will be 
emphasized. We plan to refine this Prescription category with several sub-categories which are 
currently being developed. 
We need to address the raoidly increasing demands for dispersed recreation. Currently use levels 
on some areas of the foresl are so high that resources degradation is occurring. Determining how 
to manage for future dispersed recreation is important in both protecting the land for future de-
sired recreation experiences and for sustaining healthy ecosystems. 
As a part of our pl.l/l revision. we intend to look at a range of scenarios to answer the hard ques-
tions about what the appropriate human use levels. both physical and social. of the Forest are. 
The relative degree of development versus undeveloped opportunities; the degree of com-
mercially provided versus "do-it-yourself" recreation opportunities, and criteria to assist manag-
ers in setting priorities for development investments are all components that could be considered 
in the range of scenarios. Some parts of the Forest are more sensitive to increased human use 
and may need a more focused analysis. Other areas appear to be able to sustain current and pro-
jected use levels adequately. Use level scenarios and the accompanying land management direc-
tion can be described in desired future conditions (DFC's) for each management area . 
Need to address the trend~ in population growth and how the WCNF can best meet 
growi ng demands for outdoor recreation opportunities. 
Need to provide guidance for resource use preference within a management area or 
prescription area. 
Need to determ ine the WCNF niche as a outdoor recreation provider. 
Need to address management of dispersed recreation in order to sustain healthy 
ecosystems. 
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Strengthening Current Management Direction 
This section describes changes that are needed to clarify current management direct ion or to cre-
ate direction that supports and is consistent with Forest Service or other national direction. Since 
the current land management plan was signed in 1985, most areas of resource management and 
administration have had new Forest Service policy or regulatory direction created. or manage-
ment techniques and scientific information may have been developed that need incorporation in 
our land management planning. Critical needs for change topics were addressed in topical dis-
cussions earlier in this document. This section describes changes that are needed to clarify. up-
date, or enhance current management direction for topics which have not been considered by the 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest as its most pressing needs for change. or whose treatment will 
not be a primary factor in developing forest plan alternatives. 
Changes in forest plans for the items in this section may be implemented in one of two ways. 
They may be treated during the revision process or they may be dealt wi th afler revision by for-
est plan amendment. through the continuous assessment and planning process (CAP). At this 
time the Wasatch-Cache has not determined which means for implementation will be applied to 
the items in this section. That determination wi ll be made and disclosed when the proposed ac-
tion is made later this year. 
Heritage Resources 
The Wasatch-Cache Forest Plan needs changes to incorporate new management direction into 
the Heritage Program 's goals. objectives. and guidelines. Specific direction that has been en-
acted since 1985 include: 
1992 amendments to the National Historic Preservation Act that include I) the development of 
educational and interpretive programs for public outreach and involvement (Section 110). 2) in-
creased protection for historic properties on federal lands or lands where federal jurisdiction ex -
ists (Sections 106 and 301), and 3) consultation with appropriate Indian tribes to r th, manage-
ment of traditional religious and cultural properties (Section I U I). 
The Nati ve American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990 and its 1995 implementing 
regulations that require the Forest Service to consult with Indian tribes when Nati ve Ameri can 
human remains and certain cultural objects are identified in the agency 's archaC0logica! collec-
tions or are di scovered during the c!'urse of federal ac tions. 
1996 Executive Order # 13007 requiring federal agencies to protect and make accessible India .• 
sacred si tes on publi c lands for Indian religious practit ioners. This incl udes consultation with In -
di an tribes for the identification of sacred sites. and for when federal actions or policies may re-
strict access to or use of a ceremonia l site. or may adversel y atl'ectthc physical integri ty of the 
site. 
The revised should also ae!:nowledge the agency's 1992 change from a "('u ltural Resources Pro-
gram" foc used primari ly on compli ance. to a "Heritage Program" that emphasllcs a halance he-
tween protection of historic properties and public outreach tllr the enjoyment "r Amenean hl'-
tory. 
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Most heritage resources (usually archeological or historic si tes) tend to occupy relatively small 
areas. compared to the size of management areas or areas to which management prescri ptions 
might normally be applied. As such most management of and effects to these "sites" can gener-
ally be dealt with appropriately in project level analysis. Programmatic di rec tion for some sets 
of sites that occupy larger areas (for example - groupings of si tes from the late 19th and early 
20th century tie-hack period on the nonh slope of the Uintas Range). may be provided in desired 
future statements for particular management areas. Often. no forest-wide management direction 
is needed in a Forest Plan thot goes beyond requirements stated in laws, regulations. or manual 
and handbook direction. While some considerable updating of the Wasatch-Cache 's management 
strategies for heritage re$ources is desirable. much of this may be unnecessary in a Forest Plan. 
Air Quality 
Many of the concerns regarding air quality for the Forest Service are related to how we manage 
wildfires and prescribed fires. The ongoi ng analysis and proposal to amend Forest Plans in Utah 
for fi re management and to reestablish fire as an integral pan of the ecosystem will address this 
issue. 
Aside from this, the Forest Service plays a relatively minor role regarding air quality. The 
agency monitor; air quality, but recognizes that most of the emissions on the Forest come from 
urban and industrial sources beyond the Forest' s boundaries or the Forest Service's authority. 
Air quality standards prescribed by the Clean Air Act, wilderness legislation. and in state and lo-
cal statutes set limits within which the Forest Service must manage its activities. Current Forest 
Plan goals and objectives generally cover coordination and monitoring intent, although some mi -
nor changes may be desi rable. 
Landownership C hanges 
The current Wasatch-Cache Forest Plan includes several general goals for land ownership adjust-
ments: to consolidate lands, ensure public access. and better manage forest resources. Vcry spe-
cific objectives were developed in the 1985 Plan by which some of these goals might be attai ned. 
Most of these objecllves are no longer valid (havi ng been accomplished, or in some cases having 
become outdated). With our current model ann thinking for forest planning. the development of 
SImilar new land exchange schedules is probably not of value. as we have learned that this is too 
dependent on budget. Many of the general goals established in 1985 are still of val ue. In addi -
tIon. some policy changes due to new ecosystem management priorities (acqui sit ion of lands for 
' pecies or habitat protection) may need inclusion to update the current plan. 
R.crution and Non-R.creation Sptcial Use Permits 
The Wasatch-Cache ational Forest receives numerous applications each year from individuals. 
corporatIons. and other organizations who are interested in conducting activities on thc Forest. 
There are usually a wide range of proposals for outdoor recreation outfitter-guides. summer 
homes. film-makers. special event operators. energy and pipeline transmission. and electronic 
communication sites. Some of these proposals (e.g. transmission corridors and electronic sites) 
may permanently affect substant ial ponlons of the Forest. and may be dea lt wi th through alloca-
lion by management prescn ption category where such uses are suitable. Other proposals are for 
.\Ton tenn. lOW-Impact activities. A means of strengthening this direction may be through the 
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development of systematic criteria for assessing the appropriateness of applications for some 
special use types in panicular management areas. 
In 1998 new regulations were approved that govern special use admimni stration (36 CFR 25 1). 
Included in this policy are criteria that screen special use applications. Additional criteria for de-
tennining where and when special uses are appropriate may be developed and incorporated into 
management area di rection when needed to address issues or meet desired conditions. 
Scenery Management System 
The current Forest Plan includes forest-wide standards that were developed under the Visual 
Management System. 1974. This system relied on "natural conditions" as the reference point for 
establishing an aesthetic value for the degree of alteration of a landscape. In 1995 the Forest Ser-
vice adopted the Scenery Management System (SMS). This system provides a framework fo r the 
systematic inventory, analysis and management of the scenery resource. SMS incorporates terms 
and concepts of Ecosystem Management and improves the ability to integrate aesthetics with 
other resource values. A key component of SMS is incorporating public values and human influ-
ences when developing a description of the character of a landscape and its perceived integrity. 
The new system recognizes human influences on the landscape and moves toward developing a 
"sense of place" by incorporating cultural influences and values. Implementation of this system 
may require new management direction. 
O il aDd Gas Leasing 
The Forest Plan was approved prior to the passage of the Federal Onshore Oi l and Gas Reform 
Act of 1987. This Act changed the role of the Forest Service in the leasing process and required 
additional analysis to determine the availability of lands for oi l and gas leasing. Because of this. 
leasing direction in the 1985 Forest Plan was no longer valid. The Forest Plan was amended in 
1994 to allow leasing on a ponion of the nonh slope of the Uinta Mountains. There has been no 
funher leasing analysis completed nor avai lability decision made for the remaind~1 of the Forest. 
A means of making this decision may be through allocation of management prescription catego-
ries and generally allowed activities. 
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"N~ doubt that a sman group of thoughtful, commm~d 
dtizens can change th~ ...,orld. In~~d it is the onli 
thing that ~~r has." Margaret MOlad 
chapter five 
!Chapter 5 Where Do We Go From Here? 
This preliminary analysis of the management situation summarizes work to date from monitori ng 
and evaluation, identification of needs for change to the Forest Plan based on new information, 
Forest Service Handbook and Manual direction, new laws or regulations, and working knowl-
edge from Forest Service employees. Our next step is to take this information and develop a de-
tailed proposed action to initiate formal NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) analysis for 
Plan revision in the fall of 1999. At that time a Notice of Intent will be published in the Federal 
Register and formal "scoping" including future public p8l1icipation will be initiated. As stated in 
Chapter I, we are encouraging early public p8l1icipation now to be sure our identified needs for 
change reflect public concerns as well as our own. Comments on this preliminary analysis of the 
management situation will be considered carefully as we develop the proposed action. 
Proposed Action 
The proposed action is the composite of land management strategies we will develop to address 
the needs for change. Much work needs to be completed this summer to develop details for the 
proposed action. The biggest part of this work will be development of proposed management dI-
rection for each newly delineated Management Area. This direction will include proposed de-
sired future conditions, goals and objectives and standards and guidelines that are responsive to 
identified needs. Current Forest Plan direction which does not need to change will be retained 
and incorporated. 
Management Prescription Categories will be used to map management emphasis zones where 
certain activities are allowed or not allowed. This mapping will identify specific inventoried 
road less areas recommendeJ for potcntial wilderness designation. It will include specific areas 
where protection of roadless and undeveloped values are proposed. The mapping will provide 
for timber production from areas identified as "appropriate" and for li vestock forage production 
from areas identified as "suitable". Proposed management direction wi ll provide for biodiver-
sity through prescribed ranges of vegetation composition. structure. and pattern as well as soi l 
processes which contribute to proper functioning of ecosystems. It will also provide for biodi-
versity through focus on species (threatened. endangered. sensitive) and communities (rare and 
unique). 
Proposed Management Areas have been delineated primarily on watershed boundaries at this 
ti me to facilitate a watershed approach to planning and watershed restoration. Proposed manage-
ment direction and Management Prescription Categories wi ll include watershed health goals and 
criteria for establishing restoration priorities as well as protection for wetlands. 
Proposed management direction wi ll incorporate new transportation policy as it is developed. 
Proposed desired future condition descriptions wi ll include the appropriate torest road system as 
an integral component for multiple purposes to match the va lues and needs of the Management 
Area. Proposed criteria for future site-speci fic travel management decisions may be included. 
It is important to note that the proposed ac tion outlined here is a proposal basc-d on the intorma-
tion avai lable today. As we "ork on details and consider public comments the proposal will be 
refined . 
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Alternative Development 
The next step after we formally make a proposal in the fa ll will be the development of alterna-
tives to the proposed action . In the revision process a reasonable range of alternatives will be 
analyzed. Alternatives are developed in response to issues identified in scoping. Regulations 
implementing the National Forest Management Act require the following alternative develop-
ment process: 
"The interdisciplinary tearn shall formulate a broad range of reasonable alter-
native!> according to NEP A procedures. The primary goal in formulating alterna-
tives, besides complying with NEPA procedures, is to provide an adequate basis 
for identifying the alternative that comes nearest to maximizing net public ben-
efits, consistent with the resource integration and management requirements. " (36 
CFR 219.12(1) 
During alternative development, existing Forest Plan goals and otjectives, and standards and 
guidelines will be updated to reflect the management scenario for each alternative. They will be 
changed to : 
Update existing land management direction to incorporate new concepts. 
Incorporate new Management Area prescriptions and boundaries. 
Remove unnecessary and repetitive direction. 
Reflect new scientific knowledge and changes in societal att itudes, beliefs, and values. 
The first step in developing alternatives is public scoping (identification of issues). The Planning 
Team will then begin to identi fy a range of alternatives that addresses signi fi cant issues. During 
this phase we plan to provide for as much two-way communication with interested citizens as 
possible. Our goal will be to develop a reasonable range of alternatives to address revision 
needs for change. 
Works In Progress This Summer 
Several major areas of work will be underway this summer to prepare detai ls of the proposed ac-
tion. You may contact us if you are interested in parti cipating. Areas include: 
Evaluation of inventoried roadless areas for recommended wilderness designation . 
Determination of rangeland capability and suitability. 
Determination of tentatively suited and appropriate lands for timber production. 
Refinement and mapping of proposed Management Prescription Categories. 
rhe Issues that face us as we revise the WC F Forest Plan are more complex than those that ex-
Isted during original Plan development more than a decade ago. In general, Ameri can citizens ' 
support for and concern about the environment has grown, while trust and support for govern-
mental bureaucracy has deteriorated. People want to be more involved in the actions that affect 
their environment, especially thei r public lands. Because of this combination of circumstances, 
tw(}-way communication and collaborative learning are vital elements of our revision process. 
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We are planning numerous activities and forums throughout the revision process, and intend to 
keep all interested parties informed as we proceed. 
The following are some of the activities being planned. Public briefing forums will be held in 
various communities to initiate discussions about Plan Revision. During these sessions we will 
be asking for your ideas about how best to involve you and others who are interested as we 
move through the various planning phases. A mailing list was developed and will be continually 
updated to proVIde information and notification of public forums. The Forest's internet web 
pages will contain up-to-date information on this process as well as products as work progresses. 
Updates will also be made available through local media outlets. 
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Glossary and Acronyms 
SouTCes for this glossary include: Forest Ecosystem Management: An EcolOgical. Economic. and Social 
Assessment: Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team (FEMAT) : 1993: Region 4 
Revision Desk Guide: Resource Planning Act Program Glossary 1995: and U.S.D.A. Forest Service 
Manual'" Handbook. 
• biotk 
Non-living (refers to air, rocks. soil particles ... ). 
.daptive m.D.gemeDt 
A type of natural resource management in which decisions are made as part of an on-going process. 
Adaptive management involves testing, monitoring, evaluation. and incorporating new knowledge into 
management approaches based on scientific findings and the needs of society. 
• '" polJutaDt 
Any substance in air that could, if in high enough concentration, harm humans. animals. vegetation. or 
material . Air pollutants may include almost any natural or artificial matter capable of being airborne. in 
the form of solid particles, liquid droplets, gases. or a combination of these. 
• ir qu.Uty 
The composition o f air with respeclto quantities of pollution therein; used most frequentl y in connection 
with' 'standards" of maximum acceptable pollutant concentrations. 
.Uotment (graziDg) 
Area designated for the use of a certain number and kind of livestock for a prescribed period of time. 
alternative 
In an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). one of a number of possible options for responding to the 
purpose and need for action. 
.menity 
Resource use, object. feature. quality. or experience that is pleasing to the mind or senses: typically refers 
to values for which monetary values are not or cannot be establ ished, such as scenic or wilderness values. 
.... dromotU ruh 
Fish that hatch in fresh water. migrate to the ocean, mature there. and return to fresh water to reproduce: 
for example salmon and steel head. 
• qu.tic ecosystem 
40 CFR 230.3 • Waters of the United States that serve as habitat for interrelated and interacting communi-
ties and populations of plants and animals. FSM 2526.05 - The stream channel. lake or estuary bed. wa-
ter. bKltlc communities and the habitat features lhat occur therein . 
ASQ (AlIow.ble S.le Quandty) 
On a atlOl1lll Forest. the quantity o f timber that my be sold from a designated area covered by the forest 
plan for a specIfied time period. 
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.ttltudes, beUds, .Dd v.lues 
FSH 1909.17 Pref"",,!ces. expectations and opinions people have for forests and the management and use 
of particular areas. Differing values and expectations have resulted in polarized perceptions that a healthy 
environment requires protection of lands from human influence. or increased attention to environmental 
quality presents a threat to employment. economy or lifestyle. 
AUM (ADlm.1 UDlt Month) 
The amount of forage required by a one-thousand ( 1.000) pound cow. or the equivalent. for one month . 
beDefl<l.1 use 
An actual or potential use that may be made of the waters of the state that is protected against quality deg-
radation. Examples of beneficial uses include domestic. agricultural. and industrial water supplies. recre-
ation. aquatic life. aesthetics. wi ldlife habitat. and salmon spawning. 
biological dlvenity (or biodiversity) 
The variety and abundance of life and it's processes. It includes all living organisms. the genetic differences 
among them. and the communities and ecosystems in which they occur. Biological diversity also refers to the com-
positions. strucrures. and functions of species and habirats and their interactions . 
biopbysic.1 components 
Refers to biological andlor physical components in an ecosystem . 
biota 
Living material. 
BMPs (Best M.n.gemeDt Practices) 
Practices determined by the Utah Division of Water Quality. to be the most effective and practical means 
o f preventing or reducing the amount of pollution generated by non-point sources. 
bolrd foot 
A measurement of wood equivalent to a board one foot square and one inch thick. Usually expressed in 
terms of thousand board feet (MBF) or million board feet (MMBF). 
broldclst burning 
Burn ing forest fuels as they are. with no piling or windrowing. 
clndid.te species 
Plant and animal species being considered for listing as endangered or thr.atened. in lhe opinion o f the 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife (FWS) or the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). Category) candidate spe-
cies are groups for which the FWS or NMFS has sumcient information to support listing proposals: cat-
egory 2 candidate species are those for which avai lab le information indicates a possible problem but need 
further study to determine the need for listing . 
C lean Air Act 
An Act of Congress established to protect and enhance the quality of the Nation 's air Ih rough air pollution 
prevention and control. 
C lean W.ter Ad 
An Act of Congress which establishes policy to restore and maintain lhe chemIcal. physical. and biologI-
cal integrity of lhe Nation's waters. 
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<OIlaboralive st ..... rd.blp 
We will care for the land and serve people by listening to all our constituents and by livIDg within the lim-
its of the Iand ... commitment to healthy ecosystems and working with people on the land. 
<OlIIpotteDtJ of ecosy.telll lII.n.gement 
Biological diversity. pbysical diversity. social diversity. and economic diversity are the four components 
of Southwest Idaho Ecosystem Management Framework. 
COIIIposltioD (species) 
The species that make up a plant or animal community. and their relative abundance. 
coanectivity 
The degree to which similar but separated vegetation components of a landscape are connected. 
('ODHrv8tion .gneDltnt 
The term also refers to a requirement under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act for Federal agencies 
to consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildl ife Service andlor National Marine Fisheries Service with regard to 
federal actions that may affect listed threatened and endangered species or critical habitat. 
corridor O.ndscape) 
Landscape elements that connect similar patchers of habitat through an area with different characteristics. 
For example, streamside vegetation may create a corridor of willows and hardwoods between meadows or 
through a forest. 
cover type 
The present vegetation of an area. 
culIIDlAlive effects 
Impacts on the environment that result from the incremental impact of an action when added to other past. 
present. and reasonably foreseeable future actions. Cumulative effects can result from individually minor 
but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time. 
CWD (co .... woody debris) 
Pieces o f woody material having a diameter of at least three inches and a length greater than three feet 
(also referred to as large woody debris. or L WD). 
delllograpblc 
Related to the vital stat istics of human populations (size. density. growth. distribution .. ) 
developed recre.lion 
RecreatIon that requires faci lities that in tum result in concentrated use of an area; for example. a camp-
ground or ski resort . 
OFC (Dalred FlrtDre Condition) 
A portrayal <lfthe land. resou"'e. or social and economic conditions that are expected to result in 50- 100 
years If objectIVes are achieved. A vision of the long-term conditions of the land. 
dlspened recreation 
Recreation that does not occur in a developed recreation setting. such as hunting. scenic driving. and back-
packing. 
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dlsturb.Dce 
Any event. such as wildftre or a timber sale. that alters the structure. composition. or funct ion of an eco-
system. 
ecologic.1 Integrity 
In general, ecological integrity refers to the degree to which the elements of biodiversity and the functions 
that link them together and sustain the entire system are complete and capable of performing desired func-
tions. Exact defmitions of integrity are somewhat relative and may differ depending on the type of eco-
system being described. 
ecologlc.1 fuDctIoD 
The process through which the constituent living nonliving elements of ecosystems change and interact. 
including biogeochemical processes and succession. 
ecologic.1 proc ..... 
The actions or events that link organisms (including IlUmans) and their environment such as disturbance. 
successional development, nutrient cycling, carbon sequestration. productivity. and decay. 
economic emcleDcy 
Producing goods and services in areas best suited for that production based on natural biophysical advan-
tage or an area's abi lity to best serve regional demands of people. 
economic depeDdency 
Dependent upon the output(s) of the forest(s). 
economic regIon 
A group of communities and their surrounding rural areas that are linked together through trade. 
ecosystem 
A naturally occurring. self-maintained system of varied living and non-living interacting parts that are or-
ganized into biophysical and human dimension components. 
ecosystem be.ltb 
A condition where the parts and functions of an ecosystem arc sustained over time and where the system ' s 
capacity for self-repair is maintained. such that goals for uses. values. and services of the ecosystem are 
met. 
erosystem mlnagement 
Scientifically based land and resource management that integrates ecological capabilities with social val-
ues and economic relationships. to produce. restore. or sustain ecosystem integrity and desired conditions. 
U~~. p.vJucts. \-.!lues. ailJ services over the long tenn . 
eligibility (for Wild .nd Scenic RJvers) 
A river is eligible for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic River System if it is free-flowing and has 
at least one river-related value that i. considered outstandingly remarkable. 
endanllered .pecles 
Designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. an animal or plant that has been given federal protec-
tion status because it is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its natural range. 
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forage 
Plant material (usually grasses. forbs. and brush) that is available for animal consumption. 
forbs 
Broadleaf ground vegetation with linle or no woody material. 
fragmentalion 
The splining or isolating of patcbes of similar habitat . Habitat can be fragmented by natura l events or de-
velopment activi ties. 
free-flowing 
A stream that exists or flows in a natural condition without impoundment. diversion. straightening. rip-
rapping, or any other modification of the waterway. 
geodimalic ""lting 
The geology, climate (precipitation and temperature). vegetation, and geologic processes (such as land-
slides or debris flows) that are cbaracteristic of a place: places with these similar characteristics are said to 
have the same geocl imatic setting. 
GIS (Geographic Informalion System) 
A computer system that stores and uses spat ial (mappable) data. 
good. and ""rvic .. 
36 CFR 219 - The various outputs produced by forest and rangeland renewable resources. The tangible 
and intangible values of which are expressed in market and non-market terms. 
ubi .. t 
The place where a pl?nt or animal lives and grows under natural conditions. 
hierarchy 
A general integrated system comprising two or more levels. the higher controlling to some extent the ac-
tivities of the lower levels: a series of consecutively subordinate categories fonning a system of c lassi fica-
tion. 
HRV (Historical Range of Variability) 
TI,e natural fluctuation of components of healthy ecosystems over time. In th is EIS, refers to the range of 
conditions and processes that are likely to have occurred prior to senlernent ofthe project area by people 
of European d=nt (approximately the mid-1800s). which would have varied within certain limits over 
rime. 
human dimeDsions 
Rt'ofers to social and economic components of an ecosystem. 
HlIC (Hydrologic Unit Codes) 
A coding system developed by the U.S. Geological Service to map geographic boundaries of watersheds 
of vanou": sizes. 
iDdiaton 
A measure of or surrogate for the elements of ecosystem management. 
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laodtype .. socia lion. 
A grouping of landtypes that are similar in general surface configuration and origin. 
lifestyle 
The way people live. 
management area 
A land area with similar management goals and a common prescription. as described in the Forest Plan . 
MIS (Maoagement Indicator Species) 
Representative species whose habitat conditions and population changes are used to assess the impacts of 
management activities on similar spec-ies in a particular area. 
mitigation 
Act ions that avoid. minimize, reduce. eliminate. or rect ify impacts from managt~ent practices. 
monitoring 
The process of collecting infonnation to evaluate if object ives and anticipated results of a management 
plan are being realized, or if implementation is proceeding as planned. 
Nalional Forest Scenic Byway 
A road on National Forest System Land that has been designated by the Chief of the Forest Service for its 
except ional scenic. historic. cul tural . recreational. or natural resources. 
NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act) 
An abbreviation for the Nat ional Environmental Policy Act of 1969. which requires environmental analy. 
sis and public disclosure of federal actions. 
niche 
A situ?tion or activity specia lly suited to a Forest's character or ability. 
no action (alternalive) 
The most likely condition expected to exist if current management practices continue unchanged. The 
analysis of this alternative is required for federal actions under NEPA. 
nutrient cycling 
Circulation or exchange of elements such as nitrogen and carbon between non·living and living portions 
o f the environment. Includes all mineral and nutrient cycles involving mammals and vegetation. 
outstandingly remarkable value 
Characteristic of a river segment that is judged to be a rare. unique. or exemplary feature thnl IS significant 
at a regional or natural sca le. Values can be recreational. scenic. geological. historical. cultural. biologi-
cal. botanical. ecological. heritage. hydrolugical. paleontological. SC Ient ific. or research-related . 
pattern 
The spatial arrangement of landscape elements (patches. corridors. matrix) that detemlines the function of 
a landscape as an ecological system . 
population 
The people. wild li fe. fi sh. or plants inhabiting a speCIfic arca. 
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pr .. ",ibed fire 
Any fire ignited by management. actions to meet specific objectives. A written. approved p,_sc ribed fire 
plan must eXIst. and NEPA requIrements must be met before ignitio. 
PFC (Properly Fundioning Condition) 
Ecosystems are in PFC when they function within their historic range of variability. 
proposed l<lion 
The project or set of act.vities that a federal agency intends to implement. as defined in NEPA regulati0ns. 
RO (R«.rtation Opportunity Spe<trum) 
A framework forstratitying and defining classes o f outdoor recreation environments. activities. and expe-
nence oppo~umtles. The set1mg~ . . aCtlv.llles. ~nd opportumtles for oJtaining experiences are arranged 
alon~ ~ contmu~1 or spectrum dlVlded Into SIX classes--primitive. semiprim itive non-motorized. semi-
pnmltlve motonzed. roaded natural. rural . and urban. 
RVD (Rocrtation Visitor DIY) 
Twelve ho.m of recreation use in any combinatiOl. 'f persons and hours (one person for 12 hours. three 
persons for four hours. etc.). 
resilient, rnilieney 
The ability.of a system t? respond to disturbances. Resi liency is one of the properties that enable the sys-
tem to persist. m many different states of successional stages. In human communities. refers to the abi lity 
of a community to respond to externally induced changes such as larger economic or social forces. 
ro.dJas .reu 
Areas that do nOl have developed and maintained roads. and that are substant ially natural. 
sale 
Defined in this framework as geographic extent: for example. region. sub-regional. or landscape scale. 
>coping 
The process the Forest Service uses to determine. through public involvement. the range of issues that the 
planmng process should address. 
""n.ltin .pedes 
Selected plant and animal species for wh.ch population viability is a concern. as evidenced by significant 
current or predicted downward. trends In .~pulatlOn numbers or density. and significant current or pre-
dicted downward trends 10 hab1l31 capability that would reduce a species' existing distribution. Sensitive 
spec.es are no. covered .n the Endangered Spec.es Act. 
.lIviculhlre 
The care and tending of stands oflrees to meet speC ific obJectives, 
'DI~ 
A stand.ng dead tree 
Itrucfurt 
ll>e ,17.<: and arrangement. ho.h vertically and honzontally. ofvegetatron. 
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. ubbuln 
A fourth field hydrologic unit that nests within the hierarchical system developed by the U.S. Geological 
Survey to describe watersheds. Typically 800,00 to 1.000,000 acres in size. a subbasin is smaller than a 
ri ver basin (third field unit). and larger than a watershed (fifth field unit). 
sutCe5SiOD 
The replacement in time of one plant community with another. The prior plant community (or succes-
sional stage) creates condit ions that are favorable for the establishment of the next stage. 
, uitability (for WUd Ind Scenic Riven) 
Evaluation of eligible rivers for inclusion into the National Wild and Scenic River System by determining 
the best use of the river corridor and the best method to protect the outstandingly remarkable values within 
the river corridor. 
, uited lind 
Forest land designated in the Forest Plan to be managed for timber production on a regulated basis. 
sustainlbility 
The ability to maintain a desired condition or flow of benefits over time. 
tbr.ltened spedes 
Designated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. a plant or animal species likely to become endangered 
throughout all or a specific portion of its range within the foreseeable future. 
TMDL (Totll Mllimum Dlily LOld) 
TMOl is the sum of waste load allocations for point sources. non-point sources. natural background. and 
a margin of safety. A TMOL speci fies the amount of a pollutant that needs to be reduced to meet water 
quality standards set by the state. TMOL is used in a process to attain water quality standards that I) iden-
tifies water quality problems and contributing pollutant sources, 2) allocates pollution control responsibili -
ties among sources in the watershed, and 3) provides a basis for taking actions needed to restore a water 
body. 
unwlnted wildllnd fire 
Any wildland fire not covered by a Fire Management Plan. These fires are subject to immediate supres-
sion action. 
Wilderness Arels 
Areas that are without developed and maintained roads. and that are substant ially natural . and that Con-
gress has deSIgnated as part of the National Wilderness Preservation System. 
wUdllnd fire 
Any nonstructural fire. other than prescribed. that occurs in the wildland. ThIS teml encomp""es fires 
previously called hoth wildfires and prescribed natura l fires. 
wlldllnd fire u,. 
The management of naturally ignited wi ldland fires to accomplish specific pre<lated resource management 
objectives in predefined geographic areas outlined in rire Management Plans. Opcrdtional management IS 
described in the Wildland Fire Implementation Plan. Wildland fire use IS not to be confused wllh "fire 
use", which is a broader te ... encompassing more thanjusl wildland fires 
ZOI (Zone of Influence) 
The area that is economically and socia-econom ically rnfluenced by Forest ServIce management. 
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ASQ 
AUM 
BlM 
BMP 
CFR 
CWD 
DBH 
DEIS 
DFC 
EA 
EIS 
EPA 
ERU 
ESA 
FACA 
FEIS 
FSH 
FSM 
GIS 
HRV 
HUC 
IWM 
MIS 
MMBF 
MO 
NEPA 
NFMA 
NM FS 
NOI 
PFC 
PILT 
PVG 
PVT 
RNA 
ROD 
ROS 
RVD 
TES 
TMDl 
USDA 
SOl 
USFWS 
WSR 
WI 
> 
< 
Allowable Sale Quantity 
Animal Unit Month 
Bureau of Land Management 
Best Management Practice 
Code of Federal Regulations 
Coarse Woody Debris 
Diameter at Breast Height 
Draft Environment Impact Statement 
Desired Future Condition 
Environmental Assessment 
Environmental Impact Statement 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Ecological Reporting Unit 
Endangered Species Act 
Federal Advisory Committee Act 
Final Environmental Impact Statement 
Forest Service Handbook 
Forest Service Manual 
Geographical Infonnation System 
Historical Range of Variability 
Hydrologic Unit Code 
Integrated Weed Management 
Management Indicator Species 
Million Board Feet 
Memorandum of Understanding 
National Environmental Policy Act 
National Forest Management Act 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Notice of Intent 
Properly Functioning Condition 
Payment in lieu ofTaxes 
Potential Vegetation Group 
Potential Vegetation Type 
Resean:h Natural Area 
Record of Decision 
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum 
Recreation Visitor Day 
Threatened. Endangered. and Sensitive (species) 
Total Maximum Daily l oad 
Umted States Department of Agriculture 
Umted States Department of Interior 
United Stat .. Fish and Wildlife Service 
WIld and Semic Rlv"r 
Zone of Influence 
Greater than 
Less than 
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Appendix A 
MANAGEMENT AREA DELINEATION CRITERIA 
EVlUlilon IUId Mountain View Ranger Districts 
MIUIHementArea Criteria 
WhItney Unique landscape and capability when 
compared to the rest of the north slope Uinta 
MIS. 
StlllwaterlHayden Use patterns (present and historic) 
developed recreation 
fish heavily stocked by OWR 
transportation corridors 
Winter use (snowmobiles) 
summer homes 
Amethyst Basin (no livestock) 
East Fork Bear River transportation corridor 
(boy scout camp) 
Unique OFCs are likely 
lower amount OI'developed recreation 
lower amount of use than StillwaterlHayden 
Uinta Mill Creek checkerboard ownership 
Bonneville cutthroat 
use patterns are different from adjacent 
watersheds 
lots of recreation use 
West Fork-Middle Fork Blacks Fork West Fork Blacks Fork: 
transportation corridor (motorized) 
Colorado cutthroat (Brush Creek) 
user groups (motorized use) 
more dispersed recreation 
different landscapes I 
Middle Fork Blacks Fork: 
roadless 
lack of access 
area of concern to many publics 
East Fork Blacks Fork transportation corridor 
(trail to Ashley N.F. - nonmotorized) 
Wilderness user groups/portals 
transition range for elk/moose 
aspen being replaced by conifer 
I the term "cliff"mll landscapes" ref ... 10 a clifference from adjaccnl wa ..... heds. 
A-I 
C.tdtroatIMoe.laader flat topography (relative) 
lots of ellc summer nmge 
potholes 
lodgepole - different wildlife habitat 
di ffen:nt landscapes 
west Fork Smltbs Fork Colorado cutthroat 
poor transportation corridor 
disper.;ed recreation use - especially high in 
hunting season 
GUbert Creek Colorado cutthroat 
tnmsportation corridor (major) 
dispersed recreation use 
Eat Fork Smith. Fork Developed recreation 
(main developed recreation access) 
major wilderness access 
culinary water supply for Bridger Valley 
Bearys Fork oil and gas development 
well developed tnmsportation system 
Colorado cutthroat 
high density of roads 
high-grade road development 
Bener Creek DralD.gn absence of Colorado cutthroat 
high amounts of insect and disease occurrence 
(40-50 percent mortality) which has resulted 
in different age class diversity 
potholes 
moderate wilderness use 
no developed recreation 
high value winter range (north) 
ungrazed by domestic livestock (south) 
resulting in very good elk habitat 
bighorn sheep habitat (north). esp. lambing 
Barat ForkffhompooalKabeU possible Colorado cutthroat 
very high insect and disease occurrence 
(about 80 percent mortality) 
high value summer nmge (south) 
high value winter range (north) 
high conifer encroachment in riparian areas 
no grazing on south end -> good elk habitat 
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Kamas Ruger Dhtrlct 
M .... lreJDealAre. Criteri. 
Weber more primitive roads (less access) 
more primitive recreation opportunities 
significantly lower recreation use 
moderate evidence of management 
moderately rich wildlife habitat 
wetter areas 
marginal sheep/cattle allobnents 
ProvolBe.verz Very well developed road access 
less primitive recreation opportunities 
17 developed campgrounds 
very heavily used 
high evidence of management 
some summer homes 
area of concern to many publics 
Duchesne little access 
mostly wilderness or non-motorized 
backcountry 
mostly very primitive recreation opportunities 
little evidence of management 
S.lt L.ke R.nger District 
M.n.llemenlAre. Criteria 
North D.vls unique landscape and capabilities 
watershed 
relatively minor recreation opportunities 
South D.vls debris flow 
dispersed recreation 
watershed 
Mueller P.rk developed recreation 
municipal watershed 
2 Various managmcnt emphasis amos occur within this management area including: I) Semlprlmltln tIOIUDotoriud 
backcotultry (concentrated and heavily managed backcountJy recreation); 2) Motorized backcouatry (concentrated 
and heavily managed motorized recreation); 3) S .. nk BYWlylHlabwlY Corridor (concentnte<!. heavily managed 
motorized rec .... tion); 4) Ccdor Hollow (beovUy u .... moloriucd recmolioa, ATV use); 5) IIHvu (011 the 
Ittributcs of Scenic BywaylHighway plus ricbldivene wi ldli fe habitat and divene ecotypes). Ccdor Hollow might fit 
better with a management area on the Uinta National Forest: common management direction. standards. and 
guidelines. 
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Red a.ae RNA Research Natural fi -ea WbeelerlStrawberry watershed protection 
winter recreation 
EmilndoD CoyoalLambt Coyon private land intenningled ownershed Snowbasin resort 
dispersed recreation large wetland area below resort 
watershed culinary water supply 
elk habitat 
Public Grove wildlife winter range 
Mlll Creek (Salt Lake) developed and dispersed recreation limited by motorized dispersed recreation 
fee demo area grazing 
wildemess access 
wildlife habitat P1neviewlSoutb Fork Intensive developed recreation 
BIc Cottonwood Coyon high developed recreation MlddleFork wildlife winter range 
high dispersed recreation nonmotorized dispersed recreation 
ski areas 
public/private land ownership CanleY Reservoir: 
municipal watershed water activities 
Little Cottoawood Coyon developed recreation 
dispersed recreation (fewer access points than 
in Big Cottonwood Canyon) 
ski areas 
RId .. : 
wildlife winter/summer ranges 
nonmotorized dispersed recreation 
watershed protection 
W .. atcbIMonte: 
land ownership 
municipal watershed 
motorized dispersed recreation 
wildlife summer range 
grazing 
Stu.bary Mountain. unique landscapes (west desert ecosystem) 
most use still primarily tied to Tooele County Woodruff TES fisheries 
not based on watershed boundary grazing 
motorized dispersed recreation 
herd units -summer range 
Ogden and Logan Ranger Districts water quality 
Mo-.ementArea Criteria Bear livestock grazing 
W .. atcb Front Front: unique landtypes (vegetation stringers) and 
urban interface cover types 
fire protection motorized dispersed recreation 
watershed protection Bear Lake 
dispersed recreation east drainages 
North Fork: unique wildlife use patterns 
rural interface private land interface 
fire protection 
fire differences because of different 
vegetation 
otherwise similar recreation to the Front 
A-4 A-S Jdl 
m.cu.JdI Curtis: 
summer range 
timber/vegetation management 
sheep grazing 
motorized dispersed recreation 
snowmobile activity 
Hardware: 
winter range 
Hardware Ranch 
motorized dispersed recreation 
Left Hud Fork: 
elk management for Hardware 
dispersed recreation use 
grazing patterns 
common transportation system 
watershed, scattered ownership 
Cae. Valley Fl'OIlt viewshed 
high access from valley (uroan interf&ee) 
water supply to Cache Valley 
travel corridors to high countries 
big game winter range 
LocuCuyoa Scenic Byway 
major travel corridor 
developed recreation corridor 
common watershed 
common vegetation types 
WeIIsvfIJe MOflIltalD. unique mountain range 
wilderness and adjacent lands 
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AppendixB Management Prescriptions 
Number 1 Manyement PreKrfption Catecory 
1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
Wildernes. 
1.1 Existing Wilderness 
1.1.1 Desired Condition Class I 
1.1.2 Desired Condition Class II 
1.1.3 Desired Condition Class III 
1.2 Recommended Wilderness from new Plan Revision 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
3.1 
3.2 
5.1 
5.2 
6.1 
Special Management Areas 
Wild and Scenic Rivers 
2.1.1 Wild classification 
2.1.2 Scenic classification 
2.1.3 Recreational classification 
Research Natural Areas 
Scenic Byways 
Protection of Aquatic, Terrestrial, and Hydrologic integrity i. Empha.ized 
Preservation Emphasis 
Restoration Emphasis 
Multiple Resource Usn Where Recreation is Emphasized 
Multiple Resource Usn Where Forested Vegetative Management is 
Emp .... ized 
Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring forested ecosystem integrity while 
meeting multiple resource objectives, which may include timber 
management. 
Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring forested ecosystem integrity while 
managing timber for growth and yield. 
Multiple Rnouru Usn Where Non-Forested (Rangeland) Vegetative 
Management II Emphasized 
Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring non-forested ecosystem 
integrity while meeting multiple resource objectives, which may include 
livestock forage production. 
6.2 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring non-forested ecosystem integrity 
while managing for livestock forage production. 
7.0 iDtermlDgied PublklPrivate Lands 
8.0 
(Primary emphasis identified under 
prescription 3. 4, 5, 6, or 8) 
7.1 Intermingled private or public lands 
in an urban or town interface. 
7.2 Intermingled private or public lands 
in a rural interface. 
CoaUDtrated Development Area. (strong economic emphasis) 
1801d numbers ~ OIl Management Area Maps. 
Pf."-" 
.1.1 
.I.l 
.1.3 
..1 
U.I 
LI.l 
U..J 
U 
U 
:u 
J~I 
U..1 
U..J 
... 
!U 
U 
... 
6.l 
7.1 
7..1 
... 
Management Prescription Categories and Generally Allowed Activities 
Summary Table 
PnKrIpC •• CMcp'" Gnin.ay Allowed AdMfia 
~ n.bc7' Harvs Rolld ... lIdl .. Motortud Rer. • Lh'at«k OII .... G .. 
Gran_, La" 
r ..... wa.w- DairN C ....... 0-1 No No No Yn Wltlldra .. 
r ..... w~ DairNc.......o-l No No No Yn WlClldra .. 
r ..... w .... _ DI*td CIae.J No No No Yn Wltlldra .. 
~ No No Ulllifed Yn Uunllable 
WIdIUwn No No u.ICcd Yn U .. ".1labIe 
ScIIIIkIUwn u.iccd u.tced Yn Yn AnUable 
Rmn IJIIIited Yn Ys Yn A"allablot 
"--.... ARM No No UIIIItcd No U .. ~ 
!laIIk .,..,. No Yn Yn Yn A"aUabIe 
~ Tft'nIIrtaI, &: Hy~ 1*Irify No UIIIiUd u.Hed U_ed A"aHabIe 
W ....... EIII'· 1 IJIIIited llIIIfed Yn U.lfed An.JabIe 
~""""E.,c ..... lJIIIJted u.iCeII Yn UIIIiUd A"alJabIe 
TIn'8CrW ........ ~ u.Jced u.iced Yn U.lfftl A" ...... 
_~E .. "" 
, ....... ~-Mllldpka-rceGnis Yn u.i:ed YIS Yn A"aIIaI* 
, ....... Ealtrt- -TIIIIIIcr er-dt .... Yidd Yn Yn Yn Yn A"aIIaI* 
~ -MIl.,... a-rcec..ll Yn u.iCed Yn Y.., A" ...... 
EaIt---' ................ Yn Yn Yn Yn A" ...... 
V,....I.........,..~LudI No u.iCed u.iCed No U .. ~ 
...... I ............ ~ ...... Yn u.iced u..iCed Yn A" ...... 
On-1I.,.rllf ARM ...... ed Yn LiJIIiced u.ited A" ...... 
f1r~UwI R«rntIH 
S.ppr ___ 
On-dopMftf 
UMJced No 
UMJced No 
U.lfcd No 
Yn No 
u.iccd No 
u.Hed u.tud 
Ullllfcd Yn 
u.IUd No 
u.tced Yn 
u.Hed UIIIIfed 
Yn u.iced 
Yn u.itecI 
Yn u.ited 
Yn Yn 
Yn u.ffed 
Yn Yn 
Yn u.ited 
u.ked Yn 
u..iCed Yn 
u.iCed Yn 
lEsJItbta directioD for motorized reantioa is eoataiaed in each forats' travel m.p. The travel m.pt idntify "off-tnD .nd off-road Iravel 
ratJ'kdoas" .... "oa trd opportaaitWs". Tile forat pIu rntsioa .ncI ... ndmnt prOCell does not propose chllla to tM nist11llinvel m.pt. 
I()j" 
MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION CATEGORIES - Summary Descriptions 
1.0 - WO.DERNESS 
THEME 
This prescription includes areas designated by Congress as Wilderness and areas recommended 
by the Forest Service for Wilderness designation. Management emphasis is on maintaining wil-
derness attributes, including natural appearance, natural integrity, opportunities for solitude, op-
portunities for primitive recreation, and any identified special features. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
The area is managed to allow natural processes to prevail in adherence with the 1964 Wilderness 
Act and the 1984 Utah Wilderness Act. 
1.1.1 Existing Wilderness - Desired Condition Class I 
1.1.2 Existing Wilderness - Desired Condition Class II 
1.1.3 Existing Wilderness - Desired Condition Class III 
1.2 Recommended Wilderness from Plan Revision 
1. 1.1 Desired Condition Class I 
This area in existing wilderness is characterized by an unmodified natural environment. Human 
induc~ change is temporary and minor. Outstanding opportunities for solitude and unconfined 
recreation are available for visitors who travel in small groups, practice excellent wilderness ef-
forts and spend extra effon' to leave no trace. Encounters with others are rare. 
1.1.2 Desired Condition Class II 
This area in existing wilderness is characterized by predominately unmodifed natural environ-
ment. Human induced change is evident but will recover. Outstanding opportunities for solitude 
and unconfined recreation exist. Encounters with others are more frequent than Class I. 
1. 1.3 Desired Condition Class III 
This area in existing wilderness is characterized by predominately unmodifed natural environ-
ment, but impacts could persist from year to year. During peak season and in popular areas con-
centrated use is more common and opportunities for solitude and unconfined recreation more 
limjted. 
1.2 Reco_me_ded Wilderness 
1bese are areas recommended for wilderness status that have gone through the Forest Plan 
Revision RoadIess inventory, evaluation and recommendation anlaysis as required by the 
Nalional Forest management Act (NFMA) planning regulations and the 1984 Utah Wilderness 
Act. Congress retains the final authority for designating wilderness areas. For areas recom-
mended as wilderness, wilderness characteristics must be protected until Congress takes final 
action (FSH 1909. 12,7.31). 
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GENERALLY ALLOWED ACTIVITIES 
Pracrlpllon Timber Road Motorized Graztaal FIH Uo«' Recl'Hlion 
HlU'\'ftt BIllJdInI Rec~.lIon SupprouJon1 n.wtopmontl 
1.1.1.1.1.3 No No No Yes Limited No 
1.2 No No Limited Yes Yes No 
lAs allowed under the 1984 Utah Wilden ... Act 
2Fire use is equivalent to pres<ribed fire (management ignited) and wildland fire (prescribed nalUnll fire). 
Supression has two categories: full suppression (control) and modified (confine, contain, monitor). 
3Recreation development as used in these descriptions refer to major Sb'Uctural public use areas such as 
campgrounds and trailhead5. Minor facilities for comfon and convenience such as trails and outhouses are not 
considered recreation development 
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1.0 - SPECIAL MANAGEMENT AREAS THEME 
THEME 
This prescription includes areas that have been or will be administratively or Congressionally 
designated for the conservation of specific values. These areas are Wild and Scenic Rivers and 
their corridors, Research Natural Areas. and National Scenic Byways. Management emphasis is 
on maintaining or restoring those values for which the area was established. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
2.1 Wild and Scenic Rivers: Rivers include land corridors that extend 1/4 mile from each 
bank. Rivers and their corridors, including those recommended for study, are managed to protect 
their frce-flowing waters and existing or potential outstandingly remarkable values. Any devel-
opments that affect these values are prohibited (this includes hydropower developments). 
2. 1.1 Wild classification 
2. 1.2 Scenic classification 
2.1.3 Recreational classification 
2.2 Research Natural Areas: Manage existing and proposed Research Natural Areas to pro-
tect their unique qualities. Vegetation manipulation is prohibited except in cases where these ac-
tivities help perpetuate the unique ecosystem. 
2.3 Scenic Byways: Manage National Scenic Byways (Logan Canyon and Mirror Lake 
Highway) to protect and maintain their outstanding scenic quality. 
GENERALLY ALLOWED ACTIVITIES 
PracripdoD T_ber RoIod Motorlud GruiDl FInUoe.I RKr .. lIon 
ibnftt -. RKrHIIoa S • ..,.....1oD Development 
2.1.1 No No Limited Ves Limited No 
2.1.2 Limited Limited Ves Ves Limited Limited 
2.1.3 Limited Ves Ves Ves Limited Ves 
2.2 No No Limited No Limited No 
2.3 No Veo Ves Ves Limited Ves 
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3.0 MULTIPLE RESOURCE USES WHERE AQUATIC, TERRESTRIAL, AND 
HYDROLOGIC INTEGRITY ARE EMPHASIZED 
THEME 
This prescription includes lands where management emphasis is preserving, maintaining or 
restoring quality aquatic. terrestrial, and hydrologic conditions. Although other uses and 
activities may occur, the primary emphasis is providing high quality fish habitat, wildlife habitat, 
and watershed conditions that meet desired conditions. Commodity production occurs as part of 
activities designed to improve or maintain habitat or watershed conditions. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
3.1 - Emphasis is on maintaining existing quality aquatic, terrestrial, and hydrologic conditions 
through limited management activity. This emphasis could include areas where habitat and 
resource values, though not at desired conditions, are important and require protection. Other 
uses and activities may occur provided they do not prohibit attainment of objectives for the areas. 
These lands are not a part of the suited timber base. 
Because of the importance of these areas for meeting immediate habitat objectives, the strategy 
is to take a very low risk approach to management for this planning period (10-15 years). The 
tools associated with this prescription are oflower intensity and can provide for maintenance of 
existing conditions through natural processes and m;nimal management activities. This 
prescription would not proved the management activities normally associated with extensive 
restoration of physical and biological components. Management activities are designed to pose 
low risk of sediment delivery and low risk of adversely affecting the hydrologic regime, riparian 
areas, and important terrestrial habitat. 
3.2 - Emphasis is on restoration and/or maintenance of quality aquatic, terrestrial, and hydrologic 
conditions through moderate management activity. This emphasis would include areas where 
habitat and resource values are not at desired conditions, are important and should be more 
actively restored and/or rehabilitated. Other uses and activities may occur provided they do not 
prohibit attainment of objectives for the areas. These lands are not a part of the suited timber 
base, but may require forest and/or rangeland vegetation treatments to improve overall . 
The importance of these areas is for meeting mid- to long-term habitat objectives, the strategy is 
to take a low to moderate risk approach to management for this planning period (10-15 years). 
The tools associated with this prescription are of moderate intensity and can provide for 
improvement of existing conditions through natural processes and moderate management 
activities. As with 3.1, this prescription would not provide the management activities normally 
associated with extensive restoration of physical and biological components. Management 
activities are designed to pose low risk of sediment delivery and low risk of adversely affecting 
the hydrologic regime, riparian areas, and important terrestrial habitat. 
3.2. 1 Municipal Watershed Emphasis: Manage to maintain or improve soil productivity and 
watershed conditions. Where improvement is needed, it is achieved by implementing watershed 
improvement projects, and by applying soil and water conservation practices to land-disturbing 
activities. 
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3.2.2 Aquatic Habitat Emphasis: Manage for quality habitat to provide for recovery of metapopu-
lations of rare fish and riparian-dependent species. Improve or maintain conditions to meet 
desired conditions of habitat for threatened, endangered, sensitive, or management indicator 
species. 
3.2.3 Terrestrial Habitat Emphasis: Manage upland habitat to provide for quality habitat and 
recovery of plant and animal species. Improve or maintain conditions to meet desired conditions 
of habitat for threatened, endangered, sensitive, or management indicator species. 
GENERALLY ALLOWED ACTIVITIES 
Pnscripdoa TImHr R ..... Motoriud GraziDg FInUsel Recrutlon 
Barnot ~O Recreation Sueeres,ion Drveloement 3. t No(oon- Limited Limited] Limited) Limited 
scheduled) 
3.2. 1-3.23 Limited I Limited2 Yes Limiled3 Yes I Limited 
I Vegetatioo management (timber harv .. ~ dUnning, fin: uselsuppressian., ele.) is used 10 mainlain or reslore beahhy 
ecosyslems with emphasis 00 fish babi .. ~ wildlife babi .. ~ and walershed cooditians. Wood products are produced 
to suppon habitat and watershed objectives. 
2 Emphasis is 011 reducing adverse impacts from roads. Road density and design will he compatible with walershed 
and babital objectives 
3 Livescock use in suitable areas and accompanying management practices oeed 10 he compatible with desired 
aquatic . IerreSlriaJ. and bydrologic cODdilia .... 
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4.0 - MULTIPLE RESOURCE USES WHERE RECREATION IS EMPHASIZED 
THEME 
This prescription includes lands managed for dispersed and developed recreation. Recreation is 
an important use and may be the Jominant influence on the ground. A wide spectrum of recre-
ational settings are provided. Facilities are constructed and maintained, and areas for motorized 
and non-motorized recreation opportunities are designated. Landscape elements may be altered 
by human activities and developments. Recreation is managed to ensure maintenance of water-
shed health including water quality. Recreation resource uses are empha-sized; however, other 
resource uses are allowed to the extent that they do not significantly compromise recreation re-
source values. Human use and presence range from subtle to obvious. Commodity production 
!!lID: occur as a result of activities designed to achieve recreation goals and objectives. 
Further subdivisions of this category haven' t been drafted at this time. We plan on involving the 
public to help with this effort in the near future. 
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5.0 MULTIPLE. RESOURCE USES WHERE FORESTED VEGETATION 
MANAGEMENT IS EMPHASIZED 
THEME 
This presaiplion includes lands that are predominantly forested. Emphasis is on maintaining and 
restoring forest ecosystem health to achieve sustainable resource conditions, while providing 
favorable conditions for commodity and non-commodity outputs. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
5.1 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring forested vegetation to achieve multiple resource 
goals and objectives. Management area direction also includes timber resource goals and 
objectives but achievement of high yields is not the primary purpose. Management activities 
r.ncompass the full range ofland and resource treatment activities. 
5.2 Emphasis is on timber growth and yield. Forested landscapes range in appearance from near 
natura1 to altered where management activities are evident. Goods and services are provided 
within the productive capacity of the land, and ecological fwtctions are maintained. The quantity 
of goods and services produced mayor may not fully meet demand. Amenity values are provided 
for by management area direction. 
GENERALLY ALWWED ACTIVITIES 
PrftcrtpdH n.bor IlMd MoIoriacI GnzlDl FIn Uoe/ _radon 
IIanat BIoIIdIDa R«rudon Sa_loa DoveIopm ... 1 
5.1 Yes I Limit.ed2 Yes Yes Yes Yes 
52 Yes Yes3 Yes Yes4 Yes5 Limited 
I Veptioa .............. 1 (limber borv .. ~ thiJmina, fire uselsuppresaion .. . ) is wed to IChieve • broad rauge of 
multiple uac objccti .... with cmpiIasis on maiDIaiDina or restoring bcalthy ccosystans and reducing the polential for 
!.arJe IlODd-rcpbociaS fires. Empbaois is DOl OD timber srowth and yield. 
2 Roed clemitiea and deliga arc oompelible with primary IJWI08CIIICDt objectiv ... 
3 Rood clemitia and deliga arc compotible with timber srowth and yield JIWI08CIIICDI objectives. 
4 LivcItock araziaa .-do liD be compotible with timber management objectives. 
5 Fire uselsuppresaion .-do liD be compatible with timber srowth and yield objectives 
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6.0- MUL nPLE RESOURCE USES WHERE NON-FORESTED (RANGELAND) 
VEGETA nON MANAGEMENT IS EMPHASIZED 
THEME 
This prescription includes lands that are predomilWltly non-forrsted. Management focuses on 
non-. forest plant species composition and structure to achieve sustainable resource conditions, 
while providing favorable conditions for commodity and non-commodity outputs. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
6.1 Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring non-forested vegetation conditions to achieve 
ecosystem health. Management encompasses the full range ofland and resource treatment 
activities. Forage production for livestock use may be limited to meet requirements for wildlife, 
riparian, water quality, or other objectives. 
6.2 Management emphasis on suitable grazing lands is for forage production for livestock. Goods 
and services are provided within the productive capacity of the land. and ecological functions are 
maintained. Non-forested landscapes range in appearances from near natural to altered where 
management activities are evident. The quantity of goods and services produced mayor may not 
fully meet demand. Amenity values are provided for by management area direction. 
GENERALLY ALLOWED ACTIVITIES 
PnKrlpdon Tilllbor IlMd MoIoriacI GnzIDa Fin Uoe/ _radon 
Ibrwst 80dJdlq Rftrudon Sa_loa Develop ..... 1 
6.1 Yes Limited Yes Yes Yes Yes 
6.2 Yes I Yes2 Yes Yes3 Yes Limited 
I Timber management objccriv .. .- to be compatible with gnozing management objectives. 
2 Rood densities and deli ... arc compatible with managCDIent objectives. 
3 Emphasis is OD managing vegetation composition and SlJUCturc for forage utilization by livestock. Livestock usc in 
suitable areas is inanaged to insure that nnge is in satisfactory condition and/or with an upward trend. 
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7.0 - INTERMINGLED PUBLICIPRIV A TE LANDS 
THEME 
This prescription addresses National Forest System lands that are intenningled with lands owned 
01" managed by others. The prescription is applied in areas where management on National For-
est. System lands influences or is influenced by the proximity of other lands. Management em-
phasis is to cooperate with adjacent landowners in managing for diverse interests. Another im-
portant management consicicration is the cumulative effects to ecosystems from combined activi-
ties on National Forests and adjacent lands. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
Whenever a 7.1 or 7.2 prescription is used, there is also an underlying prescription that identifies 
a primary emphasis in that management area. For example, a 6. 1 prescription area may also 
~ve a 7.2 prescription attached if intermingled land ownership in the 6.1 area creates a compel-
ling need to cooperate Wlth adJacent landowners. The 6.1 prescription provides the primary 
management emphasis, and the 7.2 prescription signifies the need to coordinate land manage-
ment strategies with adjacent landowners. 
The 7.0 management prescription category is divided into two subcategories. 
7. 1 - Intermingled private or public lands in an urban or town interface. Emphasis is on protect-
mg natural ecosystem components from degradation while allowing for high levels of day usc. 
Trespass for extractive or construction activities will not be allowed. Access for recreation to the 
National Forest System lands will be kept open, and specific public access points will be identi-
fied to assure access as well as to limit resource degradation. Adjacent private property will be 
protected from fire. 
7.2 - Intermingled private or public lands in a ruraJ interface. Emphasis is on protecting natural 
ecosystem components from degradation while allowing for moderate usc. Trespass for extrac-
tive or construction activities will not be allowed. Access for recreation to the National Forest 
System lands will be kept open, and specific public access points will be identified to assure ac-
cess as well as to limit resource degradation. Adjacent private property will be protected from 
fire. 
GENERALLY ALWWED ACTIVITIES 
............. n. .... ..... 
--
C ..... FIn V .. I 
---Harwot --. 
--
s."..- DtnIepoHto. 
7.1 No Limited limited I No Limited Ves 
7.2 Ves2 Limited l imited I Va2 limited Va 
I AIry _ recreaIion mUll be can:fully coordinated with adjacent owoen for compatibility with their nc:cds 
-' -...-... objecti_. 
2 AIry .,..m, or limber ocIivitiea mus. be can:fuIIy coonIinatcd with adjacent owners. 
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8.0 - CONCENTRATED DEVEWPMENT AREAS 
THEME 
This prescription includes lands managed for COIICCIItrated development and usc. 
MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS YOU WILL SEE 
Uses and facility development dominate the landscape and often require extensive site ait«-
ations. Features may include oil and gas production sites and various DOD-rec:reation special uses 
(utility corridors and communication sites) not contained in COIICCIItrated reaation areas, such 
as administrative sites. Emphasis is on maintaining or restoring the existing facilities and uses. 
GENERALLY ALWWED ACTIV1TIES 
Ves 
B-1 2 
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AppendiIC 
S1IIIUI1ary of Properly Faacdoaillc Coadldoa. 
ill Nortbet"ll Utah Natto ... Forests 
Properly FucdoIIbIa COIIdIdoe "-t oIVeptatioII Cover Types 
In order to understand wha'e we are in relationship to the ecosystem nwwgement principle of 
sustainabiJity we must be able to define and ~ where we are in relationship to the historic 
range of variability. The ooncept of "historic range· recognizes that ecosyJlems are dynamic in 
nature and that disturbance and change is a common factor of ecosyJlems. Areas which meet 
this criteria of sustainability are said to be in .properIy functioning condition· (PFC). A detailed 
assessment of PFC of plant cover types on National Forest lands in oortbem Utah (Ashley, Uinta 
and Wasatch-Cacbe National Forests) was completed in 1998 (USDA Forest Service 1998). 
Historic reference conditions were based on fire history studies and records and on documenta-
tion of historic uses of these lands both prior to and after the establishment of the National Forest 
System. Consistent with the ecosystem management principle of humans as ecosystem 
components, we include pro-Europe:an settlement human interventions (such as setting fires) in 
the picture of historic reference conditions. These ecosyJlems did evolve in a sustainable manner 
with humans as an integral part. Vegetation conditions were assessed by looking at fOIlT distinct 
aspects or ecosystem features: I) Composition-the species list; 2) SIrUCt\IrC- the layen and ages 
of S?«ies; 3) Patterns-the patchwork of species and ages across the landscape; and 4) Functions 
sud! as the nutrient and water cycles, the way animals move within and between landscapes, etc. 
A summary of the PFC assessment (Table I) shows some cover types that have a high deviation 
from historic range of variation. These are considered areas where conditions across land.capes 
are no longer properly functioning based on cumnt vegetation conditions. These cover types are 
those we feel management should take more immediate action to try to restore naturaJ functions. 
The PFC Assessment completed for the Wasatch-Cache, Uinta, and Ashley National Forests 
focused primarily on changes in patterns over the Imdscape (e.g. aspen cover types being 
replaced by various conifer cover types or sagebrush/grasslands being replaced by pinyon-
juniper through the control of fires over the past SO 10 100 yean) and on changes that have 
OCCUlTed in age class diversity (structure) and species composition and how these affect the 
functions of the ecosystems. From these changes we infer changes in the functions of these 
ecosystems. 
The following discussions by ecological Section focus on composition, structure, pattern and 
function and on thos.: that have changed the most from historic reference conditions. 
~ __ t S .... ry for Sbubtlry ud SIIeqJ Credt MotmtaiM port6R 01 tile IIotutn1Ik 
...... Seedoe 
The primary impacts to the Bonneville Basin have been from historic grazing impacts as well as 
from the exclusion of fire and the diversion of the limited water resource. Riparian areas have 
also been impacted from road building and from recreation uses. 
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C ........ : the species 1i5t. Probably the most change in plant and/or animal composition has 
rauItcd from the introduction of non-native grass communities. both perennial species such as 
crested ~grass which was planted to increase livestock forage. and annual species 5Uch as 
cheatgrass which increased early in the century from historically high grazing pressures on these 
arid ecosystems. 
T_J~ (Uw. MeoIrnR.IIIP) ..... IIiICorIc ..... .,v __ ror' .. _Babo.v ... u 
~ _ W .. 1do Meabt. flfN..u..n VIaII_ rerlk c • .-N_ Fora!. 
co.-
!IUjed Am (e-TJIIO) W ..... 
-
ViJob N_ 
- -
~1alIoo F ...... 
AJooIooo Low·Mod Low Low 
· I.-....'-'-'- Low Low 
· 
Low 
~~FIr High 
-1IIP~s..-
· 
, Low 
-s,.-FIr Mod-Hip 
· 
Low·Mod 
--..,...nr MocIa2u 
· · --~ · · Low·Mod A.- High 
-SonJA.- High High High 
-Sent A.- L, .,.,... 
· · 
Mod-High 
.a.aA-. Low .. Low·Mod 
~.- Low·Mod 
· 
Low Low 
_fir Mod-Hilb Low .. 
· 
'-1«-'& Mod-Hilb Mod-Hilb Mod-Hilb MocIa2u 
~ Mod-Hip Hi.., Low·Mod Hi.., 
IHilb1 
~M-..., MocIa2u 
.c....., Low·Mod Low·Mod Low·Mod 
-IIirdIIaI/AWorIo.n Low·Mod Low·Mod Mod-High 
c..wOU Low·Mod Low·Mod Low·Mod 
· 
-
Low·Mod 
· · 
Hilb 
~ ... Low 1_ Low Low 
T.F_ Hilb Mod-Hilb Mod-Hilb Hilb 
lIepIorwII G<..- MocIa2u 
-- ... ~ Low·Mod Low·Mod Low (Hi..,) 
:~=:... Low ' ? · 
· 
.. .. 
...... Hi.., Hi.., High 
__c..,_ 
Low 
--~ Mod-Hip ~ Mod-Hilb Hilb Mod-Hilb 
, Sab;ect Area _ prexnI in __ ora. 
.. Sab;ect Area _ ~ in "'is IMCMIIICIIt ~ 10 lack of _ial distribution m die a __ mem orea. 
S-u: the layers and ages of species. Nearly all plant cover types have been altered through 
the exclusion of hiJtoric natural rae regimes as well as from historically high grazing pressures. 
T ree-dominatcd landscapes have bealme older and natural 5UCCession from species like aspen 10 
C-l 
ronifers an: no longer inJerrupted by fires at the same frequency and/or intensity as they occurred 
in the past. 
PIItter8I: the patchwork of commwtities and ages across the landscape. In the Bonneville 
Basin portion of the WasatdI-Cache National Forest the Sagebrus/liGrasslands cover type has 
been the most highly altered from historic levels being replace by Pinyon-Juniper and non-native 
seeded grass cover types. The Pinyon-Jwtiper type has increased over historic levels because of 
the change in natural fire frequencies and intensities. Pasl grazing levels altered the fine fuels by 
replacing the native perenniaJ grasses with cheatgrass - an early growing annual grass that cures 
early in the summer. While fires are often more frequent now than historically. cheatgrass 
provides very flashy fueJs that often cause fires 10 move quickly through and area but do not kill 
the overstory trees. Some of the acres of Pinyon-JlDliper and Sagebrush cover types were ueated 
and seeded to crested wheatgrass and other non-native grasses in the 1960'5. Some of these 
areas an: currently being invaded by some of the native grass and forb species while the 
sagebrush is slowly returning 10 these areas. Riparian areas in the Stansbury MOlDIIains have 
aJso been highly altered. Many channels have been dried up through projects that remove water 
from the meams. Recreation impacts in some of the canyons are also the cause of high 
alterations 10 riparian ecosystems. Bec.wse water is a premium in the west desert molDltain 
ranges. these changes have perhap5 had more significant effects than in areas where water is 
generally more abundant. 
F.Kdoes: how the systems work. Hydrologic functions have changed because jlDlipen use 
more water from the site than did the sagebrushlgrasslands that once dominated the overstory. 
Cbeatgrass. which germinates earJy and creates a near total dominance in the herbaceous layer 
has aJso changed the hydrologic function. Because of its highly competitive nature. cheatgrass 
often keep5 native perenniaJ species from becoming established thus changing how water i5 used 
by plants in the ecosystem. Also. some area where lOp5Oils have been 1051 through er05ion 
because of historic grazing levels. soils are no longer capable of growing the Ilinds of species that 
once occurred on these sites. 
Auat-.t S._ry for Waaek ucI Bear River R..~ Pordoln of 1M OnrtJinst M.,..."" SedioII 
Historic livestock grazing, fire exclusion and an ever-growing population along the Wasatch 
Front have caused the greatest impacts in the Wasatch and Bear River Ranges of the Overthrust 
MOIDItains Section. Road construction in and along riparian corridoB and the daining and 
diversion of water have also had significam impacl5 . 
CompMidOOl: the species list. Like the Bonneville Basin. much of the change in composition in 
the Wasatch and Bear River Ranges has been from the inuoduction of non-native grasse:;. While 
cheatgrass has increased significantly. many of the watersheds along the Wasatch Front were 
terraced and vegetated with smooth brorne 10 combat the impacts of historical sheep grazing. In 
addition. many of the historic Tall Forb Communities have been severely grazed and are no 
longer capable of supporting the native perennial species that once dominated those sites. 
Historic grazing impactS have also re5Ulted in a char.ge of composition within Aspen Comnllmi-
ties; Joday western coneflower and sawleaf groundsel. while both natives. are found in much 
higher abuncIanu than historically occurred. 
StnIctJare: the layers and ages of species. Change of seral-aspen commlDlities from aspen-
dominated 10 conifer-dominatcd conunwtities. Spruce-fir being replaced by subalpine fir. White 
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fir increasing at the expense of Douglas-fir. Pinyon-juniper communities, especially on the Uinta 
NF. Riparian ecoystems lost to road construction, channelization of streams and rivers, grazing 
impacts, etc. In addition, there has been an overall loss of age-class diversity (many being 
skewed toward older age-classes) in nearly all cover types because of fire exclusion and/or 
historic grazing levels. Most Notable may be the aging of the oak community along the Wasatch 
Front which is resulting in a built: up of fine fuels and an increased Iiklihood for large fires with 
a potential for extensive loss of property. Livestock grazing has resulted in a significant loss of 
the Tall Forb communities which have been replaced with tarweed flats in many cases. 
Patterns: the patchwork of communities and ages across the landscape. Fire exclusion has 
played a large role in patterns of communities being outside historical levels. A significant 
portion of the Sera! Aspen type of the Wasatch and Bear River Ranges has been replaced by 
various conifer-dominated communities because of fire exclusion. In addition, the bigtooth 
maple cover type bas increased, especially in what were the oak draws where soil moisture levels 
are suitable for maple expansion. Livestock grazing has also resulted in a change in cover type 
patterns over the landscape. The extent of the Tall Forb cover type is possibly as little as half of 
what it was historically. Patterns in riparian ecosytems have been altered by a variety of causes 
including historic grazing impacts, high recreation use and development, and road construction. 
Most canyons on the forest have roads adjacent to riparian areas and historically it was cominon 
to channelize streams and rivers in order to build roads. 
FlIIICdoIas: how the systems work. With changes in composition, structure, and patterns on the 
landscape have come changes in hydrologic functions, and in direct and indirect effects on 
biological diversity. Direct impacts come from increases of non-native invaders and noxious 
weeds while indirect effects come from changes in wildlife habitats as diversity of structure and 
patterns have changed over time. The loss of topsoil from Tall Forb and other sites has caused a 
change in hydrologic functions because of historic grazing along the front. In the early part of 
the 20th century, terraces were constructed in many watersheds and revegetated with non-native 
species to reduce the amount of erosion caused by years of extremely high sheep grazing along 
the W3S8tch Front, . Riparian and aquatic functions have been altered by dams, water diversions, 
road construction, livestock grazing and recreation used and development. 
Annsmeat Sammary for the Uinta Mountains SectIoa 
The Uinta Mountains have been impacted over the past 100- 150 years by tie-hacking (cutting 
logs for railroad ties), grazing, fire exclusion, and by modern-day logging. Tie hacking also had 
significant impacts to the riparian channels as log jams were first created, then dynamited to 
cause the logs to flow to the low country where they were processed. In addition, road 
construction, water diversions, and dams have also had significant impacts to riparian ecosys-
tems. 
COlDpoildoa: the species list. Species composition has not been nearly as altered as Wasatch 
and Stansbury Mountains. The Tall Forb cover type, which covered only minor acreages and 
which is limited to the extreme western portion of the Uinta Mountains has almost entirely been 
replaced by annual tarweed flats as a result of historically high grazing levels. Other impacts 
from livestock I!J'8Zing can be seen where orange sneezeweed has inCTUSed significantly near the 
Whitney portion of the Forest. 
Stractan: the layers and ages of species. Perhaps the greatest change in structure in the Uinta 
Mountains bas been the change from aspen-dominated and aspen-lodgepole dominated 
communities to oonifer-dominated communities. In addition, however, there has been an overall 
loss of age-class diversity (many being skewed toward older age-classes) in nearly all cover 
types because of fire exclusion, which has also caused many forested ecosystems to be more 
susceptible to insect and disease. 
Patterns: the patchwork of communities and ages across the landscape. Fire exclusion has also 
had a significant effect on the patterns of sera! aspen, lodgepole-aspen, and spruce-fir communi-
ties. The continuing loss of aspen to conifer-dominated communities is evident throughout the 
10w;;1' elevations on the north slope of the Uinta Mountains. 
FanctiolU: how the systems work. Hydrologic functions have been altered by the building 0 f 
dams, water diversions, tie-hacking, and historic livestock grazing levels. Use of small clearcuts 
in the lodgepole pine ecosystems, which resulted in unnatural patterns on the landscape have also 
had an impact on hydrologic function. The replacement of aspen by conifer ecosystems bas not 
only impacted the bydrologic function in this range (conifers transpire water year round, while 
aspen transpire primarily in the spring and summer months), it has also had an important impact 
on biological diversity by altering the historic patterns of vegetation. 
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AppendixD 
Preliminary Classification of 31 Eligible Stream Segments on the 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest 
ORV'. 
Seg Major Drainage Basin River Segment L F s • w c , W H C E C 
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HI:III}'S Forie Drainage 
21 Hemys Fori< - Hemys Fori< Lake to Trailbeod 8.1 Y X X 
- - -
X X X X W 
22 Weal Fork Beaver Creek - Source to Forat Boundary 10.2 Y 
- - - - -
X 
- -
X • 
23 Middle Fori< Beaver Creek - Beaver Lake to CODfIu- 11.2 Y 
- - - - -
X 
- -
X • 
eooe with Eat Fori< Beaver Creek 
Blacks Forie DrainaRe 
25 Weal Fori< BJ.cb Fori< - Source to Tr.ilbeod 11 .8 Y X 
- - -
X 
- - -
X • 
25.4 wi Fori< BJ.cb Fori< - Source to coaflueDc:e of Link 9.7 Y 
- - - -
X 
- -
-
X W 
w i Fori< 
25.6 Little wi Fori< - Source to Mouth 9.3 Y 
- - - -
X 
- - -
X W 
25.7 BJ.cb Fori< - ConfluoDce or Weal Fork ODd wi Fori< 2.7 Y 
- - - - - -
X 
- -
R 
to Meeb Cabin Reoervoir 
27 Weol Fori< smiths Fori< - Source to Foreol BouDdory 14.6 Y 
- - - -
X 
- - - -
S 
28 wi Fori< Smiths Fori< - Red Cutle Lake to Tr.ilhead 11.9 Y X X 
- - -
X 
- -
X W 
Bear River DrainaRc 
30.2 Hayden Fork - Source to Mouth 12.4 Y X 
- - - - - - -
X R 
30.3 Stillwater Fori< - Source to Mouth 11 .8 Y X 
- - - - - - -
X • 
30 .• Ostler Fori< - Source 10 Mouth 3.8 Y X 
- - - - - - -
X W 
30.5 Left HODd Fork, righl HODd Fork, ODd wi Fori< Bear 13.6 Y X 
- -
X 
- - - -
X W 
River - AIJop Lake ODd Norice Lake to neor Trailbeod 
30.7 Boundary C .... k - Source 01 CODfIueooe with wi Fork 4.3 Y 
- - - - -
- - -
X W 
Bear 
35 High Creek - High C .... k Lake to Foreol BouDdory 7.1 Y 
- - - - - - - -
X W 
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Blacksmith's Forie Drainage 
38.3 I Leftband Fork BJ.cksmith's Fork - Source to Mouth 15.1 I YI XI -
- - I -1- - I - 1- R 
Logan River Drainage 
39 Lopn River - Idibo Stau: Line to ConfluoDce with 6.6 Y 
- - - -
X 
- - - -
S 
BeaverC .... k 
IV 
39.1 
39.3 
39.4 
39.5 
39.6 
39.8 
39.9 
40.2 
40.7 
41 
41.1 
42.1 
43 
48 
52 
~ River - CoafIumce wi1b Beaver Creek to Third 20 Y X X 
DIm 
s..-Creek - ldobo Stale LiDo to Mouth 6.5 Y 
- -
While Pille Creek - Source to Mouth 5.9 Y 
- -
Temple Fort - Source to Mouth 5.6 Y 
- -
Spnm Creek - Source to Mouth 3.8 Y 
- -
8uDcbpua Creek - Source to Mouth 5 Y 
- -
LillIe bear Creek - Source to Mouth 4.5 Y 
- -
Weber River DrainaRe 
Middle Fort Weber River - Source to Mouth I 6.9 I YI XI -
Beaver Creek - Source to Forat BouudIry I 6.5 I YI - 1 X 
Provo River Drainage 
Ptow River - Trial Loke to Ul5 Bridae 8.9 Y 
ORden River DrainaRe 
Left Fort of South Fort 0adeD River- Frost 4.5 Y 
CaayoaIBear Cmyoo Coallueoce to Couseylt Reser-
voir 
Great Salt Lake Draina e 
WiI\onI Creek - Source to Forat BouudIry 4.4 
Red BUIte Creek - Source ot Red Butte R-.voir 3.3 
LillIe Cottoawood Creek - Source to Forest BouudIry 10.9 
Key: 
y Yes 
X Outstandingly Remarkable Value 
W 
No Outstandingly Remarkable Value 
Wild 
S Scenic 
R Recreational 
Y 
y 
Y 
X X 
X 
-
X 
-
- -
X 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
• Wild Inside of Wildemess; Scenic Outside ofWildemess 
X X 
- - -
X R 
-
X 
- - - -
S 
-
X 
- - - -
W 
-
X 
- - - -
S 
-
X 
- - - -
W 
-
X 
- - - -
W 
-
X 
- - - -
W 
- I - I - - _ I XI W 
- 1 - 1 - - _ 1 XI R 
- - - - - -
R 
-
X 
- - - -
W 
X 
-
X X 
- -
S 
-
X 
- - -
X S 
X 
- -
X 
-
X R 
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Appendix E 
1999 Roadless Area Numbers and Acreale 
Version: 04/05/99 
Wasatch-Cache National Forest 
NAME 1983# 1999# 
Swan Creek 19180 0419001 
Gibson 19181 0419002 
Nobletts 19701 0419003 
WbitePine 19730 0419004 
Lakes 19751 0419005 
TwinPeab" 19752 0419006 
MountO' 
" 
19753 0419007 
Mount Aile 19754 0419008 
F .. n 19755 0419009 
Francis 19756 0419010 
St ... ..hury Mountains" 19757 0419011 
Mount Naomi" 19758 0419012 
Mount Logan (North) 19759 0419013 
Mount Loaan (South) 19759 0419029 
Mount Logan (West) 19759 0419030 
Wellsville Mountains .. 19760 0419014 
Mollem Hollow 19761 0419015 
Willard 19762 0419016 
Lewis Peak 19763 0419017 
Upper South Fork 19764 0419018 
E-l 
1983 1983 GIS Wilderness 1999 Acra Acres Acra Acra 
9569 9501~ 7186 
1836 26956 75457 
1671 1876 3116u 
2356 1884 1942' 
104109 107415 122321 
12905 18417 11495 3375 
24606 24652 15300 10039 
9089 9313 9701 
9016 10412 11522 
15047 15314 11707 339J3 
~:536 58726 25215 411199 
65268 67871 44523 4201716 
33161 37961 189282 
above above 1703P 
above above 529()l 
23847 24252 22986 1762 
15670 16462 17952 
18306 19561 184582 
10878 11489 11617 
11828 13104 16829 
Burch Creek 19765 0419019 
WiddopMountain 19766 0419020 
West Fork Blacks 19767 0419021 
High Umtas4 19901 0419022 
Temple Peak I 0419023 
Boulder Mountain I 0419024 
1l.6 •• L Rangel 0419025 
H ..L .1. J 0419026 
Lone Peak Addition"} 0419027 
Right Hand Fork Logan I 0419028 
SugarPineJ 0419031 
Public Grove Hollow I 0419032 
Lamb Canyon I 0419033 
Rock Creek - Green Forkl 0419034 
TOTAL ACREAGE: 
1983 acres fiom Appendix C ofDEIS 1983. 
1983 GIS acres show original ro.dIess area acres calculated with newwer GIS 
~'. 
Wildaness acres reflect diose acres fiom 1983 inventory that became designated 
wiIdauess. 
1999 acres reflects c:unmt status of DeW roedless inventory. 
1 • Nat included in 1983 Inventorv. 
2- Split fiom 1983 Inventory due-to weds and/or development. 
3 • Insufficient AaaF. chopped fiom 1999 ro.dIess aoaIysis. 
West Fork BI8cb split into 2 polygons both ofwbicb have insufflC1ent 
acreage. 
Fnncis split info 2 polygons. the soutbem polygon bad insuffICient acreage 
Lambs Canyon .-ea, a DeW area bad insuffICient acreage to qualify. 
4- Part desipIIted as WiJdemess in 1978 or 1984. 
5- CoaIipous willi c.ribou National Forest ro.dIess area which has 7,300 
acres in their 1996 inwotory.' 
6 . Coatipous willi C.-iKJu NaaioaaJ Forest roedIess area. which has 8,320 
acres in their 1996 inwaIory. 
7 • Splil into 2 polygons of 5,429 and 2,206 acres e8Cb. 
6650 8166 7095 
7268 5937 9141 J3 
8834 8549 43643 
153171 "I 272876 179813 11 9970714 
0 0 24429 
0 0 8845 
0 0 11408 
0 0 7931 
0 0 974712 874 
0 0 15394 
0 0 5739 
0 0 6410 
0 0 44743 
0 0 7125 
60226)10 746,433 309,079 583,55017 
E-2 
8. Contiguous with Uinta National Forest roadless area. which has 1,297 acres 
in their 1998 invenlon·. Uinta did not have in their 1983riventon'. 
9 • Contiguous with BLM WSA North Stansbury (6,800 acres) ~ Big Hollow 
(4,300 acres). 
10- Acreage count in 1983 excluded 73,859 acres (High Uinlas Primitin Area) 
and 33,859 acres fiom 1967 Addition, It is preswned these acres were not 
counted as it was assumed these 8CRS were a "given" to become wilderness. 
II . Rest of High Uinlas Wilderness acreage is on the Ashl~' National Forest. 
12- Rest ofLooe Peak Wilderness acreage is on the Uinta National Forest. 
13 . Contiguous with Ashl~' National Forest roedIess ami. Ashl~' did not have 
in 1983 inventory. 1999 inventory not done yet, 
14- Contiguous with Ashley National Forest, 1999 inventor)' not done }'et, 
15- Contiguous with Uinta NatiooaJ Forest roedIess area, . h has 4,983 acres 
in their 1998 inventory. 
16- Contiguous with Caribou NatiooaJ Forest roedIess area, which has 28,077 
8CRS in their 1996 inventory. 
17- Excludes areas of insuffICient acreage (Less than 5,000) 
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AppeDclhF 
RupIud Capllblllty ud Sabbllty 
The foIIowiua diKUIIion on ~Iity .ad .at.bility is from the Protocol for RluJgeUmd Copa-
bility tmtl StUtability DetermiNItioru for Fans Plmt RevisioM (USDA Foral Scrviee 1998). It 
includacritaia dull wiD be used to dctamiDc ~ .ad some of the criteria sugaaaI in the 
prococoI dull could be used to addras suitability for livesloek pazing onlWbonlJ foral t.nds. 
AnIlysjs for Il!:!qmjpetjqn. The delamination of rlIII(IId..t capability and suitability is • tw~ 
step process. The lint step is dctcrminIIIion of ~ t.nds !bat are capebIc ofbeing grazed. The 
second step, through the foral planning proc:aa, idcmifics which of ~ ClpMlIe t.nds are suit-
able for pazing under various ~ 5CaI8rios. Therefore, "capele" acra will remain 
constant for all a1tematives and "suibb\e" aaa will likely vary by a1temative. The fol1owing 
definitions from the Protocol clmfy the distinction between these two terms. 
CapUIIIry: "the poCaIIia1 of an area of land to produce raoun:cs, supply pxIs and services, 
and allow raoun:e uses under an ISSIIIIICd Jet of _....-. practices and lit • given level of 
management intcusity. Capability depends on currmt conditions and site conditions 5UCh as cli-
mate, slope, landfonn, 50ils and geology, as well as the application of management practices, 
5UCh as silvicu11UR or proCection from fR, insects, and disease." 
SldaIJIIty: "the appropriareoeu of applying certain raoun:e mana....-. practices to a par-
ticular area of land as detamincd by an ana1y1is of the economic and euviromnentaI conse-
quences and a1temative uses forqone. A unit of land may be suitable for a variety of individual 
or combined management practices." 
Rangeland capability rqRIeDIs the biophysical dctcnnination of ~ areas that can 5U5Iain 
pazing. Capability is detamincd by assessing biophysical characteristics conducive to livestoclc 
grazing. Rangdand capability for revision of forest plans can be detamincd eitber through an 
aggregation of planning unit dcIenninations or applying capability criteria lit the forest scale, or a 
combination of the two. The capability ana1y1is and delamination in Forest Plans is not a deci-
sion to graze livestoclc on any specific area of land nor is it a decision on livestock grazing ca-
pacity. 
Once capability is determined, the next step in the planning process is to determine rangeland 
suitability. Rangeland suitability is a forest plan decision and rqRIeDIs the integration of capa-
bility with the appropriataIc:s of grazing Iivestoclc on a particular area of land considering 5UCh 
tbinp as economics, socia1 conccms, and grazing compatibility with other land uses. Suitability 
ana1y1is and detamination may lead to a decision to graze livestoclc on a specific area in the For-
est Plan. 
Critqia for RsmIepd CtPIbjlity: The Wasatch-Cache National Forest will use the following 
criteria to idcmify capable rangdands. These criteria are consistent with those being used by ad-
jacCDt Forests (Uinta, Caribou, and AsbIey National Forests). The dctamination of capability is 
made considerins the whole of the criteria rather than any one criterion alone. 
F-\ 
• Area with las IhIn 30"10 slopes for cauJe and less than 45% slopes for sheep. 
• Area producing more IhIn or havint! the potential 10 produce an average of 200 1M. of 
forrcel-=re/yellr 011 m air dry basis over the planning period. 
• Area with II8IUnIIy raiJient soils (not anstable or higbly erodible soils). 
• Area wIleR pound cover (vegetation, litter, rock > l4 in.) is sufficient 10 protect soil from 
erosion. The minimum pen:aUaJe cover will be 60% unless local data is available for use in 
Sdtin& more specific: pound cover ,equiJuneub. 
• Area ac:c:cslible 10 IivCllOc:k (without sud! fac:ton as dense timber, lOCk, or other physical 
barriers). 
• Area within I mile of water or where the ability 10 provide water exists. 
National Forat System lands that meet the above c:riteria will be comidered capable of being 
graud by domestic: animals. The ac:reage of capable lands will remain c:onstant for all alterna-
lives in the EIS for the planning area and will be displayed. 
CrjJcria for Beqsrlagd Sujtabj!itv: Once capability is determined, an assessment of suitability, 
by aJtcmative, will be conduc:ted 10 address 10 what extent Iivestoc:k grazing would be empha-
sized or is compatible with management direction for a management area's other WICI and val-
ues, and wbic:h, if any, odIer uses would be foregone wid! livestoc:k grazing. The criteria 10 be 
used for rmgdand sui1abiIity will include some or all of the items included in the Regional pro-
toc:ol. Additional criteria will be developed where Ioc:aI conditions warrant. Situations lisled be-
low will gmerally not be considered suitable for livestoc:k grazing depending on an overall 
evaluation of potential effec:ts and oppottwtities 10 mitigate adverse effec:ts: 
• Developed recreatioo sites or speciaJ use sites. 
• Special area designations sud! as Resean:h Natural Areas. 
• Administrative sites and raearch facilities or study sites. 
• Key wildlife habilaC areas (sud! as winter ranges). 
• Important habitats for TES species (viability c:oosiderations). 
• Noxious weed infCllations where forage is not used by livestock or use would contribute 10 
inaease of the infCllation. 
• Unique habitats sud! as bogs, fens, jurisdictional wetlands, or rare plant conununities. 
• Areas where IivCllOc:k grazing is imprac:tic:able due 10 economic: comiderations, either from a 
permittee or agency IIaDdpoint. 
• Transitory range c:rated by timber harvest activities where the asaociated mitigation costs 10 
protect timber ~ vaJua is excessive. 
• Area where the social COIIICqUCDc:CI and values foregone are not acccpIable. 
The number of acres suitable for livCllOc:k grazing, by alternative, will be displayed. The num-
ber of acres suitable will likely vary by aJtemative. 
F-2 
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ElldaD&ered, TIlreate.ed, ad PropoIed Speclel 
This list is compiled from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services list, "Federally Listed and Proposed (P) 
Endangered (E) and Threatened (T) Species and Habitat in Utah by County. As of September 1998." 
This list does not indicate whether or not the species exists in the County. but that there is habitat and it 
is within historic range of the species. It, also. does not indicate whether the habitat is on National For-
est system lands. 
SDeCieI 
Bald eagle (T) 
(Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Peregrine falcon (E) 
(Falco peregrinus) 
Whooping crane (E) 
(Grus americanus) 
Black-footed ferret (E) 
(Mustela nigripes) 
Canada lynx (PT) 
(Lynx canadensis) 
June suclcer (E) 
(Chasmistes Iiorus 
Lahontan cutthroat trout (T) 
(Oncorhynchus clarlri henshawi) 
Maguire prinrose (T) 
(Primula maguirei) 
(E) Endangered 
(T) Threatened 
(PT) Proposed Threatened 
BE 
X 
X 
X 
CA OA MO RI SL 
X X X X X 
X X X X X 
X 
X 
X X X 
X 
X 
Counties: BE - Box Elder 
DA - Davis 
G-I 
RI - Rich 
SU - Summit 
WE-Weber 
SV TO WE 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X X 
CA-Cache 
MO-Morgan 
SL - Salt Lake 
TO-Tooele 
UI - Uinta (WY) 
VI 
X 
X 
X 
The following species have been designated as sensitive by the Regional Forester in Region 4 and occur 
or have habitat on the Wasatch-Cache National Forest. 
Spotted bat 
Western big-eared bat 
Wolverine 
Boreaiowl 
Flammulated owl 
Great gray owl 
Northern goshawk 
Nortbern three-toed woodpecker 
Columbian sharp-taiIed grouse 
Spotted frog 
Colorado cutthroat trout 
Bonneville cutthroat trout 
Starvling milkvetch 
Brownie ladyslipper 
Rockcress draba 
Maguire draba 
Burkes draba 
Cronquist daisy 
Maguire daisy 
Logan buckwheat 
Wasatch jamesia 
Garrett bladderpod 
Arctic poppy 
Cache beardtongue 
Cottam cinquefoil 
Uinta greentbread 
Smith violet 
Eudenna maculatum 
Plecotus !ownsendii 
Gulo gulo 
Aegolius funereus 
Otus f1ammeolus 
Strix nebulosa 
Accipiter gentilis 
Picoides tridactytus 
Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus 
Rena pretiosa 
Oncorhynchus clarlri pleuriticus 
Oncorhynchus clarlri utah 
Astragalus jejunus jejunus 
Cypripedium fascicuiatum 
Draba densifolia apicuiata 
Draba maguirei var. maguirei 
Draba maguirei var. burkei 
Erigeron cronquistii 
Erigeron maguirei 
Erigonum brevicaule var. loganum 
Jamesia americana macrocalyx 
Lesquerella garrettii 
Papaver radicatum var. pygmaeum 
Penstemon cyananthus var. compactus 
Potentilla cottamii 
Thelespenna pubescens 
Viola franksmithii 
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ASHLEY, UINTA, AND WASATCH-CACHE NATIONAL FORESTS 
MANAGEMENT INDICATORS 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Lega1 Pm:edcnt IIId DepartmentIForest Service Policy 
The NIItiooaI Forest ManagaDalt Act of 1976 (NFMA) IIId Departmental Regulation 65004 
directs that on National Forest System Lmds, habitats for all existing native IIId desired non-native 
plants, fish, IIId wildlife species wiD be nwmged to maintain at least viable populations of such 
species. In achieving this objective, habitat must be provided for the nmnber IIId distribution of 
reproductive individuals to ensure !be continued existence of a species t1uoughout its geograpbic 
range (FSM 2601.2). The recurring theme in (FSM 2601·2603) is !be maintenance of diverse IIId 
productive habitats for wildlife, fish IIId SCDSitive plants. NFMA specifies "certain vertebrate 
species ... sbaII be identified IIId se1ected as indicators of !be effects of managcmc:nt" Designated 
managaneot indicator species (MIS) must be identified in all forest planning proc;esses IIId include 
TIE plant IIId anima1 species, species with special habitat needs, species commonly hunted, fished, 
trapped; IIId additiona1 species selected because their population changes are believed to indicate 
effects of managaneot activities on other species. 
1.2 Concerns Regarding MIS 
Indicator species have been used for dcc:ades as a convenient assay of enviromnental conditions 
(Thomas 1972; Zonneveld 1983). Inbaber (1976) states that biological indices give us information 
about !be state of enviromnental quality not obtainable in other ways-information that may be too 
expensive or difficult to obtain. Nonetheless, !be use of vesetation, invertebrates IIId vertebrates 
as managaneot indicators is IIOt without conc:ems. 
As we identify !be species to be used to monitor ecosystems we need to remember that, " ... 
ecosystems change dramatically tbrougbout time, have 110 optimal conditions, and are only healthy 
when compared to some desired state specified by hlD1l8DS. Ecosystem "health" is strictly an 
ant1uopocenttic tam." (Lacey 1994). 
One of !be main reasons in identifying management indicators species was to conduct ecological 
risk assessments. Lackey (1994) states, "!be surrogate animals or plants rqxesent !be ecosystem or 
ecosystems of concan, IIId that a factor can be added to allow for a margin of safety-whatever the 
couc:ept of "safety" means in ecology." He continues, "The approach assumes that a simple 
surrogate (one or a few species) will respond in !be same way as an ecosystem. It does not work 
weD in complex ecosystans. across large regions, or with chemicals that cause low-level, but 
persistent, ecological effects. " 
ManagaDalt Indicators - page I ff~ 
AIJIIIIICDII fur avoidiDg wildlife MIS and guilds were identified by V mx:r (1984) and others and 
iDcIude: 
• 0uiId membas are DOl occcssarily alike in all the ways in which they usc zones of 
Mbitat fur various purposes. 
• Species subdivide the babitat by specializing in diet, foraging substrates, foraging 
times, and the like (niche diffCRDtiation). 
• Animals in the same guild may clumgc tbcir behaviors within or between seasons in a 
dissimilar fashion. 
• Geographic variations in species' behaviors would require placing the same species in 
diffCRDt guilds in different parts of its range. 
• The ways in which species use tbcir enviromnent can vary even over shorter diSIaDCCS 
when habitat attributes differ. 
AooIber ooocan, not di.scusscd by V mx:r, is the fact that any vcrtcbratc is an indirect indicator of 
cbaDgc in habitat. Measuring the habitat itself would be the direct indicator. Therefore, by using 
vcrtebrlItm, only, as indicators, there is a lag time before change in OlD" variable (habitat) shows up 
in the indicator. This makes it important to monitor both babitat and vertebrates and not just 
vcrtd!ndes alone. 
The cyclic nature of some animals, such as the snowshoe hare must also be taken into account and 
not mistaken for changes in habitat. 
Landres ct aI (1988) further caution sometimes the density of species may incmIsc for reasons 
unrelated to the environmental conditions being managed. A case in point, the ~ve nature 
of European starlings led to tbcir inacasc in numbers not a cbaDgc in environment. Game species, 
such as elk are especially problematic as indicators because tbcir population density and 
distribution are affected by b\Dlters, not by babitat management Recognizing such cautionary 
notes managers can select management indicators that are effective and credible. 
To obtain the most meaningful results with the use of management indicators we need to usc a 
combination of animal species and habitat, make sure we have adequate sample sizes, and make 
serious commitment to 10118 term monitoring. 
2. BACKGROUND 
When the curraIt Forest Plans were written, each Forest identified Management Indicator Species. 
Selection of MIS, rationale for that selection and other information on the species arc contained in 
the each Forest' s AMS and/or Forest Plan. 
There was limited coordination between Forests and identified MIS are quite different MIS for 
each Forest and pertinent Forest Plan direction arc listed below. 
2.1 A5hIcy 
ManIgcment Indicators • page 2 /'iJ 
Elk 
Mulcdeer 
Goshawk 
Goldcneqle 
Warbling vireo 
Y clIow-bcUied sapsucker 
Lincoln's Sparrow 
Song Sparrow 
Sagcgrousc 
WhitHailed ptarmigan 
Cuttbroat trout 
Macroinvcrtd!ndes 
Forest Plan Direction. 
Ecooomic importance. 
Ecooomic importance. 
Old growth timber. 
C\iffs mil rock. 
Deciduous woodlands (aspen and riparian hardwoods) 
Deciduous woodlands (aspen and riparian hardwoods) 
Riparian shrub. 
Riparian shrub. 
Sagebrush. 
Alpine meadow. 
Aquatic. 
Aquatic. 
Forest Plan - Objective: Dcvdop and implement habitat.management plan that will include 
key ecosystems and maintain habitat for supporting T &E or sensitive plants and animal 
species and managanent indicator species." (USFS 1985, p. IV -28) 
Standards and Guiddines (SetG's) with this objective support MIS. 
Objective: "Develop the specicslbabitat relationships offish and wildlife." (1V-29) 
SetG: "Complete inventory ofManaganc:nt Indicator Species on the Forest to 
determine their oa:urrmcc, abuodance, distribution, habitat requirements, and 
population trmds." 
SetG: "Estab1isb and maintain tbermaI and security cover needs to meet the 
Forest's big game and Management Indicator Species habitat objectives." 
Pages V.(j and V -1 in the Forest Plan list the monitoring plan for MIS. All MIS are listed 
with the appropriate monitoring teclmiquc and data source, sample size, expected 
prccisionIrc1iability, m!pOIIsible official, measurement frcqucncy, reporting period, and 
variation which would cause further evaluation and/or change in management direction. 
2.2 Uinla 
The Uinta' s original list of29 vertebrate and invertebrate species (or groups of species) in tbcir 
1984 Plan was amended in 1993 (USFS 1993) to reduce the list to a more manageable size of II 
indicators. Sensitive species were included only if tbcir habitat needs were not addressed by 
existing indicators. 
Amended Forest Plan direction includes the following MIS: 
Big Game (mule deer & elk) Early to mid-seraJ aspen, conifer, mountain brush. 
sagebrush and grass 
Beaver Riparian, wetlands 
Management Indicators - page 3 
Bald ceaJe Select roost areas 
PcregriDe &Icon Roc:It outcrops, cliffs 
Goshawk Old growth, Douglas fir, mixed conifer & aspen 
Sage grouse Sagebrush, old-growth and successional 
3-toed woodpecker Snags, old :;rowth, or decadent conifer & aspen 
SaImooids (Colorado River Aquatic 
& BonDeville cuIIhroat trout) 
Maaoinvatcbrates Water quality 
Ute Ladies' Tresses 
Clay Pbacdia 
Forest Plan Direction. 
Aquatic Habital Monitoring and Evaluation. Wildlife Goal No. 2: Evaluate system for 
monitoring aquatic habitat and other resource activities, documenting successes and 
failures and presatDing maintenance and follow-up actions as needed. Emphasize a 
monitoring system which will provide timely information for indicator species and their 
habitat (p. 344) 
Management of Fish and Wildlife Habitat Wildlife Goal No. 7: Maintain &lid develop 
suitable habitat for wild1ife and for game and oongame fish populations by coonliI •• ;tion 
with OIlIer resource uses. Develop specific improvement projects to maintain a viable 
population of existing resident and migratory invertebrate species. (p. 3-46) 
Improvement/degnIdation of fish and wildlife habital as a mA11t of project activities and the 
resuI_ change in popu1ations of the Management Indicator Species (MIS) will be 
measumI by the Habital Capability Index displayed in Appendix G. 
Twenty tine items in the Objective Summary outline bow Ibis goal should be 
achieved. 
Management Indicator Species. Wildlife Goal No. 8: Maintain and improve babital of 
management indicator species selected according to the following criteria (include 
mdaDgered, tbreatcoed, and sensitive plants and animal species identified on Stale and 
FederalIists): Species with special babital Deeds that may be intlueoced significantly by 
pIanned management prognans; species common1y bunted, fisbed, or trapped; and species 
where population changes are believed to indicate the effeds of managanent activities on 
OIlIer species of a major biological connDlmity or water quality. Improvement/degradation 
of fish and wild1ife habital as a result of project activities and the mA11tant change in 
popu1ations of the Management Indicator Species by the Habital Capability Index displayed 
in Appendix G. (p.3-48) 
MonitorinW1mplementation. EcosysIan Rcspome (Management Indicator Species. These 
pages outIine the monitoring of MIS and include some detail as to species (4 of the 22 
terrestrial species are not covered), monitoring tcdmiqucs, expected precision/reliability, 
reportingImeasurement &cqumcy, variation which would cause further evaluation, 
standards, and cost. (p. 4-1 - 4-3) 
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2.3 W~ 
Ec:oIoP:aIIDdiCIIIIn Spcciea: 
HIiIy woocIpecIr« MMure conifer withouI UIIdcntory. 
YdIow«Died...-:ta- MMure aspaL 
WGbIiDa vireo SIpIiDg aspaL 
Gray jay MMure lIpiDe fir, spruce, lodgepole pine with UIIdcntory. 
Red-breakd nutIIIIII:h Dou8I- fir, \odgqIoIe pine with UIIdcntory. 
Pine satin PoIo'lIpIiDa conifer. 
MOUIDin bluebird Gr.aIIaI, fodI. 
W.acr pipit Wet mallow. 
Vesper spmow s.piIruIIL 
M8cGiIIiYny's w.tJIcr Ripa:iIa shrub. 
GreaHlIiIed IDWbee MOUIDin brush. 
Black-thro.lrd Gray w.tJIcr Jumper. 
MaaoinvatebnIcs Riverine mil l8cusIriDe. 
CutthroIl_ Riverine md l8cusIriDe. 
Hip IDtcrest Species. These species do not fully meet the criteria as cooIogicaI indicators; 
however, they were seIedaI. MIS because or their 1bmdcDed, EndaagaaI or Sensitive 
st.alus, IOciaI or CCClDOIJIi<: fa:kJn mdlor hip public intcrat: 
Muledcer. 
Elk. 
MOCMC. 
BcxmevilIc cuIIhroat trout. 
Colorado cutthroat trout. 
Pine ID8IfaL 
PcregriDe faJcon. 
Baldagle. 
Forest PIan DirecIion. 
Monitoring. The plan ca11s for monitoring of MIS by group (big game, fish, endangaaI 
species, sensitive species, IIOIIpIDC species). It also outIines monitoring tcdmique. 
expected prccisiooIretia, iDt&SiDUDeUt &cqumcy, reporting period, and variation 
wbid! would cause further evaInIOOo mdlor change in management direction. (p. V -4 -
V-S) 
The following table is a compuisoo of cunmt managanent indicators. 
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in J1RY/filod awiIabiIity, JOUR% pcIpIIImon dynamics, and odJcr factors will mask 
I'CIIpIlIIIa 10 IIItIibl cMaF uatillbosc rapoDICS ba:ome quite large. It is also intuitive 
tt.l cMaF in Ibe bIIbiIIIt will have 10 RXb some critical thrabold befOR IIIimaI numbers 
bqia eo rapoad (even in IIIimaIs which _ SCDtitive 10 clIage). 1bcrriJre, vertebrate 
iadicIIeon '*IIIIlt provide Ibe .arIy warning. fiD:tioo we Wll!t from our monitoring 
prosnm. Imrc.l, we dIoee to idaItify • vegetative indicator as our first monitoring 
wri8bIe (effectivmas monillHina), and to use vatcbnrcs .Ibe ICCOIIdary indicator 
(saving. vaIidaboo 1IIOIIitorint!). 
.u CIIap: In most <:&Sa groups of spcQes which _ dcpcudaIt on Ibe habitat type, specific: 
IIItIibl f_ of conam, or ea:h odJcr sbouId be scIcdcd. 
astlm.lr. Single species iadic:IIOn _ DOt 1«XIi11iDtDdcd because 110 one species is 
c:8pIble of rcpracuIiag an Ibe imporIBIit babitat functions found in a particular vegetative 
type. EvallDp IcwI precbfon. which have otlm been selected • iDdicaton in Ibe past, can 
be nm\cwfing because most will switdlto alternate JIRY wbcn Ibe prefared prey is 
UIIaVlIiWIIe. In such cases, Ibe pn:id.a itself will not bqia to da:\iae in numbers III1tiI all 
suitIbIe soun:cs of prey have da:1iDcd. Also, Ibe abuodaix:c of my one species is a 
fimcIion of iII8Ii)' fiIc:ron bcsida bIbi1IIt quality. Some species !bow cyclic: pcIpIIImon 
cycIcs, in which oumbcn rise to • tbcoraK:aI aaryiag I:&pICity and !ben aash due to 
disease and competition. Popul8tions may also da:1iae due to ret.bvdy short-term, high 
impea events such. drought, '-d winters, UDfavorabie spina (breeding seasoo) wadler, 
or c:oaditions in adjacatt hIbitIID (UTediag immignltioalemigrlltion r.rcs, pn:id.a 
dcmitics, etc.). All of these Ihiap biDder our Ibility to iatcrpm Ibe results of single 
spcQes monitoring efforts. To mUc our IIIOIIitorint! progrmIlIIOR robust to atcmaI 
sources of variabiJity, we dIoee suites of species, such • all woodpcckcn, nIIbcr than 
individual species. 
.. .3 CIIap: InItic:aIDn must be widely distributed, easily SIIIIIp\ed, and ret.tivdy weD 
described in Ibe tcdmicallitcnllure. 
ar I. These criteria were derived in part from Laadres ct a\. 's (1988*) c:ritiqueoflbe 
indicator species cooccpt, in which Ibey DrF III8II8FD 10 idenIify monillHing objectives 
and potCIdiaI..Iy1ical tedmiqua up fiuat in order' to IIlDimize Ibe usefuIDcsa of Ibe daIa. 
We also WIIIted to be sure it ,.. fasibIe to c:onduc:t all of Ibe monitoring we were 
proposing, given 'lUI" limited budgets and penoaaeI. We tbacfore considaed vegetative 
indicators duit could be remotdy scmed and qullltified during Ibe wiarcr, with miaimaI 
field vc:rifiatioo. We also sougbI out vertebrate iDdicaton that would give us Ibe most 
infDrmIItion possible per data point. 
Birds lend Ibcmsetves to monitoring because a IIItional ump\ing protocol IIready eWIs, 
110 spcciaI cquipmcDt is Rlq1Iired, Ibe same mctbods apply eo an ~ and Ibe data 
obIaiaal is n:praaDIive of. broed ...age of ccoIogiaI niches (iIIIec:tivora, seed eaters, 
cavity oaten, cavity aaMIton, gruuad oaten, shrub DCIlcn, tree DCIlcn, etc.). They 
have Ibe lidded advmIagie of .. aisIiat! lIItionaland rqion8l dIiubae, which will allow us 
to ~ our resuIb to t..JMC&Ie IraIds. Additionally, of an Ibe vertebrate spcQes Ibey 
praaillbe ti'" tie 10 vegctItioa 1iDbaa. 
If tile popuIaIico ~ we ICC _ refIec:ted in Ibe regional data, we can be fairly sure 
MM ... m rnlndialon - JIIIIC 8 /'1/ 
that Ibey are due to facfon beyoad our immcdi8rc coatruI. If, however, our Ioc:aI 
popuI8tions - bdiaving diffamdy ... rqion8l popubIions • a whole, we sbouId look 
to our ........... ent practiea for Ibe cause. 
..... CIIap: IndicaIon sbouId be dIoIen for spcQfic: hIbitIID idcatified • being at risk 
tbrougb Ibe Property Fmx:tioaiag Condition procaa (ICC XXX), or ~ Ibere is a high 
level of jDIIjlagaumt .:Iivity, or ~ c:ritic:a1 bIbi1IIt for TES spccia is praail. OIlIer 
bIbitats can be grouped UDder broed '-1iags and monitored las iDIaIsivdy. 
~ We CIIVision IIIOIIitorint! oa:mriag • vlrious infcrvaIs .1pprOpriaCe for ea:h 
habitat. This sclJcdule would require .. 0IJtI0iag and depax\IlIIe invellinail in monitoring. 
.. .5 cu.: TIle monitoring of saImuuids • MIS is of limited value. 
RadauIe: Because SIImonoids _ limited in IIUIIIben or dislribution or _ actively 
sought by Ibe public: Ibey _ of limited value. MIS. Wi1h game fish the State's 
managancut is Ibe bigaat infIumce because fish pIantiDg and angler pressure can have a 
greater infIumce on aquatic: raoun:es than forest ..........-. pnICIic:es. This is not to say 
that monitoring sbouId not take place. It is vaIu8bIe in regards to protecting sensitive 
species and required as part of a Biological Evaluation for project specific: work and to 
meet conservation agreement goals. 
.. .6 cu.: TIle IIIOIIitorint! ofhuotcd species is oflimited value. 
1bdauIe: Hunted species _ genaaIly poor indicators of forest management since 
bIIIlting regulations and IIUIIIben of prrmits _Ibe SlrOIIjIat influence on populations with 
habitat c:onditioos acting as ICCOIIdary dctcrminIIIts of big game abuDdanc:e. This is 
especially true on SIJIIIIIIer ranges, which constitute the majority of Forest Service big game 
range. 
".7 cu.: Species such as amphibians and moUusks may need to be added • additional 
information becomes available. 
1bdauIe: Tbere is a CIIITaIt 1ac:k of a mix of Aquatic: Managcmc:nt Indicator Species. 
This could be Ibe resuIt of: (I) a gmaal1ac:k of knowledge of the aquatic: sy5tan and what 
species may best repraent overa\l bealth of the CCOS)'!taD. (2) the 1ac:k of llildentanding 
individual spcQes and how cbangiag Ibeir environment could affea individuals and 
popu1ations, (3) Ibe legal and political divisions of responsibility for management of 
wildlife species and habitat, and ( .. ) if specific species were selected would Ibere be 
sufficient raoun:cs to monitor these species and selected populations to affect current and 
future managancut efforts. In the future as more information becomes available for these 
species, it may become important to iac:lude them as indicaton. 
/~ 
5. IIU:OMMDIDED MANAGEMENT INDICATORS 
The foIIowiaa _die .CWIIUIitIided Mmapmcnt IDdicaton for the Norlhem Utah Eco-region. 
I'ruIoalI for JDOUibiDa tbac spma will be discuucd in detail in the monitoring portion of the 
~F_ "--~ m:ognizcdmclhod will be uaed, 5UCh as the breeding bird 
pn:tocoI wbich is UICId a.Doawide. 
ALPINE (ABOVE TREE LINE) 
Veplative indicarDn: 
BadiDe baR ground on permanent 1raiISms. 
Cover by spma. 
Vertebrate iDdicaton: 
Pocket gopher, pika. Golden eagle, American pipit, black rosy finch. 
wbitc-throatcd swift, wbite-aowncd sparrow. 
ENGELMANN SPRUCE/SUBALPINE FIR (with or without lodgepole pine) 
Vegelalive indicarDn: 
Extent aDd strucIUraI stages. 
Vertebrate iDdicaton: 
Red squirrel, red baclced vole. Goshawk, saw-whet owl, northern tliclcer, 
three-tocd woodpcdca', red-breastcd nuthatch, mOlmtain chicl<adee, 
yellow-rumped warbler, pine siskin, dark-eyed junco. 
LODGEPOLE PINE 
Veplative indicator: 
Extent aDd strucIUraI stages, including aspen component where potential exists. 
Mid strucIUraI stage - Brownies Iady-sJipper (Ashley Nf only) 
Vertebrate iDdicaton: 
Early strucIUraI stage - snowshoe hare. 
Old strucIUraI stage - Northern flicker, three-toed woodpecker, hail}' woodpecker, 
downy woodpcdca', Clark's nutaaclcer, mo\D1tain chickadee, yellow-rumped 
warbler, red-breastcd nuthatch, dark-eyed junco. 
Mid aDd old stages - Red baclced vole. Northern flicker, yellow-rumped warbler, 
mountain chickadee, dark-eyed junco, ruby-crowned kinglet, hermit thrush, 
oJiv~ded flycatcher, WilliaJMon's flycatdter. 
M-apnwnt Indicaton - page 10 
ASPEN 
Veptarive iDdicaton: 
Extatt aDd strucIUraI stage. 
% c:ompoeition by species (amo\D1t of invasion). 
Vertebrate iDdicaton: 
Houle wren, warbling vireo, red-Raped !l8pSuclcer, western wood pewee, robin, 
bJack-<:apped chidradee. 
WHITE FIR/DOUGLAS FIR 
Veplative indicators: 
Extent aDd strucIUraI stages. 
Vertebrate indicaton: 
Red squin'eIs. Goshawk, flamuJated owl, northern flicker, mountain chickadee, 
red-bralted nuthatch, ruby-crowned kikglet, hermit thrush, dark-eyed junco, 
Hammond's ftycatdter. 
OOUGLASFIR 
Vegelalive indicators: 
Extent aDd sttucturaI stage. 
Vertebrate indicaton: 
Red lIqUiiTCl. Goshawk, ftamulated owl, northern flicker, mountain chickadee, 
red-braated nuthatch, ruby-crowned kinglet, hermit thrush, dark-eyed junco. 
PONDEROSA PINE 
Vegetalive indicaton: 
Extent and structural stages. 
Vertebrate indicaton: 
FlamuJated owl, northern flicker, Clark 's nutcracker, hail}' woodpecker, downy 
woodpcdca', pigmy nuthatch, white breasted nuthatch, house wren, American 
robin, chipping sparrow. 
PINYON/JUNIPER 
Vegetalive indicator: 
Extent and stJUcturai stages. 
Ground cover 
Vertebrate indicators: 
Goshawk, red-tailed hawk, western scrub jay, Steller's jay, pinyon jay, robin, 
spotted towhee, dark-eyed junco, black-throated gray warbler. juniper titmouse. 
ash-throated ftycatcher, gray flycatdter, Virginia's warbler. gray vireo. 
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MOUNTAIN MAHOGANY 
V qelalive indicator. 
ExtaIt and structural stages. 
Ground cover 
Vatebrate indicators: 
Robin, spotted towhee, black-throated 8I1IY wubler, blue 8I1IY gnatcatcher, canyon 
wraI, black-capped chickadee, dark-eyed junco, canyon wraI, green-tailed towhee. 
GAMBEL OAK (OAK-MAPLE) 
V cgdative indicator: 
Extent and structural stages 
Vertebrate indicators: 
Porcupine. Cooper's hawk, magpie, black-cappcd chickadee, red-breasted 
nuthatch, spotted towhee, blUO-8I1IY gnatcatcher, dark-eycdjunco, black-throated 
gray wubler, Virginia's warbler. 
MOUNTAIN BRUSH 
Vcgdativeindicator: 
ExtaIt and structural stage (canopy cover) 
Vertebrate indicators: 
TALL FORB 
Porcupine. Cooper's hawk, magpie, black-cappcd chickadee, red-bn:asted 
nuthatch, spotted towhee, bluo-gray gnatcatcher, dark-eyed junco, black-throated 
gray wubler, Virginia's wubler. 
V cgdative indicators: 
Extent of potential range 
Ground cover 
Vatebrate indicators: 
SAGEBRUSH 
Pocket gopher. Red-tailed hawk, robin, broad-tailed hmnmingbird, black-clUnned 
hmnmingbird, larlt sparrow. 
Vcgdative indicator: 
Ground cover 
Sagebrush canopy cover (based on potential, diversity and management objectives) 
on specific sites. 
Vertebrate indicators: 
Sage thrasher, Brewers sparrow, vesper sparrow, sage sparrow, green-tailed 
towhee, sage grouse. 
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RIPARIAN 
Vcgdative indicator: 
PenDUlent plots (specific #). Methodology in Riparian Guidelines (Level II 
Inventory and Level III Monitoring - GreenIine, Cross Section on seled sites) 
Vertebrate indicators: 
Nmnher of beaver dams (active). Pygmy owl, wubling vireo, spotted sandpiper, 
broad-tailed hmnmingbird, western tananger, yellow wubler, Wilson's wubler, 
MacGillivray's wubler, song sparrow, whitc-a"Owned sparrows, willow 
flycatcher. 
AQUATIC (STREAMS) 
Structural indicator: 
Habitat surveys can also provide important monitoring links. 
Width-to-depth ratio 
Bank Stability 
Biotic indicators: 
Macroinvatebrates 
Macroinvatebrates can provide a valuable insight into the existing environmental 
conditions. 1be use of macroinvatebrates can be a valuable monitoring tool 
which probably needs additional refining in ~ monitoring plan. 
Sites and databases have been established on the Uinta National Forest. This 
monitoring should continue and does retied ecosystem health monitoring. 1be 
analysis and timing may need to be altered to refled budget shifts. 
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appendilC i 
Ii; 
Appendix I - Highest Priority Watenheds 
The hisbest priority watasbcd in Deed of restoration as identified by Inland West Water 
Initiative 011 the Wasatch-Cadte National Forest are listed below. 
Salt Lab R.uaer DiIta id 
- Salt Lake Front area 
- Layton Front area 
- Bountiful Front area 
- East Stansbury Mountains area 
Ka.... R.uaer DiltJid 
- Upper Provo, Soapstone area 
En ..... aacl Mt. View Rupr Disb ids 
- East and West Fork Smiths Fort River 
- Willow Creek 
- West Fork Bear River 
op. Ruter Disbid 
- Woodndf Creek 
- Big Creek 
- South Fork Little Bear River 
- Willardl Ogden Front area 
- Peny area 
Lopa Ra.pr DiIta ic:t 
- Laketown. Garden City area 
- Box Elder area 
1-1 ff'l 
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